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I
INMEOUOCTION

Fred M. Newmann

I Outline of the Larger Study

The papers in this report present selected findings from one phase
of a five-year study of how to enhance higher order thinking in high
school social studies. Based on persistent claims from previous
research that higher order thinking is rarely observed in high school,
the larger study asks two central questions: (A) Why is it apparently
so difficult to emphasize higher order thinking in the curriculum-
what are the key barriers? and (B) To what extent is it possible for
high school social studies aepartments to overcame the barriers and
what is required to do so?

The full study includes syntheses of research related to the
conceptualization of thinking (Newmann, in press), ad.Y1.escent
capacities for higher order thought (Keating, 1988), and organizational
constraints on the promotion of thinking (Marrett and Kim, 1987).
Empirical work will compare the degree of higher order thinking,
barriers, and responses to barriers in three different sets of social
studies departments: (a) those that place special emphasis on "nigher
order thinking, but that organize instruction according to faniliar
patterns in the comprehensive high school; (b) those that makes no
special departmental-wide efforts and are conventionally organized; and
(c) those that involve a departmental emphasis on higher order thinking
and have also made significant changes in the organization of
instruction (as suggested by t-he term "restructured" schools).

Selection of departments, teachers and lessons was guided by the
larger project's effort to identify "exemplary" social studies
departments (that is, those that make a serious departmental-wide
effort to emphasize higher order thinking) and then, by contrasting
these departments with others, to discover how same departments may be
able to overcame barriers that others cannot. Thus, rather than
concentrating primarily upon differences between individual teachers,
this study explores the problem of institutionalization -what is
required for departmental-wide promotion of higher order thinking?

This report focuses only on the study of select departments
mentioned as type (a) above. The papers all rely upon a common
conception of higher order thinking summarized in Newmann's paper, and
the data for all papers was gathered according to methodology described
below.
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II Methodology far the Study of Select Departments

Selection of Social Studies Departments. Based on a national
search, five departments from demographically diverse high schools were
selected for study. Criteria emphasized a departmental -wide effort to
promote thinking for all students, not only for high achievers.

Departments were selected through announcements in professional
publications and special mailingr to persons in the social studies
community who could help to nominate schools. Several criteria were
emphasized in these announcements: a departmental emphasis on higher
order thinking; a required course in social studies, preferably US
History, that emphasizes the study of topics in depth; the presentation
of content as problematic, changing or controversial, rather than
authoritative, fixed and true; students involved in problem solving and
interpreting information; students reasoning about their views and
receiving feedback from the teacher on the quality of their reasoning.

Sixty nominations were received, followed by correspondence, phone
interviews, and a one-day site visit to nine schools. Departments in
five of these schools were selected for study. TO maximize candor in
interviews and to protect subjects, confidentially and anonymity was
promised to all individuals. Therefore, the names of schools and
individuals in this report are fictitious. As illustrated in Table 1,
the sample included large and medium-sized schools, schools in both
single- and multi- high school districts, urban and suburban schools,
and schools with a significant proportion of minority and disadvantaged
students. Notably absent from this small set of schools was a small
rural high school or a school with a drop out rate as large as the
estimated national average of 25%.

Class Observations. The department chair at each school selected
three main courses, taught by different teachers, to be observed nine
times over three visits to the school in 1986-1987. The three classes
were to illustrate as much higher order thinking as possible, but they
were to include (a) a class with a substantial proportion of lower and
middle achieving students; (b) a history course with a diverse range
of students; and (c) any other class that best illustrates a
concentration on higher order thinking (which usually comprised high
achievers). On each visit, two additional classes, also presumed to
emphasize higher order thinking and taught by different teachers, were
observed once. .7his would result in a total of 165 lessons, but due to
absences or bad weather, the final sample of lessons was 160. Within
scheduling constraints, teachers were encouraged to select for our
observation those lessons that placed most emphasis on higher order
thinking.

Observations were recorded on seventeen 5-point scales reflecting
dimensions of thoughtful discourse (e.g. Were students challenged to go
beyond the information given? Were reasons carefully considered?).
Descriptive notes elaborated on specific practices and responses.
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Tasks assigned by the teacher that required writing were also collected
and evaluated, as was written work by three students in each class.

Teacher Questionnaires and Interviews. The three teachers per
school whose classes were observed nine times were designated primary
teachers, and they completed three questionnaires and at least six
hours of interview dealing with classroom observation and their views
on a variety of issues related to the promotion of thinking. Teachers
..ho were observed only once constituted the secondary sample, and they
completed two questionnaires and one hour of interview. Total teachers
=45 (15 primary, 30 secondary).

Students. Three students from each of the 15 primary classes
completed one hour interviews during each of three school visits and an
total of two questionnaires. Teachers selected students representing
the highest, middle, and lowest 1/3 of achievement in the class.
Student data focused on engagement in schoolwork, their reactions to
observed lessons and to higher order thinking tasks. Total students =
45.

The social studies department chair and principal completed
questionnaires and a minimum of three one-hour interviews dealing with
how the department and school organization promotes higher over
thinking.

III Overview of the Papers

This study assumes that instead of trying to discover discrete
teaching techniques to teach particular thinking skills to individual
students, research in high school social studies should first take a
broader perspective and examine how to promote more general qualities
of thoughtfulness in classroom discourse. This research entails
developing a method for assessing classroom thoughtfulness and also
studying the views of teachers, administrators and students to learn
more about barriers to its promotion and how they might be overcame.

Newmann develops the rationale for the study of classroom
thoughtfulness and explains the observation scheme of 5-point scales.
After preSenting findings on the amount of variation within and between
departments, he describes teacher and student behaviors associated with
lessons that score high versus low on thoughtfulness. He concludes by
examining the possible effect on classroom thoughtfulness of students'
age, school achievement level and minority status.

Newmann's analysis of the lessons as a whole is complemnted by
Onosko's study of teachers. In what ways might teachers' beliefs about
teaching influence the degree of thoughtfulness promoted in their
lessons? Onosko compares the beliefs of five teachers whose lessons
are consistently rated high on thoughtfulness with five teachers whose
lessons receive lower ratings. He describes how the teachers differ in
the instructional goals they erphasize, the complexity of their
rationales, their views on the issue of breadth vs depth in covering



subject matter, their perceptions of barriers to promoting higher order
thinking, and their perceptions factors that affect high and low
achieving students' thinking, including the teacher's sense of
influence over these factors. The second paper by Onosko describes
specific ways in which higher and lower scoring teachers differ in
their classroom practices and the extent to which these differences
persist across all lessons.

Do students pose a major barrier to higher order thinking in
school by preferring low level cognitive work? Stevenson's first paper
describes the kinds of instructional activities that students find
cognitively challenging. He discusses student perceptions of social
studies in relation to other subjects and the kinds of tasks and mental
processes that they consider most difficult, for example, their
reactions to memorization, conceptual learning, making inferences and
taking positions. The second paper by Stevenson describes activities
that students consider engaging; that is, those that they are willing
to work hard at and that they find interesting and worthwhile.
Together, Stevenson's two papers offer information on the extent to
which students find social studies in these select departments both
engaging and mentally challenging.

While each of the departments was initially selected as exemplary
for its apparent emphasis on higher order thinking, we found
considerable variation among the five schools, with three high
performing departments clearly separated fram two lower scoring ones.
How might the differences between schools explained? In studying
interviews of department chairs and principals, McCarthy and Schrag
examine the extent of programmatic differences, the level of resources,
the nature of collegial relations, and most importantly the qualities
of departmental and principal leadership that may affect the
departmental level of classroom thoughtfulness. Analysis of this sort
may lead ultimately to recommendations for school and district policies
to minimize the barriers and maximize opportunities for higher order
thinking.

This report campletes some initial steps in a longer journey, but
several tasks lie ahead before it will be possible to answer the main
questions of the larger study. For this reason, the conclusion offers
only a brief summary of the major findings of this phase in the
research and an outline of analyses anticipated in the future.
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The Curriculum of ThoughtfUl Classes

Fred N. Nermann

To understand the difficulties and possibilities of promoting
higher order thinking, it is necessary to build both a conceptual
foundation and empirical procedures that allow us to describe the
extent to which higher order thinking occurs in classrooms. Relying on
the conception of higher order thinking explained by Newmann (in
press), this paper presents a rationale for the assessment of classroom
thoughtfulness, an instrument and procedures for assessing it in
classrooms, and findings on classroom practices and characteristics of
schools that may account for differences between the most and least
thoughtful lessons.

I Ratio nale for the Asses not of Classrocm Thoughtfulness

In previous work that reviews literature on the nature of thinking
(Newmann, in press) we have presented a conception of higher order
thinking applicable to teaching a variety of subjects. Higher order
thinking is defined as a challenge that requires the person to o
beyond the information given; that is, to interpret, analyze, or
manipulate information, because a question to be answered or a problem
to be solved cannot be resolved through the routine application of
previously learned knowledge. In contrast, lower order thinking
demands only routine, mechanistic application of previously acquired
knowledge; for example, repetitive exercises such as listing memorized
information or inserting numbers into mathematical formulas. Tasks
that call for non-routine mental work have been considered a
distinguishing feature of higher level thinking in reviews of
literature on the topic in psychology, cognitive science, education,
and philosophy (Patterson and Smith, 1986; Resnick, 1987; Schrag, in
press).

Simply presenting students with tasks that challenge them to go
beyond the information given will not necessarily nurture success in
meeting the tasks. What is needed to be successful with higher order
challenges? We argue that in order to meet higher order challenges
successfu lly, students need a combination of in-depth knowledge, skills
in using knowledge, and, most importantly, dispositions or attitudes of
thoughtfulness. These dimensions help to describe differences between
people who succeed and fail in higher order tasks, and they suggest,
therefore, three different components that ought to be taken into
account when planning curriculum and instruction to promote thinking.
Much of the current programmatic emphasis to promote better thinking
concentrates mainly on the development of skills. A focus on skills
that neglects knowledge of specific subject matter and cultivation of
dispositions of thoughtfulness, however, is not likely to effect
substantial, long-run improvement in students' thinking to meet higher
order challenges.
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Father than selecting a specific conception of winking such as
critical thinking, informal reasoning, moral reasoning or divergent
thinking, at this time it is more prudent to work toward a broad
conception. Our research with social studies teachers indicates that
calls for specific types of thinking are unlikely to generate
widespread acceptance of any particular type. High school teachers are
likely to perpetuate their previous concerns for a plurality of types
of thinking, but even these will be grounded primarily in the teaching
of their subjects. A broad conception that embraces diverse subjects
is more likely to attract wide practitioner support.

Along with a broad conception of thinking, we rl?cammend an
approach to research that avoids fragmentation of knowledge. One might
envision a long-term research effort to discover all the different ways
of teaching specific content, skills and dispositions a-z to solve
particular problems or challenges 1-n. Such balkanization of
knowledge, however, would make it ever wore difficult to synthesize
findings usefully for practitioners.

Finally, a broad conception of thinking can strike at the heart cf
an underlying malady identified by many studies of schools. At best,
much classroom activity fails to challenge students to use their minds
in Any valuable ways; at worst, much classroom activity is nonsensical
or mindless. The more serious problem, therefore, is not the failure
to teach sate specific aspect of thinking, but the profound absence of
thoughtfulness in classrooms (Cuban, 1984; Goodlad, 1984; Perrone,
1985; Powell et al, 1985; Stake and Easley, 1978). As suggested above,
even programs to teach thinking skills can fail to promote
thoughtfulness. A general conception of thinking is more likely to
address the more basic issue of the general lack of intellectual
challenge, because it will recognize a variety of ways in which
thoughtfulness can be promoted.

One way to learn how to promote higher order thinking is to find
teachers who do it rather consistently and to look for the ways in
which they differ from those who demonstrate less success. If we can
distinguish between more and less thoughtful classrooms, we can then
inquire more systematically about the possible factors that influence
the promotion of higher order thinking in classrooms. Do teachers who
promote higher order thinking have different goals, conceptions of
their subject, relations with colleagues and beliefs about students
than teachers who' teach in more routine ways? Do sane departments
offer specific kinds of leadership, training and support that lead to
greater department -wide emphasis on higher order thinking? Does higher
order thinking occur only in those classes with large proportions of
high achieving students? A first step in answeri7g these questions is
to devise a measure or index of classroom thoughtfulness that
distinguishes between classrooms that are more and less effective in
promoting higher order thinking.

One way of documenting classroom thoughtfulness is to assess the
kind of thinking demonstrated by individual students and then to
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aggregate these measures for the whole class. But according to our
definition of higher order thinking, individuals will differ on the
kinds of problems they find challenging. For one person, trying to
understand how to read and follaa a bus schedule may require higher
order thought, but for another, the same task will be routine. In this
sense, higher order thinking is relative: to determine the extent to
which an individual is facing a higher order challenge, one would
presumably need to know something of the person's intellectual history.
FUrther, to assess the extent to which the person actually participates
in the analysis, interpretation and manipulation of information, one
would want to "get inside" the person's head or experience his/her
subjective state of thought. This, of course, is extremely difficult
to do, especially with a whole class of students.

Because of these difficulties in assessing the thinking of
individual students during their classes, we chose instead to examine
each lesson as a whole. We may have little opportunity to assess
students' individual nental states, but we can make assumptions about
the prior knowledge of groups of students and, therefore, about the
kinds of mental work that certain tasks are likely to stimulate. This
knowledge allows us to estimate the extent to which students are
confronted with non-routine challenges. We can also look for patterns
in classroom discourse that reflect how thoughtfully students and the
teacher cope with the challenges. That is, we can assess behavior that
represents in -depth understanding of subject content, skills in
manipulation of information, and dispositions of thoughtfulness.

This focus on the classroom, rather than the individual student,
is not only an operational necessity; it also builds directly on a
central finding fram several studies of instruction in schools; namely
the low level of discourse in classes, not the lack of thinking by
individual students.

Having presented a conception of higher order thinking and
explained the need for assessment at the classroom level, we must not
neglect the more fundamental question: why are higher order thinking
and classroom thoughtfulness desirable educational goals? There is
much dispute on the nature of thinking and how to teach or to promote
it, but the common rationales can be summarized as three main
argunents. Thoughtfulness is necessary for people (a) to participate
as responsible, empowered citizens in a democracy (Oliver & Shaver,
1966), (b) to contribute as productive workers in a technological
society (Committee for Economic Development, 1985), and (c) to have
rewarding personal lives which includes managing one's private affairs,
continuing to learn and benefitting from culture (Schrag, in press).

We assume that thoughtful lessons, by presenting students with
higher order challenges and nurturing the knowledge, skills and
dispositions required to meet the challenges successfully, will enhance
these benefits for individual students. This stage of the empirical
research does not assess the effects of classroom thoughtfulness on
individual students, but we would predict that if individual
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assessments were conducted, students who participate in nor*: thoughtful
classrooms will have greater success on oral and written assignments
that pose higher order challenges in subjects closely related to the
class. Such students are also more likely to succeed on tests of
simple information retrieval in the subjects studied. A future phase
of the research will examine the relationship between classroom
thoughtfulness and student achievement.

Apart from its effects on individual achievement, however, the
promotion of classroom thoughtfulness can be defended as worthwhile on
the ontological claim that using the mind to confront new challenges is
critical to human nature (Rawls, 1971). To the extent that we are
deprived of the opportunity to work on these challenges, we are unable
to express a central part of our being.

Having explained the conceptual basis of the study, the ensuing
report of empirical work addresses two main questions: (A) mat
dimensions of teacher and student discourse can be used to describe the
degree of higher order thinking promoted in social studies classes?
(B) What teaching practices, characteristics of schools, and
characteristics of students tend to distinguish between the most and
last thoughtful lessons?

II An Instalment to Assess C:Lassroom Thotxjhtfulness

A. Guidelines

Several considerations guided the development of our instrument.
The principal concern wac to develop an observation scheme consistent
with the general conception of higher order thinking outlined above.
More specific guidelines such the following were also used:

> The categories or variables should be able to be
observed in the teaching of a variety of subject matter and skills
within social studies.

> The categories should refer to teacher behavior, to student
behavior, and to activities involving both teacher and student.

> As an exploratory instrument, the categories should include many
dimensions which, on the basis of further theoretical and empirical
analysis, might later be reduced to a smaller number of essential
criteria.

> The categories should be conceptualized in ways that might later
be used to help teachers reflect on their practice.

Using these guidelines, the research team considered the
theoretical and practical advantages of a large number of criteria.
Based on observations of several live and videotaped classes,
discussions with experienced teachers, and exercises to achieve inter-
rater reliability, seventeen observational scales were selected.
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B. The Scales

The scales are described in detail in the Appendix to this paper.
General characteristics of the lesson which are normally the
responsibility of the teacher include 1. sustained examination of a few
topics rather than superficial coverage of many, 2. substantive
coherenceand continuity, and 3. sufficient time to think. The absence
of any of these will, we presume, undermine the disposition to think
things thraagh systematically and deliberately.

Selyeral scales focus more specifically on teacher behavior. The
thoughtful teacher nust 4. ask challenging questions or pose
challenging tasks. In guiding students' work with the tasks, the
teacher should 5. carefully consider explanations and reasons for
conclusions, 6. press individual students to justify or clarify their
assertions, 7. encourage students to generate original and
unconventional idPAc, 8. show an awareness that not all assertions
emanating from authoritative sources are absolute and certain, 9.
integrate students' personal experience (where relevant) into the
lesson, and 10. model other characteristics of a thoughtful person.

These teacher characteristics will help to reinforce in-depth
understanding and the qualities of reflection characteristic of
effective thinkers. Conversely their absence undermines student
success with higher order challenges. For example, a teacher who does
not press students to clarify or justify their answers reinforces their
tendency to say whatever comes into their heads without considering its
warrant or implications. Or, a teacher who doesn't give students
encouragement for legitimate but unconventional responses supports the
steer c. responses which characterize: weak thinkers.

Several scales focus on student behavior. In thoughtful
classrooms, students 11. offer explanations and reasons for their
conclusions, 12. generate original and unconventional ideas, 13. assume
the role of questioner and critic, and 14. make contributions which are
articulate and germane to the topic. To behave in these ways, students
nust participate verbally (15, 16). If these behaviors are not
evident, other cues may indicate engagement in mental work (17).

Based on criteria which will be explained later, six of the scales
were eventually selected as minimal indicators of classroom
thoughtfulness.'

1 Our basis for determining thoughtfulness was verbal
discourse dealing with the content of lessons, but indicators of
thoughtfulness in other areas might also have been examined; for
example, rules for student behavior and handling of violations;
grading practices; assigning student responsibility for non -
instructional tasks such as classroom clean-up and distributing
materials. Thoughtful discourse in the formal part of lessons may
be related to these aspects of classroom management. These areas
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C. The Absence of Develagrental and Hierarchical Cognitive Schema

Readers may wonder why the instrument fails to incorporate
criteria that represent a progressive hierarchy from lower to higher
level thought, such as a Piagetian scheme from concrete to formal
operations or a Bloomian taxonomy of cognitive objectives from
knowledge to evaluation. In addressing this issue Schrag (1987) has
shown several reasons why such schemes are unlikely to be helpful. In
spite of extensive research, writing and attempt; to apply these
schemes to practice, at least two serious problems remain.

First, the wording of a task alone is insufficient for determining
the extent to which the student has to interpret, manipulate or
evaluate information in new or non-algoriamticweys. Consider the test
question, "Which of the following would be the likely result of
maintaining a high protective tariff? (a) higher prices for domestic
goods; ib) lower prices for foreign goods; (c) increased foreign trade;
(d) higher prices for farm products sold in. foreign markets." If the
results of protective tariffs were described clearly in the text or
class, this task would involve only recall, but if only the definition
of a high protective tariff were given, with no explanation of the
historical and economic reasoning behind it, it would require students
to make original inferences. That is, the cognitive demands of a task
cannot be estimated without knowledge of the tools and resources, or
prior experience, the student has available to meet it.

Second, in spite of advances in cognitive science and the study of
human information processing, there is no consensus on the ways of
categorizing cognitive operations and the extent to which some
operations are inherently more complex and difficult than others. It
has been shown that the apparently simple act of decoding the meaning
of a word requires many cognitive operations. Sternberg's (1983)
analysis of the solving of multiple-choice analogy problems revealed
seven main comronents: encoding, inference, mapping, application,
comparison, justification, and response. With this level of complexity
in trying to describe haw the mind works, it becomes ever more
difficult to compare the levels of thinking required by different
problems or subject domains. Would a sophisticated analysis of the
political effects of increasing tariffs necessarily involve more or
less complex thinking than analysis of economic consequences?

In short, the specific kinds of cognitive work generated by any
given task or question depends largely upon the often unknown resources
and knowledge of the learner, and even if the nature of this work could
be described with greater precision; it is particularly difficult to

were not systematically observed, but no striking differences on
such matters were reported by researchers.

1 6
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justify the labeling of some cognitive operations as more complex or at
a higher level than others.2

Although fine discriminations in levels of cognitive operations
are difficult to make, we can still determine in a more general way
whether students are being challenged to use knowledge to go beyond the
information given to solve non-routine problems. That is, when we know
what knowledge students are generally familiar with, what materials
they have at their disposal, what kinds of responses are expected from
teachers, and how students behave in response to classroom tasks and
questions, our scales enable us to estimate the extent to which
particular problems are intellectually challenging and the extent to
which students and teachers approach the work in a thoughtful manner.

D. Rating Scales vs Categorical Frequemies

Schrag (1987) reviewed the advantages and disadvantages of using
rating scales and category schemes to record classroom discourse. We
chose rating scales for three main reasons.

First, and most isportant, categorizing and counting highly
specific behaviors can yield misleading indicators of the quality of
discourse; rating scales allow more sensitivity to the context in which
behavior occurs. For example, one teacher might ask 20 questions that
would be considered "challenging" in the sense of requiring students to
go beyond the information given. But this teacher might give students
most of the answers after only superficial discussion. In contrast,
another teacher might pose only one challenging question at the
beginning of class, but spend the entire class period prodding students
to develop increasingly sophisticated responses. The second classroom,
which had a much lower frequency of challenging questions would be mare
substantively challenging than the first.

To further illustrate the problem, consider scale #5, "The teacher
carefully considered reasons and conclusions." In making estimates
about the nature and extent of this behavior, and ether forms of
teacher-student interaction, it is often necessary to take into
account three considerations simultaneously, each of which could
technically be counted: the amount of time spent on the behavior; the
number of discrete occurrences of the behavior; and the number of
students involved. Such a recording scheme would be operationally
cumbervome (if not impossible), and as indicated above the quantitative
sun of these three dimensions could still give a misleading indication
of quality.

Second, same of the dimensions of interest are conceptually
grounded in qualitative criteria that are likely to be violated by

2 FUrther support for our concerns with the limitations of
cognitive developmental schema is provided by Keating (1988, in
press) and Keating and Mclean (1987).
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translation into a frequency count; for example, "The lesson displayed
substantive coherence and continuity," "The teacher was a model of
thoughtfulness." For items such as these, it is difficult to imagine
what might be counted that might still capture the intent of the
criteria.

Finally, as indicated under guidelines, we wanted to generate
criteria that might eventually be used by teachers to reflect on their
own teaching. Categorical frequency systems are likely to become too
complex and elaborate for teachers to use, but a set of scales can be
adapted to a more practical observation scheme.

Using the scales to guide assessment of thougiltfulness in
classrooms, we studied the teaching of social studies in five high
schools.

III Mtlacdology

The selection of departments and classes to be observed was
described in the introduction. In each of the schools, three teachers
were observed over nine classes, and six teachers once. The classes
were selected to include students of diverse levels of school
achievement.

A. Reliability

Drawing from a team of four researchers, two members gathered data
at each school, and the two-person teams varied across schools. During
each visit they jointly observed one class from each of the three main
teachers. Ratings were made independently on each of the scales.
Following the lesson, discrepancies between ratings were discussed. To
estimate inter -rater reliability, Pearsonian correlations were computed
between the original ratings of 17 variables by each researcher on each
lesson. For each visit the correlation between 51 ratings (3 lessons x
17 V les) was also computed. As shown in Table 1, inter-rater
agreement was well above .80 for most caviar:isms, and improvements
occurred especially between visits 1 and 2. The degree of rater
agreement for each scale across all visits is indicated in Table 2 (see
Table 3 for scale names and content). For fifteen of the seventeen
scales raters agreed precisely more than 50% of the time. If the
Criterion is expanded to include a difference of no more than one
point, we find that all of the seventeen scales attracted rater
agreement at least 90% of the time.

B. Selection of Minimal Criteria for Classroom ThoughtfUlness

The exploratory nature of the study led to creation of a large
number of indices of thoughtfulness, but it would be useful to reduce
these to a smaller number of essential variables. First, if the long
list can be summarized into a more parsimonious set, eventually it will
be more feasible for teachers to use in reflecting upon and guiding
their teaching. Second, a smaller set can be helpful in examining the



validity issue. That is, if the
criteria also correlate with other
have more confidence that we are
feature of classroondiscourse.
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scores of lessons on the minimal
criteria of thoughtfu lness, we can
assessing an important underlying

Presumably, each of the scales represents a desirable
characteristic that would contribute to thoughtful discourse.
Nevertheless, it could be useful to make, a distinction between a
criterion that indicates or helps to promote higher order thinking
versus one that, in addition, seems so essential that one could not
imagine judging a lesson "thoughtful" unless the criterion were met.
Since we were not able to find analytic or empirical literature that
conclusively determined a few key criteria, it was necessary to rely
largely on deliberations within the research team.

In deliberating on had to select the most essential criteria, we
put each scale to the following test: Based on the conception of
higher order thinking outlined earlier, could a lesson conceivably
score law on this scale, yet still be considered a highly thoughtful
lesson? If the answer was "yes," then the scale was not considered
critical as a minimal criterion. If the answer was "no," the scale was
judged as being minimally necessary, though perhaps not a sufficient,
criterion for thoughtfulness.

Without explaining our decision for each scale, a few examples
will illustrate the reasoning used to disqualify four of the scales as
minimal criteria. Teachers may conduct challenging large-group
discussions in which they ask provocative questions, orchestrate
student responses to each other, and offer important information, but
they may rarely interrogate individual students through Socratic
questioning that involves several teacher-student exchanges (#7). A
lesson might carefully consider the reliability of primary sources in
describing events that triggered the American Revolution but not
necessarily result in students' offering original and unconventional
solutions to the problem (#13). A thoughtful discussion of the
conflict between freedom of speech and national security might focus on
the quality of reasoning found in two editorials without the teacher's
integrating students' personal experience into the lesson (#4) and with
relatively few students participating (#15).

On the other hand, it would be impossible to give recognition for
thoughtfulness if the lesson failed to illustrate our defining feature
of higher order thinking, that is, tasks or questions that pose
cognitive challenge (#6) to go beyond the information given.
Similarly, it would be inappropriate to give a high rating to a lesson
that lacked substantive coherence about the subject of study (#2), or
one in which students gave no reasons or explanations for their views
(#12). As a result of these kinds of considerations, we selected the
following six minimal criteria:

Sustained examination of a few topics rather than superficial
coverage of many. (1)



Substantive coherence and continuity. (2)

Students were given an appropriate amunt of time to think and to
respond. (3)

The teacher asked challenging questions or structured challenging
tasks. (6)

The teacher was a model of thoughtfulness. (10)

Students offered explanations and reasons for their conclusions.

(12)

These criteria eventually formed the basis for assesing the
degree of thoughtfulness demonstrated in each of the 160 lessons. A
case night be made for including other criteria; for example, teacheL-
careful consideration of reasons (#5), or students as questioners and
critics (#11). Our intent here is not to settle the question of
essential criteria for classroam thoughtflaness, but only to develop
one reasonable, manageable set that allows us to explore the degree of
variation among classes and schools, along with possible explanations
for that variation.3

Ratings on the minimal criteria permitted us to identify the most
and least thoughtful lessons as well as the teachers and the
departments whose lessons were rated consistently high or low. Having
identified the essential criteria, the strategy was to search for other
characteristics of lessons, teachers and schools that night be
associated with these indicators and that might, therefore, suggest
',causes" or interventions that would help teachers and departments move
from lower to higher levels.

17 Findings

A. Frequencies and Relationships Among Dimensions of TboughtfUlness

The schools were selected for their emphasis on higher order
thinking, but the selection process did not allow for data collection
to determine levels of thoughtfulness according the scales. We were
first interested, therefore, in the frevencies of ratings on all the
scales across all lessons. This information is given in Table 3. Some
dimensions occur very rarely, especially Socratic questioning (#7),
integrating student experiences into the lesson (#4), teachers trying
to get students to generate original ileac (#8), teachers questioning
authoritative sources (#9), and students engaging in thoughtful

3 Later it will be shown that many of the scales correlate
highly with one another. It is likely, therefore, that certain
modifications in the set of minimal criteria would not
significantly alter findings based the original set.
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discourse with other students (#16). Evidently even these select
social studies departments neglect these aspects of thoughtfulness.

en the other hand, we found a relatively high occurrence of each
of the six minimal criteria and other dimensions as well; for example
students assuming the role of questioner and critic, student
contributions being articulate and germane, student verbal
participation and in If these departments are truly
exemplary, higher frequencies on these characteristics would presumably
distimuish them from a more representative sample of schools: and
this will be tested in future research.

To what extent are the aspects of thoughtfulness related? If a
lesson shows a high rating on cognitive challenge, is it likely also to
show a high rating on other dimensions? Table 4 presents correlations
among the 17 scales. Generally, we find a high degree of
interrelationship among those scales that show variability across the
five (or four) scale points. In contrast, the highly skewed dimensions
of enough time to respond (#3), integration of student experiences
(#4), teacher awareness of controversy in authoritative sources (#9),
and students engaged in discourse with one another. (#16) show little
relationship to the other scales. If these low variance items were
removed from the correlation matrix, 62 of the 78 remaining
correlations (80%) would be significant (p .05). This supports the
possibility that the 13 remaining scales may be measuring a single
underlying variable. Later, in presenting findings on the differences
between lessons that score high versus low on the minimal criteria, it
will be shown that these two groups of lessons also vary in the
expected direction on several of the other criteria as well, which
lends further support to the existence of an 'underlying quality.

If these variables do represent an underlying construct of
thoughtfulness, it is also possible that thoughtfulness itself may be
composed of slightly distinct dimensions. We explored this briefly
through factor analysis of the 17 scales. This suggested two main
camoonents, one grounded primarily in teacher behavior and the other in
student behavior. Table 5 gives the results of a 3-factor model in
which 8 of the variables loaded highly on a student participation
factor (#1 which explained 24% of the variance), and 6 of the variables
loaded highly on a teacher thoughtfUlness factor (#2 which explained
23% of the variance). The third factor was not interpretable. The
main factors might represent two different teaching styles: one in
which the teacher takes a highly directive role in guiding rigorous
consideration of challenging topics, and another characterized largely
by idea-swapping or sharing among students with the teacher
orchestrating, but giving less substantive direction to the discussion.
Further analysis of relationships among the scales will be addressed
in the future.
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B. licaysnting foe: Differences Between Ittfre and Less 'Thoughtful
11.113=0

The ultimate purpose of constructing quantitative indicators of
classroom thou fitfulness is to learn more about how to promote higher
order thiAcing in the classroom. To pursue this we examined the
potential influence of other variables that may affect the degree of
thoughtfulness as masured by the six minimal criteria. We estimated
the relationship between levels of minimal thoughtfulness and two
general sets of variables: classroom behavior and practices that
teachers can alter; and institutional and background variables such as
the influence of schools vs individual teachers, and students' age,
school achievement level, and race-ethnicity.

The first step in this process was to create two groups of lessons
that represent, respectively, high versus low levels of higher order
thinking. To do this, we averaged each lesson's ratings on the six
minimal criteria (CUM7) and then selected for comparison those in the
top and bottan quintiles.4 Based on this procedure, the high group
included 36 lessons with a mean HODS of 4.60 (sd .21) and a low group
of 42 lessons with a mean HOTAV of 2.78 (sd .23). The difference
between the two groups is substantial, representing 2.68 standard
deviations of the full group of 160 lessons. Although the lessons were
drawn frau social studies departments that all emphasized higher order
thinking, we see here considerable variation in the degree of classroom
thoughtfulness among lessons.

1. '1O lessons.

To give a sense of the variation in actual classes, we describe below a
lesson from each group.

4 We anticipated the possibility that average scores on the
minimal criteria might lead to inappropriate selections (e.g. a
lesson with a 1 on teacher challenge, and a 2 coherence, but with
5's on the four other variables shouldn't be considered high).
Initially, therefore, we required specific levels for each
criterion. "High" lessons were those that scored 5 on time and
greater than or equal to 4 on few topics, substantive coherence,
teacher challenge, teacher model, student explanations. "Law"
lessons were initially defined as those that scored less than or
equal to 4 on time, and less than or equal to 3 on the five other
criteria. This procedure resulted in selection of 18 (11% of the
total) high lessons and 12 (8% of the total) low ones, but several
lessons in each group were taught by just a few teachers. Since we
wanted to analyze a larger proportion of the lessons and include a
greater variety of teachers, we changed the selection criteria to
the ICBM/ method. In comparing these two selection procedures, we
found that the averaging method did riot result in inappropriate
selections originally anticipated, and the pattern of differences
between: the high and low groups other variables remained the same.
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Lesson 1

In this US History class, the main topic was the nullification
controversy between South Carolina and President Jackson when the
state declared the tariffs of 1828 and 1832 to be null and void.
Students had read textbook material on the background, but also
excerpts from three source documents: South Carolina's "Address to the
People of the United States," November, 1832 (anonymously written by
Vice President John C. Calhoun); Andrew Jackson's "Nullification
Proclamation," D4ronberi 1932; and Calhoun's speech to the Senate,
February 15-16, 1833, in defense of nullification and in opposition to
the Force Bill then being considered in Congress.

The teacher began by asking for students' reactions to the source
readings. "Why are they more difficult?" she asked. Students had
trouble articulating reasons, and she explained that sources may seem
more difficult than textbook reading, because, unlike textbooks, the
political speeches were intended not to create an understandable story
for 20th century students, but to speak directly to the people and
issues of former tines.

The teacher then asked for definitions of key terms.
"Nullification," and "tariff" were quickly defined, but it took a long
series of patient questions to develop an understanding of why the
tariff would benefit northern manufacturing states to the disadvantage
of southern agricultural ones. During the discussion, students
frequently spoke up when they failed to understand, and the teacher
tried to clarify the economic relationships by using the contemporary
analogy of the effects on various interests of an import tax on
Japanese cars.

Sensing that the impact of the tariff was reasonably well
understood, the teacher then asked students to examine the "Address to
People of the United States" and to pick out the main arguments for
nullification. One student summarized the main point that since the
states had the power to form the Constitution, they also enjoyed the
authority to nullify any actions of the Federal government not
specifically delegated to it. Another student noted the point that the
states' ratification of the Constitution included a special obligation
to protect it from usurpation of power by the Federal government. The
teacher pressed students to find further arguments, and they did: the
claim that the Federal government may tax only to raise revenue, but
not to protect same internal interests to the detriment of others ;, and
the argument that Jackson's threat to use force on this issue would
supersede the law. In each instance, the teacher focused on wording in
the text and asked students to give their own understanding of the
argument.

In a similar way students searched for Jackson's arguments:
nullification itself would be unconstitutional; that the states, by
joining the Union, had given up the right to secede; that his election



by all the people, gave the Federal government powers beyond the
original power of states to enforce Feral actions.

When the alternative arguments seemed clearly understood, the
teacher asked students whether they could think of any conceivable
situations in which they felt a state might be justified in nullifying
a Federal action. They had some difficulty in proposing specific,
credible policies, but they did suggest such situations as the Federal
government wanting to build a nuclear base in a state; or Congress
making smoking illegal (which would be opposed by tobacco producing
state). Discussion of hypothetical situations failed to produce a
conclusion on when nullification might be justified, but the teacher
alerted students that the issue will came up again.

This lesson received high ratings for focusing on a few topics,
substantive coherence, enough time to respond, careful consideration of
reasons and explanations, Socratic questioning, teacher modeling
thoughtfUlness, students' giving explanations and reasons, students
generating original ideas, student comments being articulate and
germane. More than 75% of the students participated, and between 50%
and 75% showed genuine involvement. The HOTAV score for the lesson was
4.5.

Lesson 2

An Advanced Placement US History class considered the South's
resistance to the abolition of slavery. The teacher began by outlining
why three approaches to the abolition of slavery each seemed unfeasible
prior to the civil war: sending slaves back to Africa; gradual
emancipation with financial compensation to slave owners; and immediate
legal abolition. None of these were discussed in much detail, but
after the teacher indicated that in the long-run, slavery was not
economically feasible for the South, students began asking a number of
questions: How much did slaves cost? Why didn't the South rely on
cheaper immigrant labor which would also give them more representatives
in Congres''' What was happening in the cotton business? Didn't the
South see they were being left behind (in economic growth) by the
North?

The teacher responded to the questions with a set cf short
lectures on the Southern cultural attachment to the institution of
slavery, the relationship of British trade to the economy, and the
resources (human, capital, technical) that would be needed for the
coming industrial revolution.

After recognizing these as slight digressions, the teacher
returned to describe the abolitionists and their movement. She
described their writing, and emphasized how they used the media to
influence public opinion. When she pointed out that even the
abolitionists did not support full equality for blacks, a student asked
when fUller equality was achieved. In another short lecture, the



teacher reviewed the long history of gaining legal rights for blacks
through the 1960's.

A student remarked that it took the US at least 100 years to
develop equal rights in the law, and that it seems that same people
expect South Africa to do this overnight. This lad to teacher and
student comments on parallels and differences between the US and South
Africa. Students also referred to British resist-me to colonial
independence (especially India). A wide - ranging, unfocused discussion
ensued on imperialism and foreign policy issues related to Ireland,
Israel, Iran, and Nicaragua. Although the common theme seemed to be
importance of economic self interest versus same higher morality, the
discussion was not directed to examine this systematically.

In this lesson, students consistently asked provocative questions,
they generated original ideas, and they were articulate. More than 75%
participated verbally, but less than half showed genuine involvement,
and usually students failed to explain or give reasons for their ideas.
The teacher, while responding in an academically respectable way to
student inquiries, did not pursue any topic in depth, nor did she pose
challenging tasks for the student. She did not press for careful
consideration of her awn or the students' reasons, and she indicated
more of a sense that she had the answers than a spirit of
reflectiveness in working through a problem. The HOW score for this
lesson was 2.5.

2. General. Diffemmxxx;hetumen High and Ifirilt2SSMS.

Having fran these examples, to the mean scores for the high and
law lessons, we consider now how the high and low lessons differ on
variables other than the minimal criteria for thoughtfulness. Table 6
shows comparisons between the high and low groups on each of the
scales.5 To gain a sense of the relative size of differences between

5 The entire pool of lessons included nine lesson
observations from 15 teachers and one lesson Observation from 30
teachers. To maximize the number of cases, we used the entire pool
of 160 lessons for quantitative analyses. To determine whether
results would be biased by overrepresentation of lessons frau the
15 primary teachers, we conducted parallel analyses using only one
set of lesson ratings from each of the 45 teachers. For this
purpose, primary teachers' ratings across their nine lessons were
averaged to create a single lesson profile. These skmmreighted"
analyses yielded findings consistent with those in Tables 6, 9, 12,
and 13, and we concluded that use of the entire pool of lessons
produced acceptable estimates.
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groups, the table expresses the differences between nears in terms of
the standard deviation of all lessons.6

Of the 11 non-minimal criteria, the high and low lessons seam to
differ most on five dimensions: teacher careful consideration of
student reasons (#5) , teacher Socratic questioning (#7), studeni
contributing original ideas (#13), students being articulate and
germane (#14), and students being involved in the lessen (#17). For
each of these dimensions the mean difference between the groups
exceeded 1 point on a five-point scale, and the effect size for each
also exceeded one standard deviation.

While sane differences appear on the other six scales, it would be
difficult to make a case that any of them are substantial, for no
others reach a one standard deviation degree of difference.7 Armnber
of interpretations might be made of these results, but we wish to
highlight three. First, only two criteria with clear implications for
teacher behavior stand out: teacher careful consideration of the
quality of student reasons, and Socratic questioning. We included in
the scheme three other teacher behaviors that might theoretically might
appsar to promote lIoughtfulness - integrating student experiences into
the lesson, encouraging students to contribute original ideas, and
showing awareness that not all authoritative sources provide adequate
answers. None of these, however, distinguished between the high and
low lesson groups.

6 Results for analysis of variance are given in Table 6 for
the reader's information, but not discussed, because it is
problematic as to whether the set of lessons can be considered a
random sample of a larger population. In a technical sense,
lessons were not randomly sampled, either from the fill universe of
high school social studies lessons, or from all the lessons in the
select departments. On the other hand, one might assume that the
select depArtments do represent a larger universe of departments
emphasizing higher order thinking. Furthermore, since the observed
lessons involved a diverse ratige of students and cours,-;, occurred
at several points in time, and were selected primarily accorddrgrto
scheduling convenience, rather than teaching technique or topic,
they might be assumed to represent the larger universe of lessons
in the departments. In any case, with this small sample we believe
the size of the differences is a moremaaningful indicator than ti e
level of statistical significance.

7 The comparisons between the high and low groups are
corroborated by the Pearsonian correlations of the other scales
with HOW as shown in Table 4. Proportion of students who talk
(#15, r=.34) appears a little stronger here, but this may be
largely a result of its own correlation with articulateness and
germaneness which is .52.



Second, neither the amount of student questioning and criticism
(#11), nor the proportion of students who participate (#15), differed
substantially between the high and low groups. This supports the point
that the Quality of student participation is probably a better
indication of classroom thoughtfulness than the quantity. This is
further reinforced by the fact that indicators more likely to tap
quality, namely, student originality and student articulateness and
germaneness, did differentiate in the excecteddirection.8

Third, given a common observation that many students may resist
higher order thinking because they are presumed to prefer more
structured routines of school that may seem easier to master, it is
encouraging to find here that in the more thoughtful lessons a higher
proportion of students consistently showed signs of engagement (#17)
with the material.

Did the high lessons differ systematically from the low in certain
generic teaching practices such as the use of lecture, the type of
reading assigned, or the kinds of writing done? Each lesson was
categorized according to the presence or absence of certain practices.
We asked which of the following was the dominant practice during the
lesson: lecture, film, recitation; teacher -cam discussion,
student centered discussion, student groupdork, individual student
seatwork, oral reports, and other. Types of reading were classified as
textbooks, articles, primary sources, literature, other and none.
Writing done in class was categorized aoomihv to outlining, notes,
worksheets (complete sentences required), complete sentence answers,
paragraph or essay, researdh paper, other. Each of the reading and
writing items received a score of 1 if it occurred during the lesson, 0
if it did not.

Table 7 shows the results of comparison between the high and low
groups. Differences appeared in only a few areas. The dominant
practice in the more thoughtful lessons was teacher - centered
discussion, but the less thoughtful lessons were dominated by lecture,
recitation, and they.. also included teacher-centered discussion. More
thoughtful lessons relied less on textbooks and more on primary sources
and other types of reading. The less thoughtful lessons relied largely
on a textbook.

The findings confirm what might be expected: in contrast to
lecture and recitation, teadhercentereddiscussions are more likely to
challenge students to go beyond the information given, as is the
reading of primary sources, in contrast to textbook reading. One might
expect the more thoughtful classes to involve more extensive prose

8 The proportion of time students were engaged in thoughtful
discussion with one another (#16) might be considered a combination
of quantity and quality. Its failure differentiate between the
groups can probably be attributc2 to its extremely rare occurrence
(it had the lowest mean of all student behavior items).



writing, but in neither group of classes did we observe mach writing
other than note - taking and completion of short answer exercises.

There were no substantial differences in the forms of writing done
between the more and less thoughtful lessons, but we found some
differences in the quality of written tasks. Written assigminvnts
distributed during our observations were collected, and the tasks were
coded according to the extent to which they required students to (a)
draw inferences, (b) give reasons, (c) integrate information from a
number of sources, (d) develop an idea or theme; also, whether they
allowed students to generate original responses, and whether students
had an appropriate amount of tame to complete the task. Ratings on
each task were added to produce a higher order challenge score.
Although the scores of all tasks were rather low (less than 2 on a 3-
point scale), tasks assigned in the top quintile of lessons did exceed
those in the bottom quintile by about .75 of bottom group's standard
deviation.

3. The influence of institutional and background factors on classroom
thoughtfulness.

Having found same aspects of teacher and student behavior
associated with differences between the high and low classes, it is
important to ask about the influence of institutional and background
factors. Is it possible, for example, that even with considerable
variation among teachers, same social studies departments have
consistently more thoughtful lessons than others? Would teachers
assume that older students are more capable of higher order thinking,
and therefore, emphasize higher order thinking more frequently in 12th
grade than 9th grade classes? Would classes with a preponderance of
high achieving students reflect consistently more thoughtfUlness than
classes with large proportions of low achievers? Would the proportion
of minority students in a class tend to decrease the level of
thoughtfulness? Are elective courses more likely to promote
thoughtfulness than required courses? We examined these issues by
regressing marAv on the relevant variables.

a. The Impact of School.

The school means and standard deviations on HMV given in Table 8
show that the five schools do differ. Indeed, they can reasonably be
seen as two groups, with Carlsberg, Granville, and Arnold
distinguishing themselves frcan Bradley and Scarborough. Regression
analysis (Table 9) indicated that differences between schools accounted
for about 26% (adjusted r square) of the total variance among all
lessons. While most of the variance in individual lessons is due to
other factors, even in this group of presumably exemplary departments,
a significant portion of the variance can be attributed to departmental
(or school) differences. The paper by McCarthy and Schrag explores haw
these differences might be explained by different patterns of
institutional support.



b. Impact of the class grade level, stmlents' average school
adhievement level, percent minority, and required or elective status.

For each lesson, teachers indicated the percentage of students in
enrolled in the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades; the percentage of
students whose grade point average placed them in the lowest, middle
and highest one-third of the school achievement distribution; the
percent of minority students (black, hispanic, asian, other); and
whether the class was required or elective. The Pearsonian
correlations between BOTAV and each of these variables is given in
Table 10 .

The proportions of students in the different grade levels are
inconsistently associated with classroam thoughtfulness. Although
there may appear to be an advantage in having lots of 10th graders and
few 11th graders, these relationships are not robust. The proportion
of students in the lowest, middle, and highest thirds of school
achievement has no relationship to higher order thinking, which helps
to establish the prospect for promoting thoughtfulness equitably for
students of all achievement levels. The results on minority
cceposition of the class indicates less higher order thinking with
larger proportions of blacks, and more with larger proportions of
hispanics, but these results should be interpreted in the light of the
very small proportions of all minorities other than blacks and their
overall distributions in the schools as shown in Table 1 (Introduction)
and in the observed lessons as shown in Table 11. In the observed
lessons, the maximum percent for hispanics, for example was 15% or 4
students in a class of 25.

To estimate the impact of these background factors independent of
the variance they share with one another, they were regressed together.
To simplify the analysis, composites were created for grade level and
achievement level, and the minority concentration variable was
restricted to blacks. Table 12 indicates that together, these
variables account for only a small amount of the variance in classroom
thoughtfaness (adjusted r square = .11), and that this is due largely
to the slight negative relationship associated with the proportion of
black students in a class. Because of the small magnitude of this
finding, we should not rake too much of it, but it does suggest that
independently of students' achievement level, teachers expose classes
with large proportions of blacks to less higher order thinking.9

EXcept for this finding, the results are nest encouraging, because
they illustrate that three other commonly perceived obstacles to
promoting higher order thinking (student youth, low school achievement,
required courses) need not stand in the way. That is, in these

9 On average, an increase of one standard deviation, or 24%,
in the percentage of blacks in a class could be expected to
decrease the lesson's BOW by .38 standard deviations, or by .26
points on the five point scale.
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schools, chosen for their emphasis on higher order thinking with a
diverse population of students, the level of classroom thoughtfulness
is due to other factors, primarily, we assume, to the commitment and
craft of individual teachers.

Although the background variables as a group have no impact on
lesson thoughtfulness, it is possible that their influence and that of
the schools might change when the institutional and background
variables are considered in one regression model. For example, if same
background variables such as proportion of minorities in classes or
proportion of ninth graders in classes are much higher in some schools
than others, one would want to examine their effect on thoughtfulness
independent of the impact of the school culture. Table 13 presents
this information.

After taking the school into account and comparing this
information with Table 12, grade level and required course now show a
possible (though minuscule) influence on thoughtfulness, favoring
younger students and elective courses. In contrast, the influence of
students' achievement level disappears even further, and the effect of
proportion of blacks is also reduced to non-significance. By
considering the impact of school and background variables together, we
see also that the differences between schools have been slightly
reduced (compare with Table 9). We can also probably assume that the
previously noted effect of proportion of blacks was probably due to
that fact that the school scoring lowest on thoughtfulness also taught
classes with the highest proportion of blacks. By adding background
characteristics to the model, we have explained only an ?ditional 1.5%
of the variance in lessons' higher order thinking (subtracting the
adjusted r square of Table 9 from that of Table 13). This further
underscores the impact of institutional (possible departmental)
culture.

V Conclusion

We began by reviewing a conception of higher order thinking that
emphasizes teaching the knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to
meet non-routine intellectual challenges. Next we proposed that in
order to improve practice in this direction, it would be useful to
assess levels of classroom thoughtfulness in ways that would
distinguish between lessons that are more and less successful in the
promotion of thinking.

The empirical study focused initially, therefore, on the
methodological question, "What dimensions of teacher and student
discourse can be used to describe the degree of higher order thinking
promoted in eocial studies classes?" We identified seventeen possible
dimensions and found that they could be reliably coded. The overall
ratings in 160 lessons showed that several of these dimensions rarely
occurred, but mast of them manifested reasonable variance and
correlated with one another in ways that would be expected from
previous research and experience. Exploratory factor analysis
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suggested the existence of two main teaching styles: one in which the
teacher rigorously presses students to explain their icipmg and one in
which the teacher guides the discussions less directly by encouraging
more free-wheeling student interaction.

The second main question was, "What teaching practices,
characteristics of schools and characteristics of students tend to
distinguish between the most and least thoughtful lessons." Six
dimensions were selected as minimal criteria for classroom
thoughtfulness. Comparisons of the top and bottom 20 percent of the
lessons on these variables indicated that two main teaches behaviors
(careful consideration of reasons and explanations; and Socratic
questioning), and two main student behaviors (generation of original
ideas, and articulateness and germaneness) are most associated with
scores on the six essential criteria. It was also encouraging to find
that students were more engaged in the more thoughtful classes. The
most thoughtful lessons were dominated by teacher-centered discussion,
and the least thoughtful more by lecture and recitation. The most
thoughtful lessons also involved less reliance upon textbooks and more
upon primary sources and other forms of reading.

The level of classroom discourse in lessons varied as a function
of the school (department) in which the lesson occurred, but did not
vary according to the grade level of the lesson, proportion of minrity
students, the general achievement level of students in the class, or
whether the course was required or elective. Although, differences
between schools had clear impact, most of the variance in classroom
thoughtfulness was due to unmeasured factors, and the most powerful of
these probably relate to teachers, individual carrmitrrents, orientations
and skills. The paper by Onosko compares teachers whose lessons show
most consistent emphasis on thinking with those who have less
consistent success.

Since the study was confined to only five schools, chosen for
their presumably exemplary emphasis on higher order thinking on a
department-wide basis, these findings may have only limited
generalizability. FUture research will examine the applicability of
the findings in two additional sets of schools: a representative group
in which no school clrAms a departmental-wide emphasis, and a set of
schools that claim to emphasize higher order thinking, but that have
also made significant changes in the organization of instruction in
order to fulfill this purpose. Examining levels of thoughtfulness, the
influence of institutional and background factors, and differences
between teachers in the three sets of schools should give us further
clues as to had to promote higher order thinking in social studies.

1
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Table 1

Rater Reliability
(Pearsonian Correlations) *

School Visit 1
Lesson Pooled

Visit 2

Pooled
Visit 3

Pooled
Mean of Pooled
Across VisitsArnold 1 .77 .87 .872 .90 .88 .85 .90 .97 .91 .903 .93 .91 .90

Bradley 1 .78 .79 .902 .76 .79 .90 .84 .87 .90 .843 .80 .90

Carlsberg 1 .84 .82 .952 .87 .81 .93 .90 .91 .92 .883 .70 .96

Grandville 1 .94 .95 .93
.942 .91 .94 .90

3 .96

Scarborough 1 .51 .96 .70 .812 .57 .74 .74 .86 .83 .823 .68 .88 .87

Mean across lessons = .85
Mean of pooled data = .87

*Correlations of two ratings on 15 five-point scales and 2 four-point scales for each lesson. Pooledcorrelations are based on all ratings per school visit.



Table 2

Inter-Pater Agree It for Each Scat e*

Scale % Exact Agreement % Differ by 1 or Less

1 59 93

2 64 100

3 46 97

4 67 100

5 54 95

6 59 92

7 54 97

8 46 90

9 85 92

10 64 97

11 56 97

12 64 95

13 62 97

14 82 100

15 87 100

16 92 100

17 64 100

* % agreement is based on 39 ratings per scale by two raters.
Pairs of raters varied among 4 researchers.



Table 3 11-26
Nature of Discourse in 160 High School Social Studies Lessons (5 high schools)

Classes were rated from 1 - 5. 1 = "very inaccurate" description of class; 5 "very accurate." Findings are
reported as the percent of lessons receiving each rating.

*1. In this class, there was sustained examination of a few topics
FEWTOP rather than a superficial coverage of many.

*2. In this class, the lesson displayed substantive coherence
SIMON and continuity.

*3. In this class, students were given an appropriate amount of
TIME time to think, that is, to prepare responses to questions.

4. In this class, students' personal experience (where relevant)
STUEXP was integrated into the lesson.

5. In this class, the teacher carefully considered explanations
TCONS and reasons for conclusions.

*6. In this class, the teacher asked challenging questions and/or
TCHAL structured challenging tasks (given the ability level and

preparation of the students).

7. In this class, the teacher pressed individual students to
TSOC justify or to clarify their assertions in a Socratic manner.

8. In this class, the teacher tried to get students to generate
original and unconventional ideas, explanations, or solutionsTORIG
to problems.

9. In this class, the teackr showed an awareness that not all
TAWAR assertions emanating from authoritative sources are absolute

or certain.

*10. In this classroom, the teacher was a model of thoughfulness.
(Principal indications are: the teacher showed appreciation

TMOD for students' ideas and appreciation for alternative approaches
or answers if based on sound reasoning; the teacher explained
how he (she) thought through a problem, the teacher acknowledged
the difficulty of gaining a definitive understanding of the topic.

II. In this class, students assumed the roles of questioner and critic.
SCRIT

*12. In this class, students offered explanations and reasons for their
SEXPL conclusions.

13. In this class, students generated original and unconventional ideas,
SORIG explanations, hypotheses or solutions to problems.

14. In this class, student contributions were articulate, germane to
SARTI the topic and connected to prior discussion.

15. What proportion of students were active participants?
TALK

16. What proportion of time did students spend engaged in thoughtful
DISC discourse with each other?

17. What proportion of students showed genuine involvement in the
topics discussed? (Cues include raising hands, attentiveness

INVO manifested by facial expression and body-language, interruptions
motivated by involvement, length of student responses).

*These variables are considered minimal requirements for a thoughtful lesson.

1 2 3 4 5

1 8 22 29 41

1 23 28 28 20

0 2 9 44 44

69 21 7 3 1

10 32 30 15 13

1 12 16 32 39

47 28 IS 6 5

40 38 14 6 3

64 13 17 3 4

1 21 29 28 20

14 24 25 16 21

4 26 20 34 15

17 13 48 22 1

1 14 14 51 20

0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100Z

4 15 40 41

0% 1-25% 25-50% 50-75% >75%

59 28 6 5 3

25% 25 -50X 50-75% >75Z

14 28 29 29



Table 4

Correlations Among Classroom Observation Scales

(a< .05, N = 160)
1

FEWTOP
2

SUBCOH
3

TIME
4

STUEXP
5

ICONS
6

TCHAL
7

TOL
8

TORIG
9

TAWAR
10

TMOD
11

SCRIT
12

SEXPL

13

SORIG
14

SARTI
15

TALK
16

DISC
17

INVO

18

HOTAV*

1. FEWTOP 1.00 .44 - - .42 .47 .28 .30 .42 .45 .31 .27 .30 .73
2. SUBCOH 1.00 - - .62 .28 .44 .24 .64 .28 .24 .67

3. TIME 1.00 - - - .22

4. STUEXP 1.00 - - - -

5. ICONS 1.00 .44 .61 .79 .43 .25 .37 .22 .71

.6. TCHAL 1.00 .34 .35 .50 .27 .60 .36 .42 .30 .24 .43 .74

7. TSOC 1.00 .52 .33 .24 .28 .21 - .51

8. TORIG 1.00 .38 .22 .48 .35 .35 .37 .46 .28

9. TAWAR 1.00 .21 - - - -.22
10. TMOD 1.00 .45 .33 .41 - .32 .79

11. SCRIT 1.00 .43 .42 .60 .46 .39 .52

12. SEXPL 1.00 .46 .63 .43 .24 .51 .73

13. SORIG 1.00 .67 .55 - .48 .48

14. SARTI
1.00 .52 - .57 .56

15. TALK
1.00 .35 .51 .34

16. DISC
1.n0 .28 -

17. INVO
1.00 .44

HOTAV
1.00

* HOTAV = sum of fewtop, subcoh, time, tchal, tmod, sexpl.



Table 5

11-28

Principal Components Analysis of 17 Variables of Thoughtfulness*

ROTATED LOADINGS

1 2 3

SCRn 0.812 -0.140 -0.006
SARTI 0.766 0.322 0.P15
INV° 0.740 0.219 0.041
TALK 0.725 0.107 n.070

SORIG 0.697 0.291 0.256
SEXPL 0.605 0.481 0.001
TORIG 0.576 0.162 -0.343
DISC 0.530 -0.130 -0.597-
TCONS 0.031 0.870 0.133
TMOD 0.113 0.848 0.234

SUBCOH -0.085 0.777 0.181
TSOC 0.052 0.698 0.032

FEWTOP 0.231 0.61;2 -0.272
TCHAL 0.429 0.594 -0.172
TAWAR -0.007 0.14B 0.699

STUEXP 0.193 -0.024 f/.6011
TIME 0.253 -0.057 -0.05/,

VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY norATED COMPUNEN1S

1 2

4.150 1.4o1

PERCENT OF TOTAL VARIANCE EXPLAINED

1 3

24.409 22.858 0.241

* 3 components were retained and rotated through VARIMAX
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Table 6

IMINI111011111a111011.

Comparisons Between Top and Bottom Quintiles of
Lesson Thoughtfulness (HOTAV) on All Scales

Variable
High (N=36) iileiUala_.-

Meant 1§.10.112 spio** 151:22/gp** t Prob.
142-mil (S.D.)1

HOTAV 4.60 ( .21) 2.78 ( .23) .68 2.68 35.75 .000*1. FEWI'OP 4.38 ( .38) 2.92 ( .89) .99 1.93 11.86 .000*2. SUBCOH 4.53 ( .70) 2.46 ( .77) 1.09 1.90 12.05 .000*3. TIME 4.56 ( .56) 4.16 ( .83) .72 .56 2.36 .0214. STUEXP 1.56 ( 1.08) 1.35 ( .59) .81 .26 1.01 .3185. TOONS 4.19 ( .82) 1.86 ( .71) 1.18 1.97 12.94 .000*6. TrEAL 4.78 ( .42) 2.60 ( .83) 1.07 2.04 14.08 .0007. TSOC 2.83 ( 1.80) 1.19 ( .40) 1.14 1.44 8.00 .0008. TORIG 1.94 ( .80) 1.27 ( .51) .99 .68 4.35 .0009. TAWAR 1.67 ( 1.17) 1.24 ( .50) 1.09 .39 2.02 .047*10. TMOD 4.67 ( .54) 2.32 ( .58) 1.07 2.20 17.93 .00011. SCRIT 2.94 ( 1.17) 2.70 ( 1.39) 1.34 .18 .80 .425*12. SEXPL 4.22 ( .59) 2.19 ( .84) 1.14 1.78 11.89 .00013. SORIG 3.08 ( .97) 2.00 ( 1.00) 1.01 1.07 4.63 .00014. SARTI 4.33 ( .59) 3.08 ( 1.09) .95 1.32 6.09 .00015. TALK 3.42 ( .65) 2.70 ( 1.00) .84 .86 3.61 .00116. DISC 1.58 ( .81) 1.38 ( .54) .98 .20 1.28 .20617. INVO 3.19 ( .86) 2.05 ( .97) 1.04 1.09 5.32 .000

* HOTAV is the sum of these items.
** SDp is the standard deviation of all 160 1e-sons in the sample.

d
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Table 7

Frequencies of Classroom Practices
High and Low Lessons

Variable High (N=36) Low (Ii=4.11 Pearson Chi-Square Probability
DLECT 1 18 19.94 .000
DFILM 0 0 -__ ___

DRECI 0 14 16.85 .000

DTCHD 33 16 19.39 .000
DSTUD 0 1 .99 .321

DGRUP 8 2 4.62 .037

DSEAT 2 3 .19 .666
DREPT 0 0 ___

DOTHR 0 0 ___ ___.

RTEXT 8 20 7.82 .005

RARTC 2 4 .67 .414

RPRIM 13 5 5.02 .025
RLITR 0 0 ___ ___

ROTHR 12 6 2.88 .090

RNONE 6 9 .66 .418

WOUTL 0 0

WNOWN 24 19 1.77 .184

WWORK 11 12 .03 .863

WCOMP 7 3 1.98 .159

WPARA 1 3 1.00 .317

WPAPR 0 0 - -- .....

WOTHR 1 0 1.04 .307

WNONE 4 7 .87 .351
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Table 8

School Differences in HOTAV

SCHOOL

Arnold Bradley Carlsberg Grandville Scarborough

Maan SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

HOTAV* 3.91 .60 3.50 .68 4.13 .48 3.99 .57 3.15 .58
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Table 9

Regression of 117PAV on Schools*

EIJIIFIPLE R: .528
ADJUSTED SWARM)

(I@160)

SQUARED MULTIPLE R: .278
R: .260 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE: 0.586

VARIABLE CLEFFICLEND =ERROR STD 03EF T P(2 TAM)

CONSTANT 3.151 0.105 0.000 29.910 0.000
ARA 0.764 0.147 0.455 5.206 0.000B( 0.344 0.148 0.203 1.329 0.021
CAR 0.980 0.148 0.577 .3.629 0.000
GRN 0.839 0.148 0.494 5.677 0.000

SOURCE Sawk-OF-SQUWES

REGRESSION 20.562
RESIDUAL 53.313

DF

ANALYSLS OF VARIANCE

NEAN-SQUARE F-RATTO

4 5.140 14.945 0.000
155 0.344

*lessons were assigned dummy values, 1 or 0, for each of the variables: ARA (Arnold), MK (Bradley),CAR (Carlsberg), GRN (Grandville) . Scarborough was the "constant." Coefficients nvresecrit thedifference in the HOTAV mean between each school and Scarborough; for example, Arnold wedsScarborough's mean by .76.
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Table 10

Correlations of HOTAV with
Lesson Background Variables

% of Students

(N=160)

9th - .08

10th .24

11th - .22

12th .15

low ./3 - .07

mid 1/3 .07

high 1/3 - .01

black. - .36

hispanic .40

Asian .18

other minority

course required (1) or
elective (0)

- .05

.02

45
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Table 11

Distributions of the Percent of Minority Students
in 160 Lessons

BLACK ASIAN HISPANIC OTHER

Minimum 0 0 0 0

Maximum 81.0 42.0 15.0 8.0

Mean 16.6 10.0 2.4 0.3

Standard Deviation 24.2 10.9 3.5 1.3



Table 12

Regression of HOTAV on Lesson Background Variables

MULTIPLE R: .370 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: .137
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULTIPLE R: ,114 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE: 0.641

MLRIABLE ccenaczna SID ERROR STD Cam' TOLERANCE T P(2TAIL)

CONSTANT 4.071 0.574 0.000 1.0000000 7.090 0.000
GRADEAV 0.002 0.053 0.003 .9666467 0.043 0.966
ABILAV -0.085 0.091 -0.072 .9384370 -0.932 0.353
BLACK -0.011 0.002 -0.381 .9336964 -4.930 0.000

DUMREQ 0.013 0.123 0.008 .9675763 0.108 0.914

REGRMSION
RESIDUAL

ANALYSIS OF VARIAN=

sty -CF-s IUARES DF MN-SQUARE

10.101 4
63.774 155

2.525
0.411

F-RATIO

6.13e 0.000



Table 13

Regression of HMV on Schools* and Lesson Background Variables
(N=160)

MULTIPLE R: .558 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: .311
ADJUsThD SWARM MULTIPLE R: .275 STANDARD MDR OF ESTIMATE: 0.580

VARIABLE ozimianau SID ERROR SID 03EF P(2 uma4

CONSTANT 4.450 0.673 0.000 6.609 0.000
ARA 0.552 0.296 0.329 1.866 0.064
BRK 0.153 0.287 0.090 0.535 0.594
CAR 0.960 0.245, 0.565 3.919 0.000
GRN 0.649 0.328 0.382 1.982 0.049

GRADENV -0.083 0.053 -0.119 -1.582 0.116
ABILAV -0.050 0.095 -0.042 -0.525 0.601
BLACK -0.004 0.005 -0.150 -0.877 0.382

IXThIPEQ -0.171 0.123 -0.105 -1392 0.166

MIMS OF 'VARIANCE

SOZIRCE SC -OFF IF MN-SCOW F- RA!EEO

REGRESSION 22.993
RESIDUAL 50.882

8 2.874 8.530 0.000
151 0.337

*Lessons were assigned dummy values, 1 or 0, for each of the variables: ARA (Arnold), BRK (Bradley),
CAR (Carlsberg), GTN (Grandville). Scarborough was the "constant." Coefficients represent the
difference in the BOTAVrean between each school and Scarborough; for example, It.--nold exceeds
Scarborough's nean by .55.
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II - Appendix

Observational Scales for Assessing Higher Order Thinking
in High School Social Studies Classes

For scales 1-14, classes were rated from 1 - 5. 1 = "very inaccurate
description of this class; 5 = "very accurate" description of this
class. Technical notes on the scoring of the scales will be made
available at the conclusion of the study.

GENERAL

1. There was sustained examination of a few topics rather than
superficial coverage of many.

Mastery of higher order challenges requires in-depth study and
sustained concentration on a limited miter of topics or questions.
Lessons that cover a large number of topics give students only a vague
familiarity or awareness and, thereby, reduce the possibilities for
thoughtful study.

2. The lesson displayed substantive coherence and continuity.

Intelligent progress on higher order challenges demands systematic
inquiry that builds on Lelevant and accurate substantive knowledge in
the field and that works toward the logical deve3'nent and integration
of ideas. In contrast, lessons that teach material as unrelated
fragments of knowledge, without pulling them together, undermine such
inquiry.

3. Students were given an appropriate amount of time to think, that
is, to prepare responses to questions.

Thinking takes time, but often recitation, discussion, and written
assignments pressure students to make responses before they have had
enough time to reflect on their responses.

Promoting thoughtfulness, therefore, requires periods of silence where
students can ponder the validity of possible responses.

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

4. The teacher asked Challenging questions and/or structured
challenging tasks (given the ability level and prepation of the
students).

By our definition higher order thinking occurs only when students are
faced with questions or tasks that demand analysis, interpretation, or
manipulation of information; thac is, non-routine mental work. In
short, students must be faced with the challenge of how to use prior
knowledge to gain new knowledge, rather than the task of merely
retrieving prior knowledge.

5. The teacher carefully considered explanations and reasons for
conclusions.
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The resolution of higher order challenges often depends not simply upon
offering explanations and reasons, but upon the quality of explanations
or reasoning given to support conclusions. Rigorous analysis and
evaluation of reasoning, therefore, is central to the promotion of
thoughtfulness.

6. The teadher pressed individual students to justify or to clarify
their assertions in a Socratic manner.

Socratic interchanges probe an individual's level of understanding.
Such dialogue presses the student to consider the validity of evidence
and reasoning, to suggest alternative perspectives that may otherwise
escape attention, and to identify rather rigorously what one does and
does not know. fIhese probes usually constitute their awn higher order
challenges as they facilitate development of kncrwledge on the topic in
question.

7. The teacher encoura 1 students to generate original and
unconventional ideas, explanations, or solutions to problems.

Higher order challenges can require creative, intuitive insights and
alternative perspectives that diverge from conventional knowledge or
from expected lines of reasoning. Promoting this sort of venthl
flexibility will help students to cope not only with ill-structured
problems that may explicitly invite creativity, but also with well-
structure& ones that may requi a unconventional thinking.

8. The teacher showed an awareness that not all assertions emanating
fram authoritative scuzces are absolute or certain.

Cariosity and skqptiA744miabout the creation of knowledge and the nature
of truth are dit:positimli of thoughtfulness that help to sustain higher
order thinking. Icz these dispositions to be promoted, authoritative
sources must not always be accepted uncritically. Instead, students
must be mada aware that what may pass as final, conclusive knowledge
may often be problematic and subject to future revision and
development.

9. Students' personal expe rience (where relevant) was integrated into
the lesson.

Student engagement with and comprehension of a problem can often be
enhanced if inquiry on the problem is related to students' actual life
experiences.

10. The teacher was a model of thoughtfulness.

TO help students succeed with higher order challenges, teachers
themselves must model thoughtfulness as they teach. Of course, a
thoughtful teacher would demonstrate many of the behaviors described
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above, but this scale is intended to capture a cluster of additional
characteristics likely to be found in apy thoughtfUl perSon. Fey
indicators include Showing interest in students, ideas and inMors

arproadhes to problems: Showing how he /she thalght through
a problem (rather than only the final answer); and acknowledging the
difficulty of gaining a definitive of problematic topics.

STUDENT BEHAVIOR

11. Students offered explanations and reasons for their conclusions.

The answers or solutions to higher order challenges are rarely self-
evident. Their validity often rests on the quality of explanation or
reasons given to support them. Therefore, beyond offering answers,
students nest also be able to produce explanations and reasons to
support their conclusions.

12. Students generated original and unconventional ideas explanations,
hypotheses or solutions to problems.

This is a counterpart to scale W8. Higher order thinking is more
evident in classrooms in which teachers not only encourage original
responses from students, but where students also supply-them.

13. Students assumed the roles of questioner and critic.

As students work toward answers for higher order challenges, they are
more likely to succeed if they have opportunities to ask questions
about and to criticize proposed approaches and answers. In contrast,
if students act primarily as passive recipients of information, they
are rot likely to develop the level of understanding needed to carry
out useful analyses and interpretaticns.

14. Student contributions were articulate, germane to the topic and
connected to prior discussion.

In a formal sense, students may respond actively with assertions,
explanations, questions, and creative ideas, but these may be
inarticulate and irrelevant to the topic being examined. abst as scale
#2 requires substantive coherence and continuity in the lesson as a
whole, student participation cannot be considered thoughtful unless it
is reasonably articulate and relevant.

15., What proportion of students participated verbally in the lesson?

TO solve higher order challenges, students must actively use their
minds. This cannot be observed directly, but one indicator is the
extent to which they speak in class about the subject being examined.
That this, the more students who produce discourse on a topic the
greater the likelihood of higher order thinking by the class as a
whole.
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16. What proportion of time did students spend engaged in thoughtful
discourse with one another?

Because of the importance of dialogue in promoting higher order
thinking, yet the logistical difficulty of the teacher responding to
the individual ideas of each student, it can be useful for students to
talk with one another to test and refine their ideas. The amount of
thoughtful discourse among students can, therefore, be seen as one
indicator of thoughtfill discourse in the class as a whole.

17. What proportion of students Showed genuine involvement in the
topics discussed?

1 make progress on higher order challenges, students must give their
attention, m--,..d-e-dmitica, and mental effort. We summarize these
dimensions of involvement as student engagement. One indicator is
observable verbal participation; bnt it in also ponsibm to hanNw.
intensely involved while listening. This scale assesses the extent of
student engagement based on cues that extend beyond speaking.
Principal indicators include raising hands, attentiveness manifested by
facial expremion and body-language, interruptions in the discussion to
raise a substantive point or question, the length of student responses.
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III
Ecarnan ASPECTS OF METIERS, nalumn

Amur inctiumn MEEKS, 73EITECEN3

Joe Onceko

INEROCOCITICN:

A prominent theme of educational reform in the 1980's is to
develop students, "higher order" and "critical" thinking. This has
been reflected in numerous: a) national reports advocating
increased emphasis on thinking in schools (Adler, 1982; Bayer,
1983; College Board, 1983; Sizer, 1984; etc.); b) scholarly works
that attempt to conceptualize thinking; c) curriculum materials
developed to help teachers promote students' thinking; d) workshops
and programs on thinking sponsored by school districts and
professional organizations throughout the country; and, e) national
and state efforts to incorporate test it requiring higher level
thinking on achievement tests and other standardized assessment
instruments.

What is strikingly absent in the literature and in
programmatic reform efforts is an attempt to understand and learn
fran the work of practitioners. This may be due in part to the
bleak portrait of actual classroom practice painted in the
literature (Cuban, 1984; Goodlad, 1984; Hoether and Ah)brand, 1969;
Perrone, 1985; Sirothik, 1983). Nomtheless, we know that same
teachers do challenge students intellectually (Lightfoot, 1983;
Sizer, 1984; Swartz, 1987). If we are to understand how to promote
thinking in the classroom, we need to learn more about how teachers
think about their work. Over the past ten years research has
documented that teachers' thoughts and beliefs play a crucial
mediating role in their classroom practice (Clark & Peterson, 1987;
Peterson, Fennema, & Carpenter, 1987; Shavelson & Stern, 1981;
Schulman, 1987; Zeichner & Teitelbaum, 1982). As an exploratory
effort we compare the thought of teachers who quite consistently
promote thinking in their classrooms with the thought of teachers
who do so less consistently. Should important differences emerge
in the thinking of the two groups, these differences may provide
clues to influencing classroom practice through changing teachers'
thinking about practice. Hciever, if only similarities are found
in the thinking of the two groups then no clues can be offered.

A sample of 10 high school teachers were selected from a total
pool of 15 teachers from 5 secondary schools (3 teachers per
school). Each teacher was observed on 9 occasions.' Three class
observations took place during each of the 3, 4-day school-site
visits spread over the course of the 1986-97 academic year (i.e.,
fall, winter, spring). In addition, at least 2 hours during each
of the three site-visits was spent in interview with each teacher
to probe their thinking about teaching, students, colleagues, etc.
The teachers are members of social studies departments that have
made conscious efforts and progress at fostering students,
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thinking. The 5 schools were selected through a nation-wide search
in which 60 promising social studies departments were nominated.
Through extended phone conversations with the principal, department
head, and one or two teachers, and a one-day site visit, judgments
were made regarding the degree to which each department fulfilled
criteria specified in the nomination request announcement.
Criteria included a department-wide emphsis on thinking as
witnessed in the practices of department meabers and in
oonversations with them, and that thinking was emphasized in
required courses and in courses with a preponderance of
lc achieving, low-SES, or minority students. The teachers in the
pool of 15 are considered by the department chairs to be among the
best in their respective departments at emphasizing thinking with
students.)

The 5 teachers with the highest percentage of lessons
receiving a score of "4" or "3" on each of the 6 observational.
scales representing the minimal requirements of a thoughtful
dais terse lesson were designated 'thigh scorers,"2 See Newmann
(this volume) which provides a rationale for and description of the
Observational scales used to measure the thoughtfulness of
classroom disaxus.e. Me 5 teachers with the lowest percentage of
lessons receiving a moderately high score of 3 or more on aadh of
the 6 dbservational scales were designated "lower scorer, = The
remaining or *middle" 5 teachers in the pool of 15 vere excluded
from the analysis.

1Five of the 15 teachers were observed on eight rather than
nine occasions due to personal illness, a snow day, etc.

2Because all 6 scales are viewed as necessary cauiponents for
thcughtful discourse, a high score (i.e.e "4" or "5") was required
on each scale before a teacher's lesson was to be considered
outstanding. Basing teacher performance on the mean score of a
lesson across all six scales was not used. The reason for this is
that a low score of "2" or "3" on a few scales combined with 5's on
the remaining scales could result in a higher mean score across the
six scales than a lesson receiving all Osleading to the possible
exclusion of the latter as an exemplary lesson.

3Due to the skewedness of the sample, the lower scoring group
is considered less-outstanding rather than non-aatstanding with
respect to the high scorers. Therefore selection of lower scorers
was based upon the lowest percentage of good lessons (i.e., a score
of "3" or more on each of the 6 scales) rather ',.;-an the highest
percentage of poor lessons. It should be noted that the third
observational scale (i.e., teacher gave students time to think)
required a score of "4" or more rather than "3" or more, as
otherwise all but 18 of the 135 lessons would qualify as moderately
good lessons on this dimension of teachers' practice.



Teachers were unaware of the specifics of the study's research
agenda. They did not know that two groups of teachers would be
compared on various dimensions of their thinking about teaching,
sbadents colleagues, etc. Nor were teachers aware of the
observational scales used to reasure dimensions of thcaghtfUlness
in their lessons. Researchers who summarized teacher responses did
not know which teachers from the pool of 15 would comprise the two
groups of high and lower scorers until statistical analyses were
perfonsadronths after the data was gathered.

Five areas of teachers' beliefs and theories were explored: 1)
teachers' conceptions of thinking; 2) the relative importance given
to thinking as an instructional goal; 3) their views on the issue
of depth vs breadth of content coverage; 4) their perceptions of
organizational barriers to promoting thinking in classrooms; and,
5) their views of students. Our selection of these 5 areas was
based in part on previous research.

Previous research indicates, for example, that teachers
possess a variety of theories and beliefs about instruction (e.g.,
ideas on learning, reading, classroom manageant, student
motivation, etc.), and that these theories and beliefs help guide
their instructional efforts (Clark & Peterson, 1987; Nerland, 1977;
Hanby, 1983) . . Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a teacher
pursuing an instructional goal without same image, set of ideas, or
conception of the goal being pursued. We were therefore curious to
see if high scorers: a) possessed different and/or more elaborate
conceptions of thinking than lower scorers; and, b) placed greater
emphasis on thinking as an instructional goal than lower scorers.

Turning to the issue of depth vs breadth of content coverage,
at one end of the spectrum are teachers who rigorously pursue
breadth of coverage, galloping their learning herd over numerous
content pastures at a mind - numbing pace and reducing students'
educational experience to simplistic mem orisation of names, dates,
places, events, etc. At the other end of the spectrum are teachers
who rigorously pursue depth of coverage, chaining their learning
herd to a few content pastures and reducing students' educational
experience to detailed understanding of a relatively narrow range
of human experience. Is either approach more likely to promote the
development of students' thinking? The conceptual literature on
thinking highlights the importance of thinking skills,
dispositions, and content understanding for effective thinking
performance (Newmann, 1988a; Siegel, 1988). Presumably, time spent
developing students' thinking skills and dispositions, and their
understanding of the content under study, will reduce time for
content coverage. Some educators have in fact argued that there
must be a movement away from massive coverage if students are to
develop an ability to thinking deeply and effectively about topics
and issues (Newmann, 1988b; Sizer, 1984). He do teachers
attempting to promote students' thinking tackle this dilemma? We
were curious to see if high and lower scorers addressed or



attempted to resolve the dilemma of depth vs breadth of coverage
differently.

The promotion of thinking also seems related to organizational
features of teachers' work settings. For example, large class
size, large total student loads, relatively short 45 minute class
periods may severely constrain teachers' instructional efforts
(Powell et al., 1986; Sizer 1984). The adulteration of academic
tasks through the process of "negotiledal" between teacher and
students (I iCNeil, 1983) may, in part, be due to these debilitating
organizational features. Indeed, one respected observer of the
classroom has argued that the development of students' higher order
thinking and organization features of the traditional classroom are
incompatible if not nutuely exclusive (Cuban, 1984b). Some
research suggests that frustration over working conditions is a
primary reason teachers leave the profession (Goodlad, 1984). We
were curious to see if high and lower scorers perceived or
attempted to modify various organizational barriers differently.
More specifically, do high scorers possess more effective
strategies for dealing with these barriers?

Finally, we looked at teachers' perceptions of students. Much
research has documented the powerful impact teachers' perceptions
of students have on the instructional process, including the number
and kind of classroom interactions between teacher and student
(King, 1980; Page, 1984; Peterson & Barger, 1984), the types of
instructional goals pursued and the way classroom behavior is
managed (Brophy & Rohrkempter, 1981), and teachers' expectations of
student performance (Good, 1987). We wanted to see if high
scorers' perceptions of students are in any ways different from the
perceptions of students tad by lower scorers.

COMPARISCU OF HEM AND Wait SCORERS ON EMCKGRCIONEI CHARACTER:MRS
AND ORMNIZATICN DIMENSIONS OF THEIR WORK:

Before presenting the findings, a brief comparison of tilt.: two
groups is provided on selected background characteristics and
organizational dimensions (see Table 1). Such a comparison may
respond to suggestions from previous research that factors of class
size, ethnic background, prior achievement, etc., affect learning
outcomes and instructional practices. Do high scorers in our
sample have a more favorable teaching situation with respect to the
above variables? If major differences betweel the two groups fail
to emerge on these variables then explanations for observed
differences in the instructional practices of the two groups will
need to rely on other sources.

Four of five teachers in both the high and lower scoring
groups are male. This percentage closely parallels national
statistics in which warren constitute only about 26% of high school
social studies teachers (hitter, 1985). The high scorers averaged
14.6 years of social studies teaching experience, while the mean
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for the lower scorers was 17.0. However, experience varied
greatly within each group; 2 to 21 years for the high and 3 to 25
years for the lower scorers. The amount of formal education is
=parable for the two groups of teachers. Most of the high
scorers (4) have a Masters' degree plus additional credits, while
the renaming member has a Masters' degree. Among the lower
scorers, 1 has a Doctorate, 2 possess a Masters' plus additional
edits, and 2 earned a Masters' degree. Jab satisfaction is also
=parable, as most teachers (4) in both groups state they are
satisfied with their job "most" of the time while the remaining
member from each group derives satisfaction only "half" of the
time.

Three of 5 schools are represented by teachers in the high
scoring group and 4 of 5 schools in the lower scoring group, and 2
schools have teachers who appeared in each group. With respect to
subject matter, 3 high scorers taught a history class while the
other 2 taught social science courses (i.e., economics and
psychology). Within the lower scoring group, 4 taught history and
1 a social studies course (i.e., American govenmmant, or "Civics").
A sizable difference between the two groups emerges with respect to
the number of teaching periods per day. High scorers averaged 4.6
teaching periods per day whereas the lower scorers averaged one
less teaching period, or 3.6. Class size however was about the
same, 28.6 for the high and 26.4 students for the lower scoring
group. Because of the additional class assignment high scorers'
total student load was substantially higher; 131.8 students
compared to only 97.6 for the lower scorers. The nutber of course
preparations was essentially the same, 2.2 for high scorers and 2.4
for lower scorers.

Turning to student class compositions, most of high scorers
(4) worked with students of diverse or low achievement levels
whereas a majority of the lower scorers (3) worked with high
achieving students.4 Both groups had similar Hispanic
=positions; lit for the high and 12.8% for the lower scoring
teachers. Higher scorers had more Asian students than lower
scorers, 5% to 1.2%, but fever blacks, 12.6% to 28.8%. However,
the disparity between high and lower scorers regarding percentage
of black students should not be overemphasized as variance was

4At each school we requested for observation three types of
classes: a) primarily lad achieving students; b) a diverse range of
student achievers; and, c) the class exhibiting the most higher-
order thinking (which usually comprised high achievers). Prior
social studies achievement levels of suldents were determined by
the department head and later confirmedby the teachers themselves.
Student achievement data on teachers' classes pertains only to the
particular class researchers Observed for the observation portion
of the study design. Data was not collected on prior achievement,
ethnic, or racial compositions of teachers' total student load.



large within each group; i.e., from 0% to 37% for high and 0% to
74% for lower scoring teachers. In addition: nest lower scoring
teachers (3) had less than 3% black students in their respective
classes.

TO summarize from the above data, similarities exceed
differences between the two groups of teachers. And where
substantial differences do exist, lower scorers tend to have the
more favorable situation (e.g., fewer # of students, fewer teaching
periods, more high achieving students, etc.). This observation,
however, should not be taken to imply that assigning teachers a
larger student load, nore low achievers, or acre class periods per
dry will increase the level of classroom thoughtfUness. This
finding may singly be an artifact of the mrA11 sample size. But if
this represents a real difference, it may be interpreted to mean
that teachers, instructional approaches can override otherwise
constraining organizational dimensions of their work. Because this
finding runs counter to all of the recommendations for teacher
professional development and improvement, future research should
keep this interesting anomaly in mind.

INSIRCULTONAL GM'S FOR SOCIAL bIUDIES:

A number of questions were used to identify teachers'
instructional goals. The findings from any single question may not
be compelling when taken in isolation, but as a group the questions
generate findings that high scorers place greater emphasis on
thinking than their lower scoring counterparts.

Though teachers from both the high and lower scoring groups
all state that helping students become better thinkers is very
important for their feelings of success, when asked to identify
their highest priority goal for social studies instruction and the
goals that focus their lesson planning differences between the two
groups begin to emerge.5 With respect to their highest priority
goal, "critical thinking and problem solving" was given greater
emphasis by high scorers; that is, most high scoring teachers (4)
vs a few lower scorers (2) cited thinking am: problem solving as
their highest goal (see Table 2). That thinking and
problem-solving was less enmhasized by lower scorers could
theoretically prove to be an insignificant finding, as thinking can
play a prominent role in the pursuit of other goals (e.g.,
"teaching facts, concepts, and theories"; "developing discussion
skills "; etc.). However, the above difference between the two
groups gains in importance when one also considers that all high
scorers (5) but only same of the lower scorers (3) cited "thinking
and problem solving" as one of the many goals that focus their

5Teachers were asked to select their highest goal and the
goals that focus their planning from a list of potential goals (see
Table 2).



lesson planning efforts (see Table 3). Note that teachers here
were encouraged to identify any and all goals that focus their
lesson planning, yet one finds a few lower scorers not mentioning
thinking as a planning goal.

In addition to the above findings, inconsistencies emerge in
the responses of lower but not high scoring teachers. A. few of the
lower scorers (2) failed to list their stated highest priority goal
as one of the goals that focus their lesson pawning. No such
orniaAion occurred among high scorers. For example, one lower
scorer identified teaching students about "past and present
prdblems and issues faced by the U.S. and World" as her highest
goal, yet the goals focusing her lesson planning were to "teach
students constructive social values and foster responsible
citizenship", and "teach students facts, concepts, and theories
central to understanding history and the social sciences."

Inconsistencies also arose among the same two lows* scorers
with respect to their highest priority goal; that is, their highest
priority goal changed fran visit 1 to visit 3. For example, one
lower scorer identified "teaching students critical thinking and
problem solving" during the fall (visit 1) as her highest goal yet
in the spring (visit 3) replaced it with "teaching students
constructive social values and responsible citizenship." There is
no indication or reason to believe that the instructional approach
of either teacher had changed during the year.

In another query of teachers' goals we asked high and lower
scorers if exposing students to subject matter content is, in
general, "more", "equally", or "less" interesting to them as
developing students' thought and reasoning processes. All of the
high scorers find exposing students to subject matter content less
interesting compared to only 1 among lower scorers. Host of the
lower scorers (3) find content exposure equally interesting while
one finis it, in fact, more interesting. ° These findings (see
Table 4) are consistent with findings cited above in which high
scorers place greater emphasis on thinking as a highest priority
goal and as a goal focusing their lesson planning.

Acklitional support for the differing emphases placed on
thinking by the groupsgroups cal be culled fran teachers' responses
to the following general prate: "What in particular gives you
satisfaction as a teaches ?" Teachers' responses can be grouped
into the following four kinds or categories of satisfaction: a)
seeing students thinking; b) seeing students responding; c) working

%Meier, when teachers are asked if exposing students to
.ontent vs developing students' thinking is more or less
"difficult" (rather than "interesting"), both groups (4 of 5)
agreed that is was "more" difficult to develop students' thinking.



with colleagues; and, d) constructing lesson plans (see Table 5).
With respect to the latter two categories (i.e., worklig with
colleagues and constructing lessons), the responses of high and
lower scorers are very similar. One teacher from each group made
reference to lesson planning as satisfying, while 3 high and 2
lower scorers cited their work with colleagues as satisfying.

However, ittx=tant: differences appeared between the two groups
regarding the other satisfaction categories (i.e., students
thinking and students responding). All of the high scorers (5)
cite as satisfying student behaviors one would associate with
thinking (e.g., "seeing students start to make connections",
"seeing students gain a more precise understanding", "students
wrestling with values and making "leading students to grasp
concepts/skills", "teaching students to generalize from data",
etc.), whereas only 1 lower scoring teacher cited a satisfaction
one might associate with thinking--and that rather marginally
(i.e.. "touching a young mind"). All of the lower scorers (5),
however, say they derive satisfaction when students are responding
in class (e.g., "when Indents show interest ", "when students are
generally responsive", "the responses of students", etc.), whereas
only 1 high scorer made a comment indicating satisfaction when
students are responding (ite., "students catmenting").

The rather profound differences between the two groups
regarding student behaviors they find satisfying may simply be a
matter of semantics; that is, lower scorers may actually mean
thinking-type student behaviors when they say they derive
satisfaction from responding-type behaviors. However, even
assuming this were the case (which is not at all clear), responses
indicate that high scorers identify with greater specificity the
kinds of student behavior they find exciting and satisfying, and
that these behaviors are typically associated with acts of
thinking.

Similar findings emerged between the two groups when teachers
were asked on an open-ended question to identify the kinds of
thinking tasks less receptive students are likely to resist.
Though responses were quite varied--both within and between
grouns--the tasks that high scorers mention are more readily
identifiable as involving higher order thinking, again suggesting
that high scorers place greater emphasis on thinking as an
instructional goal. The follcudngthinkingteeks are cited by high
scorers as most frequently resisted: giving reasons for statements,
giving opinims, doing a critical analysis, defending one's
viewpoint, engaging in value reflection, supplying metaphors, using
precise language, dealing with abstractions, essay writing, and
work requiring extended effort. Lower scorers on the other hand
cite activities that for the most part may or may not involve
thinking: doing homework, participating in discussion, reading in
class, doing vocabulary assignments, anything beyond rote memory,
anything without step by step instructions, essay writing, work



that is too difficult, long readings, and dealing with
abstractions.

The above differences in goal orientation between high and
lower scoring teachers are further revealed during an interview
session and on a questionnaire item when we asked teachers to
discuss their instructional goal(s). High scorers' responses are
longer, more elaborate, and place greater emphasis on the
development of students' thinking.

In addition, one senses that high scorers see their work
directed toward a broader, more far-ranging mission that lower
scorers. Besides producing improvements in students' linowledge
structures and thinking abilities, high scorers hope that students
will emerge from their classes transformed in more far - :reaching
ways. For instance, consider the way one high scorer, Hugh,
describes his mission:

Content is a vehicle to teaching critical
thinking, though there are certain things you
want them to know when they leave economics.
No matter what subject, you can get students to
think about big iseues...I'd like kids to
always be questioning, to always be probing.
You Should always be on the edge, never
comfortable, no mattartunruell you've digested
the material...don't take anything at face
value...I never saw a lesenn where I went to
school where they didn't know the 'answer' at
the end of the trail...I want kids to be able
to say, 'Hey, I'm a person, I can think!
That's what I'm all about. suppose to
think.' To think is a helleva lot better than
to know. To °know' can be a dampening
experience sometimes because you're not going
to probe anymore, you've eK:endedyourself.8

Another high scorer, Hilary, also highlights critical thinking,
placing special emphasis on perspective-taking as an essential

7All high scorers' names will begin with the letter "h" as in
"high", while lower scorers' names will begin with "1" as in
"lower".

8Teachers' responses are taken from questionnaires and
follow-up interviews. Some quotes are direct, while others are
quoted from researcher's notes. Researchers' notes capture the
ideas expressed but may not represent the teachers' comments
verbatim. Wherever possible efforts were made to return to the
audio-tapes to check for response accuracy.
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aspects of critical thinking about social and personal values. She
states:

Until you can begin to at least temporarily put
yourself in the other guy's shares, even if you
aren't going to end up there, you cannot evolve
a set of social values that are good for you or
for society...It's important for students to be
able to step into the perspective of another as
it enables them to better understand the total
situation, and to defend their own position if
they still maintain it after perspective
taking...The roots of prejudice and
discrimination may lie in an inability to see
other perspectives... in an over-programmed,
media- centered world, decisions and solutions
to problems are too often 'made' for people.
Students develop a pattern of letting someone
else do their thinking. Mere is a need to
teach thinking so that kids will think for
theuselves...I try to get students to question
and formulatepcsitions...to be able to explain
and support icleAs...to see that question asking
is a sign of intelligence not ignorance...to
get them to know that they don't know and want
to find out.

Except for one member, lower scorers' responses to the
question of instructional goals were generally much shorts r and
lacked the impassioned elaboration of high scorersregardless of
the goal cited. Some lower scorers simply parroted frau the list
of goals we offered as examples on the questionnaire. Low scorers'
responses include the following:

Critical thinking and problem solving.
Developing constructive social values. I have
become far more subject oriented. I started
teaching in the late 60's and 70's. I find
there is a far greater need to provide students
with a sound data and concept base. [Lisa].

Teaching facts, cxmcepts, and theories of the
social sciences. Our district is emphasizing
the development of discussion skills, public
speaking, and things of that nature. We
emphasize discussion within a convergent
framework in social studies...I take my
directions more or less from the
district...they tell us what it is they expect
from us...nad they are moving toward higher
level thinking in the curriculum and getting
beyond the literal level...In my curriculum
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right now it's not in there but in same
curriculums it is being implemented...I think
it is their responsibility as an administrator
to make known to me what is being taught or
should be taught. [Lloyd].

To summ-rira, high scorers are more likely to identify
thinking as their highest priority goal and as a goal focusing
their planning. Also, high scorers, when asked what gives them
satisfaction as a teacher, are likely to provide more detailed
descriptions than lower scorers of the kinds of student behavior
they find satisfying, and that these descriptions are more likely
to be associated with acts of thinking. Unlike most of the lower
scorers who find exposing students to subject matter content
equally or more interesting than developing students' thinking and
reasoning, high scorers unanimously prefer to develop students'
thinking. In minition, contradictions emerged in the responses of
lower scoring teachers but not high scorers; that is, the stated
highest goal of two lower scorers changed over a 6 month time
period without explanation, and these same two failed to mention
their highest priority goal among the goals that focus their lesson
planning. Finally, the goal statements of high scorers are much
lengthier and more detailed, focus more on thinking, and suggest
that high scorers desire to affect students in far - ranging,
character-like ways. When combined, the findings fran the above
research probes form a montage that illustrates a more consistent
instructional emphasis on thinking among high scorers compared to
lower scorers.

BARRIERS TO THE PROHDTION OF THINKING:

As in the goals section above, a variety of questions were
used to describe teachers' perceptions of instructional ana
organizational barriers to promoting students' thinking. Again,
the sum of the parts paint a clearer portrait than does any single
part. In this portrait, however, similarities outweigh differeLces
between the two groups of teachers.

Teachers were asked to indicate on a scale of 1 to 5
(extremely negative to extremely positive) the effect various
organizational barriers have on their classroom efforts to prcmote
students' thinking (see Table 6). Both groups indicated that
"large class size" and "large student load" had the most negative
impact on their instructional efforts, with the mean score for both
groups well below 2.0. The only other organizational feature that
was viewed by both groups as having a negative effect on the
promotion of students' thinking is "students having to take too
many courses." The only organizational feature to receive a
positive rating (i.e., above 3.0) by both groups of teachers was
"4-5 class sessions per week ". The two groups displayed a sizeable
difference in their ratings only with respect to their attitudes
about "ability grouping". High scorers find ability grouping
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sameWhat detrimental to their instructional efforts (x=2.8), while
lower scorers find ability grouping somewhat beneficial (x=3.8).

Similar findings emerge when teachers were asked to identify
the 3 barriers that most inhibit their attempts to promote students
thinking (see Table 7). Many high scorers (3) and most lower
scorers (4) cited "large student load" as one of the three most
inhibiting barriers. Both groups (3 teachers each) also cited
"large class size." The data suggests that teachers are not
frustrated by the number of classes they rust teach, as only 1
teacher in the entire sample of 10 identified "number of classes"
as detrimental to their instructional efforts. Rather teacher
concern focuses on the large number of students they must address
in each class and over tha course of the day. Aside fram the issue
of student load, teachers' responses reveal great diversity in the
barriers they find most inhibiting.9

The most important finding to emerge from teachers' thoughts
on barriers may not be what they identify, but rather how little
they have been able to reduce the impact of these barriers. Once
teachers identified the three Most detrimental barriers to their
classroom efforts, we asked them what, if anything, they had tried
to do to reckle the effect of these barriers and with what results,
Of the 15 ba 'riers identified by each group (i.e., 3 from each
teacher), hia scorers' responses indicate that no meaningful
change or improvement had taken place with respect to 12 of the
barriers, while lower scorers' responses indicate no meaningful
change with respect to 11 of 15 barriers. Same teachers shared
with us their feeble attempts to reduce the impact of these
barriers. For example, with respect to "large class size" one
teacher makes "a special effort to incorporate non-volunteers" by
calling on them during discussion, or with respect to the barrier
of "large total student load" another teacher gives an occasional
oral rather than written quiz to cut down on the amount of paper
correction time.

The few Instances where teachers did achieve same positive
effect an barriers are not dramatic. For example, one high scorer
was able to reduce his student load by securing a curriculum
development position for one period a day, effectively reducing his
class assignment load flow 5 to 4. However, this is only a one
year appointment and only open to -4. teacher in the district per
year. At another school a lower scorer has reduced his student
load during class discussions by occasionally having a colleague
take half of the students to another classroom for discussion. Of
course, the net effect is to increase the student load of the

9pressure to cover course content emerges as an important
concern of high scorers. This barrier, however, will receive
separate attention in the section on depth vs breadth of content
coverage.



obliging colleague. In only one situation was a teacher able to
significantly reduce student load, and this by dropping to
half-time employment which gave her half a load. Needless to say,
this is not an option available to most teachers.

One cannot fail to notice that all of the teachers' efforts to
reduce the impact of organizational barriers were attempted within
the parameters defined by the present school structure; that is,
teachers did not attempt to modify structural aspects the school
institution. We did not formally collect data on the reasons for
this situation, but based upon teachers' responses to a related
question it seems that teachers are extremely resigned and
pessimistic about the likelihood of positive change in the
organizational features of schools. 10

Teachers were also given the opportunity to imagine a more
ideal teaching situation. They were asked to identify 3 "wishes"
they would make to aid them in their efforts to promote students'
thinking. Again, the concern over student load was dominant as 4
of 5 teachers in both the high and lower scoring groups request4
fewer students as one of their three wishes. Aside from the
problem of student load, the high and lower scoring groups have
different wishes. Little consensus occurred within groups either
(see Table 8).

Turning from teachers' perceptions of various organizational
barriers to their perceptions of department colleagues, both high
and lower scorers unanimously agree that their colleagues support
rather than undermine their efforts to emphasize thinking with
students. With respect to administrative authorities (i.e.,
department head, principal, superintendent, etc.,), met of the
high (4) and lower (4) scorers feel free to diverge from the
conception and set of practices the above authorities espouse for
promoting students' thinking. This suggests that teachers do not
perceive administrators as undermining their instructional efforts.

As for testing as a potential barrier, all high scorers (5)
and most lower scorers (4) agree that departmental, school-wide,
and district tests have "no effect" on their efforts to promote
students' thinking in the classroom. Many of the "no effect"
responses are due to the fact that 3 of 5 schools in the sample do

10For example, teachers were asked to identify 3 "wishes" they
would make to aid them in their efforts to promote students'
thinking. They were then asked to explain what would have to
happen in their school for the wish to be fulfilled over the next 5
to 10 years. Typical teacher responses were: "...the likelihood of
this is nil", "...we have had no reduction in 20 years",
"...nothing is going to happen", "...little will change",
"...chances: 1 in a million", etc. For details of teachers' wishes
see Table 8 below.
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not administer departmental, district, or school-wide tests.
Differences between high and lower scorers did emerge, however,
when teachers were asked to evaluate the effects of state and
Advanced Placement exams on their instructional efforts. Of the 5
teachers having had experience with AP courses (i.e., 4 lower
scorers and 1 high scorer), the 4 lower scorers feel that AP tests
"support" a thinking emphasis while the one high scorer believes
such tests "inhibit" his classroom efforts to promote students'
thinking. Likewise, at the one school administering a state test,
the two high scorers think the test inhibits a thinking emphasis
while their lower scoring colleague sees the same test as
supportive. As will be explained later in this chapter,
differences here between high and lower scorers may be attributed
to differences in their instructional goals and their resolution of
the depth vs breadth dilemma.

To summarize findings on organizational barriers, the primary
concern of teachers, whether identifying central barriers or
suggesting ways to improve their instructional efforts through a
hypothetical "wish list", is to have their student load reduced.
Aside from the barrier of content coverage pressure cited by high
scorers (an issue that will be addressed elsewhere), teachers'
perceptions of prominent barriers and ways to organizationally
facilitate students' thinking are quite varied- -both within and
between the two groups. Same data suggests however that high and
lower scorers may differ in their perceptions of the effects state
and AP exams have on the promotion of students' thinking.

IMPITI VS MAME OF CCUMENT 03VERWE:

Teachers were asked a variety of questions to elicit their
views on the issue of depth vs breadth of content coverage. As a
whole, responses to these questions reveal more difference than
similarity in the thinking of the two groups.

Both groups of teachers unanimously responded, "yes", when
asked if they have a conflict between depth and breadth of content
coverage. In addition, most of the high scorers (4) and a majority
of lower scorers (3) view "coverage pressure" (i.e., greater
breadth) as a "fairly negative" or "extremely negative" influence
on the promotion of students' thinking. However, when asked an
open-ended question in which they were to explain the nature of
this conflict, differences emerged between the gaups. Teachers'
responses were categorized as indicating either an external (i.e.,
other than self) or internal (i.e., self) source of breadth of
coverage pressure, with a few teachers indicating both (see Table
9). All of the high scorers (5) cited external sources of coverage
pressure compared to only a few among Rioter scorers (2). For
example, high scorers cited the following external sources: state
exam, state or district imposed curriculum guidelines, AP course
outlines and exams, students' lack of knowledge, the department
head, and colleagues. The few lower scorers who did cite external



sources mentioned the AP program and district curriculum guides.
Differences between high and lower scorers were minimal with
respect to an internal- self source of coverage pressure, as two
high scorers and one lower scorer identify self as the source of
their breadth pressure.

Results consistent with the above were obtained in a later
school visit when we asked teachers to rank in order of importance
the following potential sources of coverage pressure: myself;
department colleagues; department head; school administration;
district tests or guidelines; state tests or guidelines; and, other
(see Table 10). Almost all of the high scorers (4) compared to
only a few lower scorers (2) identified sources other than
themselves (i.e., external sources) as the primary cause for their
coverage pressure. Car ersely, most lower scorers (3) cited
themselves as the primary cause or source for their coverage
pressure compared to only one high scorer.

To review, all of the teachers say they experience a content
coverage conflict. High scorers experience the conflict as
primarily a situation in which external sources impose coverage
demands that exceed the pace desired by the teacher, whereas lower
scorers tend to impose coverage demand on theme:Ives. This doesn't
mean that high scorers do not pressure themselves toward greater
coverage, only that for high scorers external sources seem to
demand more coverage than the teachers themselves deem appelpriatx:.
Low scorers, however, are either in agreement with the overage
agenda of external sources or perhaps they desire even greater
coverage. The findings that follow support these initial
generalizations.

We Leo asked teachers to identify the three factors that most
inhibit the promotion of students' thinking. Respondents were told
to conaiderall facets of their working situation, including school
and classroom organization, curriculum and instruction issues and
materials, students, administration, etc. Almost all of the high
scorers (4) identified coverage pressure (e.g., state exams,
district guidelines, state guidelines) as one of the three most
detrimental factors to their efforts to promote students' thinking.
One high scorer went so far as to cite 2 forms of breadth pressure
among his 3 most detrimental influencet (i.e., a state exam, and
the district's course guidelines). Only a few of the lower scorers
(2) cited coverage pressure, with one of these teachers later
admitting he wasn't sure what he'd do if given the time to pursue
topics in greater depth! All sources of coverage pressure
identified by high and lower scorers were external in origin. We
also placed teachers in a hypothetical situation in which they were
granted three wishes to help them promote students' higher order
thinking. They were to view the question as broad ranging, and,
again, the results were consistent with the above findings. Most
of the high scorers (3) ccmparedto only one lower scorer requested
less content coverage as one of the three most important school



features needing ncdification to promote students' thinking more
effects'. e7

Another interesting difference between the two groups can be
seen in their attitudes toward the breadth oriente Advanced
Placement (AP) ccurses, AP history courses held students
accountable for understanding a vast sweep of history for
successful exam ccrpletion, though portions of the i.n-11 are of an
essay format which challenges students' reasoning abilities. Of
the 5 teachers having had experience with AP ccurses, 4 were lower
scorers and 1 a high scorer. All of the teachers cited immense
coverage pressure in their respective AP course, yet only the high
scorer felt that the AP exam "inhibited"' the promotion of students'
thinking. All four of the lamer scorers on the other hand assessed
the AP course as " supporting" the promotion of students' thinki6g.
Similar findings emerged at the one school in the sample that
participated in state testing. Like the AP format, this particular
social studies state exam (and the curriculum guideline that
'drives' it) requires extensive content coverage for successful
compoletim The two high scorers claimed the state exam inhibits a
thidkingEmrhasisTandle their lower scoring colleague felt the me
exam is supportive.

We also asked teachers directly to explain the nati,:re of their
coverage conflict and haw they attempt to resolve it. Responses
support the above findings that high scorers are mate likely than
lower scorers to perceive coverage pressure as externally imposed
and deleterious to their teaching efforts. In addition, teachers'
responses here indicate that high scorers generally attempt to
resolve the conflict in the direction of less coverage ccmpared to
lower scorers by carefully selecting and prioritizing topics,
ideas, and issues.

Turning first to the ,....,:_ronses of high scorers, Harold
acknowledges the coverage pEeSture he experiences from state
guidelines and the state exam. He states:

...I would like to have the freedom to be
flexible, you know, like today's lesson on the
immigrants. It really worked. Rids were
talking about what the experience would be like
and what they would do in those circumstances.
Some were saying that they would go home.
Others felt that they would stick it out. I
would like to stay with a topic like that. I
could think of numerous issues I would like to
pursue about this topic. But I can't....You
are obligated to finish the curriculum. You
also feel pressure from the chairman.

Nonetheless, Harold goes on to say:

S



I do not preoccupy myself with finishing the
curriculum. Instead, I attempt to teach
whatever I teach well and select classroom
topics and materials very carefully...I don't
emphasize content coverage. It's ludicrous to
attempt to cover 100 years of history in a
month or two. I focus on concepts and ideas.
The problem with most school courses is that
they are survey courses that are hanogenized.

Hanson, another high scorer, argues that teaches& attempts at
broad coverage are doomed to failure since ".,.the amount of
knowledge in the world has doubled in the last 8 years. So I see
my job as enabling students to be 'good thinkers.'" He points out
that the dW-Lh vs breadth conflict is really not the issue as:

"...you could survey all of American History
in a boring, non-critical, non-thinking way or
you could focus for the whole 18 week semester
on the causes of WWII in a boring, non-thinking
non -- critical way, Just going into depth
doesn't necessarily mean you,re teaching kids
to think.

For Hanson the central issue is V-sther or not one emphasizes
critical thinking:

"Your ccmmitment to promoting thinking governs
your choice of =do:am...When I plan
curriculum. I side on the depth side of the
conflict by leaving a 16t of things out. I
select material which is representative of
particular concepts and generalizations I wish
to develop. I hope that the thinking skills
developed with these representative selections
will be transferred to other examples... I
think you can teach almost anything in a
critical way, in a way that gets kids thinking
- but it takes time."

Turning to the responses of lower scorers, Lisa, also
experiences breadth of coverage pressure, particularly in her AP
course:

There is a comprehensive exam given the second
week in May covering all the material from the
1600's to the poesent. This puts tremendous
pressure on my classes to move through the
material quickly. In our discussion of slavery
we have had little time to explore the long
range implications of this experience...There
is simply not enough time.



Yet, when asked how she would attempt to resolve the covere_e
conflict if the AP course did not "impose" a curriculum cf breadth,
Lisa, unlike high scoters, still sides toward breadth:

If I had to make a choice I would choose
coverage because it is perhaps their only
experience and probably a concluding eeperience
with history. I really feel an obligation to
at least expose them to same of the pressing
issues of our time. Not to get to the 1950's
and 1960's, the Cold War...is
unconscionable...I think it is more important
that they get exposure and that has to
sacrifice depth...I want them to get as much
exposure as I can, you know, shave it down
their throats.

Lisa's comments reveal an internal source of coverage pressure
of at least equal magnitude to the external pressure imposed by the
AP curriculum guidelines. Regardless of the coverage mandates
dictated by the AP course, Lisa's resolution of the breadth vs
depth dilemma indicates an allegiance to exposing students to
issues r...ther than to exploring issues with students.

Lloyd, as mentioned previously, looks to the administration
for instructional guidance. Because his scope and sequence
guidelines and 'skill' objectives are provided for him and
accepted, he had difficulty mlating to our overage dilemma
probes:

I sort of have an idea what you're talking
about but I think that issue of depth and
breadth doesn't came up for me. However, he
does reveal his breadth orientation (and
presumably the district's) when he states; "I
can't think of one area that I've taagbtwhere
I'd want to go that much in depth.

Finally, we asked teachers to assess their coverage
orientation with respect to particular lessons. Again differences
emerge between the two groups, differences that are consistent with
the above findings. Teachers were asked, if their approach to the
topic of the observed lesson is best characterized as oriented
toward depth or breadth of coverage. All of the high scorers felt
their respective lesson indicated a depth emphasis whereas all of
the lower scorers viewed their lessons as breadth oriented. Yet
when asked if their approach enhanced, inhibited, or had no effect
on the quality of students' thinking, all of the high scorers and
all but one of the lower scorers felt their approach enhanced



students' thinking! 11

A careful interpretation of the above findings suggests that
lower scorers, unlike high scorers, are caught in a contradiction.
That is, lower scorers nake the general statement that breadth of
coverage is detrimental to thinking, yet at the same time: a) claim
that specific breadth-oriented lessons enhance students' thinking,
and b) impose coverage pressure on themselves equal to or greater
than the coverage demands articulated by the department or
district. To understand lower scorers' apparent contradiction here
requires a return to their instructional goals. Lower scorers tend
to smphasize various forms of content acquisitf-n as their primary
instructional goal whereas high scorers view content more as a
'vehicle' to promoting thinking. For lower scorers, thinking is
incorporated into their primary mission of teaching content,
whereas for high scorers thinking is the central focus, with
content understanding as a necessary component. Since lower
scorers place greater emphasis on content acquisition it is not
surprising that compared to high scorers they tend more toward
'breadth' of coverage. This would explain lower scorers' tendency
to self-imnose coverage demands equal to or greater than the
coverage demands of their social studies department or school
district. (This may also explain their positive assessment of
breadth-oriented Advanced Placement courses) .

It is a bit more difficult to explain lower scorers' belief
that in aeneral breadth of coverage is detrimental to a thinking
emphasis when at the same time they feel that their awn specific
lessons orimatedtowardbmadthpromote thinking. It is possible,
homelier, for lower scorers to be consistent here. They could
believe that their breadth-oriented lessons promote thinking but
not as much as a death- oriented lesson. Their 'breadth lesson'
would then be consistent with their overriding primary goal to
expose students to many facts and ideas in the social studies.
Unfortunately, a fdLlud-up probe was not attempted with respect to
this issue. HOMBIAM7, the dissatisfaction same of the lower scorers
expressed about their breadth-oriented lesson during a
post -okservation intervi.ew, and the almost apologetic tenor of its
expression, suggests that lower scorers have not resolved their
coverage dilemma in the finely reasoned manner constructed above.
Rather lower scorers seem to vacillate between teaching for content

11Due to illness or snow days 4 of 5 high scorers and 3 of 5
lower scorers were asked coverage questions relating to a specific
lesson observation. This is unfortunate as the 2 lower scorers not
asked were most candid about their breadth orientation, making it
very likely that 5 of 5 lower scorers would have described their
lesson as characterized by breadth. Whether these two teachers
woad see their respective lesson as enhancing or inhibiting the
quality of students' thinking is less clear.

7_
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coverage that is both self and externally imposed, and a desire to
engage students in thinking and more substantial analysis of topics
which requires greater depth of coverage. Ilirthe:c research is
clearly necessary on this matter.

72



REFIECITIOIS CH .STUEERIS:

High and lower scoring teachers unanimously agree that at
times students resist school work that demands thinking. The types
of thinking tasks teachers identify as most frequently resisted by
the less receptive students are extremely varied and difficult to
classify in ways that might distinguish between high and lower
scorers. Of the 20 or more thinking tasks identified by teachers,
in only two instances did two teachers gran either group identify
the same task as most frequently resisted by less receptive
students. The conclusion to be lrawn here is that teachers
perceive students as resisting a wide variety of tasks requiring
thinking.12

Both groups of teachers unanimously agree that some students
are more receptive than others to assignments, activities, and
tasks requiring thinking. Using asst of structured questionnaire
it teachers wsre asked to reflect not only on factors leading
same students to pe- form "above average" on thinking tasks, but
also to reflect on factors that influence "below average"
performance. We were curious to see if teachers emphasized
different factors with above and below average 'stxlent.-thinkers'.
Teachers were to rata on a 5-point scale (1= no influence to 5=
major influence) the degree to which they believe each of 12
factors play a role in the performance of above and bnlow average
'student-thinkers.13 A mean score was computed for both groups
of teachers on each of the 12 factors. The 3 factors receiving
greatest Emphasis (i.e., the highest mean scores) by each group
(see Tables 11 and 12) were compared and will be discussed below.

The data suggests that high and lower scoring teachers agree
upon the most important factors for student performance on thinking
tasks. Both groups emphasize the same 3 factors-(out of a possible
12) when attempting to explain the performance of above average
studimhirkers, and 2 of 3 factors with respect to below average

12However, teachsrs' responses here do suggest that the tasks
high scor-fs pose to less receptive students are more readily
identifiable as tasks requiring thinking than are the tasks posed
by lower scorers. This will be discussed later in this section.

13The 12 factors are peer group pressure, family
background/situation, students' enploynent responsibilities,
students' experiences in prior social studies courses, students'
rapport with teacher, students' irherent cognitive capacity,
students' learned thinking skills /abilities, students' present
knowledge, students' writing abilities, students' level of
self-confidence and self-esteem, students' motivation, and any
other factor not mentioned above.

7
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student-thinkers. The three factors both groups emphasize with
above average student-thinkers are "learned thinking
skills/abilities", "cognitive capacity", and nmotivation".14 The
two factors both groups of teachers emphasize with below average
studentt-thinkers are (a lack of) "motivation" and (lack of)

"self-confidence/esteem".

Second, high and lower scoring teachers do not emphasize the,
importance of "cognitive capacity" with below average
student-thinkers but do so with respect to above average students.
Both groups apparently feel that factors other than cognitive
capacity best explain the inability of low performing students to
exhibit at least aveL,ge if not above average performance or
thinking tasks.

Third, "motimation is the only factor to be emnhasized by
both groups of teachers with respect to both types of students.
Teachers may intuitively know what educational researchers are now
only beginning to suggest (Dweck, 1986); that is, the development
of good thinkers most fundamentally involves changing students'
general attitudes and dispositions rather than only ,roan ding

students' knowledge structures, improving cognitive processes, or
developing specific think; skills.

Fourth, the relatively high mean score across all 12 factors
(i.e., 3.81 or 3.83) suggests -bat both grJups of teachers believe
a variety of factors play a role in students' performance on
thinking tasks. Teacb'rs and not just' researchers realize the
complexity, of the instructional/learning/thinking process.

Possibly more important than teacher perceptions of factors
that influence student performance- on thinking tasks is the
teacher's sense of influence on these factors. We suspect that
the more a teacher believes he/she can influence factors associated
with thinking, the higher will be the teacher's expectations for
student performance.

Teachers were asked to rate on a 5-point scale (!= no
influence to 5= major influence) the degree to which they believe
they can influence in one year 7 factors contributing to students'
performance on thinking tasks.15 A mean score was computed for

14Due to a three-way tie in mean score on the third most
important factor cited by high scorers, 5 rather than 3 factors are
listed. The two other factors emphasized by high scorers are
"self- confidence/ esteem" and "teacher-student rapport."

15The 7 factors are: students' rapport with teacher, students'
learned thinking skills/abilities, students' present knowledge,
students' writing abilities, :tudents' level of self-confidence and
self-esteem, students' motivation, and 'other'.

7,2
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both the high and lower scoring groups on each of the 7 factors.
The 3 factors highlighted by each group as being most menable to
positive influence (see Tables 13 and 14) were compared and will be
discussed below. The data suggests that high and lower scoring
teachers hold very similair views regarding the factors they
believe they can most influence with students in the course of a
year. Out of 7 possible performance factors both groups believe
they can most influence the same 3 factors with respect to above
average student-thinkexs, and 2 of 3 factors with respect to below
average student-thinkers. The three factors both groups emphasize
with above average student thinkers are "students' knowledge base",
"teadler-sta:dent rapport", and "students' mriting skills".16 The
two factors both groups of teachers emphasize with below average
student-idarkers are "students' thinking skills/abilities" and
"teacher-student rapport". Only one factor was consistently ranked
as highly amenable to teacher influence among high and lower
scorers, regardless of student type. This was "teacher-student
rapport."

We found that lower scorers believe they can influence the
performance of above average student-thinkers more than high
scorers, for the mean score of lower scorers across 7 factors is
3.69 vs 3.20 for high scorers. But this conclusion is suspect,
because a runhex of high scorers during interviews mentioned that
they felt little need to influence or improve same factors with
above average student-thinkers; these students were already
outstanding in such areas as motivation and teacher-student
rapport.

In contrast, high scorers believe they can influence t=7e
performance of below average student-thinkers more than lower
scorers. Four pieces of evidence support this conclusion. First,
the mean score for high scorers across all 7 performance factors is
3.61 vs 3.08 for lower scorers, a difference of over .5 per factor.
Second, in a direct probe of this issue, teachers were asked
whether or not it is more difficult to emphasize thinking with low
achieving students.17 Most high scorers (4), but only a few lower
scorers (2), said it was not more difficult to emphasize thinking
with low achieving students. For example, Hilary, a high scorer,
says she "stays with a student" who responds "I don't }mow" to an
opinion, analysis, or evaluation question. "I let them know at

l6Due to a two-way tie in mean score for the third factor
among high scorers, 4 rather than 3 factors are listed. The one
other factor emphasized by high scorers is "thinking skills/abilitl.m."

l7An assurrption is made here that when teachers think about
their low achieving students and their below average thinkers they
have, essenLially, the same population of students in mind.
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the beginning of the year that an 'I don't know' answer is
unacceptable, that I will not go away until they get it right."
Hilary feels that "prior experience, lack of confidence, and
mental laziness" have combined to make "I don't know" a safe
response, one that make the teacher seek a response
elsewhere." However, "after a few successes they want to be
called on and try again."

A third strand of evidence comes from an interview in which
teachers were asked to explain the lack of involvement on the part
of same students in a lesson recently observed by the reseercher.18
All of the lower scoring teachers (5) blamed students themselves
for lack of lesson involvement while only a few high scoring
teachers (2) did. Lamar scorers suggested that students don't like
to talk, don't feel like working, aren't idteralted, haven't done
the reading, are lazy, fear ridicule, cannot articulate their
thoughts, etc. The few high scorers who blamed students mentioned
the following three student deficiencies: some have personal
pcoblems, are afraid to risk their ideas publicly, and, don't have
a clue as to how to make a prediction,/hypothesis. Recall that of
the classrooms observe% most lower scorers (3) had classes
composed primarily of high achieving students, whereas most high
scorers (4) had either a diverse range of achievers or
predominantly law achievers. Yet one finds the lower scorers
blaming students for lack of lesson involvement, not the high
scorers.

A fourth piece of evidence suggesting that high scorers feel
more influential with below average student-thinkers is that a
majorLty of high scorers (3) but no lower scorers pIaf.:ed partial
blame on themselves for disengagement among same students during a
specific lesson. High scorers incriminated themselves in the
following ways: hadn't learned the names of all the students and
therefore had to impersonally point his finger to get responses, or
avoided calling on same students; had kids continue to give their
opinions even though responses were redundant which led same
students to tune-out; calling on kids row by row rather than
randomly which led some to tune out until it was their turn to be
called on; and, needed to spend more time with particular students
on their responses. Self-attributions by high scorer here
suggests greater locus of control on the part of these teachers;
the responsibility for promoting thinking seems to rest squarely
with the teacher, not with the student.

To summarize this section on teachers' perceptions of
students, much agreement exists between high and lower scoring
teachers. Both groups unanimously agree that students at times

18An as,cumption is being made here that the students who were
not engaged in the lesson are also, in large part, the students who
perform below average on thinking tasks.
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resist thinking tasks, and that some students are more receptive
than others to tasks requiring thinking. BOWh gimps emphasize the
same factors (3 of 3) as most important for the performance of
above average student - thinkers, and the same factors (2 of 3) with
respect to below average student- thinkers (see Table 15). Both
groups are also in agreement regarding the thinking performance
factors they feel they can most influence with students. High and
lower scoring teachers believe they can most influence the same
factors (3 of 3) with respect to above average student - thinkers,
and the same factors (2 of 3) with respect to below average
sbadent-thinkers (see Table 16).

The two groups seem to part ways, however, in the degree to
which they believe they can influence the performance levels of
below- average student - thinkers. High scorers compared to lower
scorers are more likely to say that it is not more difficult to
emphasize thinking with low achieving students, and blame
themselves rather than students for lack of student lesson
involvement.

01114METICVS OF 'EMIIMIG:

Since prior research shows that many of the ideas guiding
teachers' practices are implicitly understood and are therefore
difficult for teachers to articulate (Clark & Peterson, 1987), we
used several questions to elicit information on teachers'
conceptions of thinking. The two most direct questions were:

-Do you have a conception of thinking that
guides your teaching? If so, summarize its
main aspects.

-Consider your best thinkers, what
distinguishes them from your other students?

The first question asks teachers directly to explain their
conception. The second question, an indirect probe, assumes that a
teacher's conception of the good thinker is closely related to
his/her conception of thinking. Teacher responses to several other
questionnaire items that further illuminate teachers' conceptions
of thinking were also included in the analysis.

The framework developed to help analyze teachers' conceptions
of thinking draws upon major distinctions made in same of the
scholarly literature on thinking, specifically thinking as
dispositions, as content mastery, or as skills. With regard to
dispositions, Schrag (1987) has argued that thinking is closely
linked to the character traits of reflectiveness and mental
flexibility. Other dispositions frequently associated with
thoughtfulness include: curiosity to question and- explore; an
insistence that 'aims be supported by reasons (and that the
reasons themselves be scrutinized); confidence in one's thinking;
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motivation; and, a willingness to view an issue or problem from
different perspectives. Here are a few example-excerpts of
dispositional language taken from teachers' conceptions of
thinking:

-A good thinker isn't afraid if scone
challenges a position. A good thinker is
willing to take a look at someone else's
hypothesis or theory even if it 180 degrees
apart from his own, rather than a dogmatic
knower.

-I want to develop in students an attitude that
nothing is finally closcd...If that's skeptical
I don't think it's skeptical in a negative
sense.

The second component or perspective on thinking highlights the
importance of knadledge of subject matter understanding for
effective thinking, as suggested, for example, in recent research
on expert/novice problem-solving and various information promssing
models of thinking and learning. According to this perspec.lUve.1,
one cannot think in a content vacuum, that is, one must have
something to think about. Effective thinking about a problem or
task occurs only when one possesses sophisticated understanding of
the content to which one's thinking is directed, be it elevator
repair or open-hz 2t surgery. Teachers also emphasized content
understanding; for example:

You build off a knowledge base which is
essential.

You can only think when they have enough info
to get a detailed picture of an event.

Finally, the skills perspective defines thinking in terms that
usually transcend specific subject matter. A good thinker, for
example, can detect bias, identify a problem, muster evidence, and
analyze or evaluate a body of material, etc. Skills can be
construed as domain- specific, for example, legal reasoning in
law, or solving proofs in geometry. In short, the skills view
states that students must possess a variety of skills, techniques,
strategies, and heuristics when approaching a problem or task.
Teachers also used a skills language of thinking;

-Thinking is determining validity based on
reasoning, intuition, and emotional skills.

-There are five process skills; recall,
organization, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation.

7c
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Simply counting teachers' responses to various questionnaire
items revealed little difference in the frequency with which high
and lower scorers use dispositional, skill, or content language to
describe their conceptions of thinking. Fbr example, when teachers
were asked to describe their conception of thinking, high scorers
primarily used skill (5) and dispositional (3) language (uee Table
17). Law scorers' responses are very similar; that is, skills (4)
and dispositional (5) language predaninate, with same teachers also
referring to content (3). Similarly, when teachers were asked to
explain how observed lessons (2-3 lessens per teacher) promoted
students' thinking (see Table 18), the responses of high and lower
scorers again revealed little difference. Based on a total of 13
lessons from each group of teachers, all high and lower scorers (5)
used content language, all high (5) and most lower scorers (4) used
skills language, while only one teacher from either group used
dispositional language.19

Though both groups respond in like fashion to the two
different pumices into teachers' conceptions of thinking, notice
that there is a shift in language usage. The greater emphasis
placed on content language when discussing lessons is probably due
to the fact that teachers are not talking here in general terms,
but rather about specific thinking tasks with respect to specific
content. The lack of dispositional language is not surprising,
one probably wouldn't expect a teacher to emphasize the
development of thoughtful dispositions in a time frame of one
lesson. Whatever the actual reason(s) for the shift in emphasis,
one can conclude that high and lower scorers use dispositional,
skill, and content language in roughly equal measure when talking
about thinking generally or with respect to specific lessons.

Significant differences begin to emerge between the two
groups, however, when teachers' conceptions are viewed more
qualitatively and in their entirety: that is, high scorers'
conceptions of thinking tend to be lengthier, more detailed, and
more elaborate than the conceptions of lower scorers. The
thinking conception of one teacher from each group will be
described to highlight these differences. The high and lower
scoring teacher to be described here possess neither the most nor
least developed conception of thinking in their respective group.

Hilary, a high scorer, describes her conception primarily in
skill and dispositional language. She mentioned skills that
include the ability to "analyze", "focus on an argument and
support it", "determine cause and effect", "induction",
"evaluating, based upon supportable evidance", "determining point

19Skill language was used by high scorers on 10 of 13 lessons
and by lower scr:ers on 7 of 13 lessons. Content language was used
by high scorers on all 13 lessons and by lower scorers on 11 of 13
lessons.
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of view and identifying its effects", "see relationships", and
"draw conclusions." She emphasizes that "the teacher must give
students the opportunity to develop these abilities."

In addition, Hilary subscribes to the Grandville High School
Skills model of thinking because she's "in the department and it's
so central to the program." This model combines the work of
Bloom, and Beyer's skills approach to thinking. Hilary is
well-versed in the specifics of the model, as she quickly
identified the component thinking skills (i.e., recall,
organization, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and divergent
thinking) and then discussed their hierarchical nature;
"The 'higher' skills entail the skills below...organization
involves recall, analysis also involves organization and recall,
synthesis involves analysis...Divergent thinking is at the tap and
is the hardest for students to do."

Though Hilary is versed in skills language, she also
emphasizes important elements of thinking with dispositional
language. In fact, one of the most important attributes of the
good thinker for Hilary is "intellectual curiosity." She
emphasizes that "students who perform best on thinking tasks often
have an intellectual curiosity...not necessarily equated with
highest 'inherent cognitive capacity'." Hilary encourages
students to ask questions, and ultimately wants them "to see that
question asking is a sign of intelligence not ignorance; to get
them to know what they don't know and want to find out." She finds
the attribute of intellectual curiosity to exist not only at the
individual level, but also at the classroom level. It is this
'type' of student, and class, that she most enjoys.

As discussed earlier with respect to Hilary's goals, she
places great emphasis on developing students' appreciation of and
willingnesc to experience alternative perspectives. Above the
blackboard on the front wall is a poster stating the following:
',Where you stand depends on where you sit." This attitude, or
general understanding or belief in the importance of perspective
is, according t; 'Hilary, "essential for students' thinking." With
great elaboration she describes lessons she uses to bring this
point or 'viewpoint' across to students. In fact, 'perspective
taking' is the topic of Hilary's very first lesson each semester
and provides the central theme for her courses.

Consistent with her emphasis on perspective taking and
intellectual curiosity, Hilary tries always to keep the following
in mind when leading a discussion: "Never ask a question where you
already know what you want for an answer." Another disposition
she finds important for thinking is a "willingness to take `risks".

When discussing how specific lessons challenge students to
think Hilary states that she much prefers to talk about her
efforts with respect to the actual content of the lesson.
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Curiously, Hilary claims she lacks "the cognitive scientist's
language to describe thinking' (except for the department's
6-skill thinking model), and doesn't consciously apply it when
lesson planning or engaged in classroom instruction. Instead, she
"intuitively knows what questions are 'hard', 'harder', and
'hardest'." However, her quite elaborate conception of thinking,
coMbined with references to specific classroom behaviors she
employs to facilitate students' thinking, may belie the above
comments minimizing the importance of a thinking conception for
her instructional success.

Lloyd, like most of his fellow lower scorers, provides a
fairly brief conception of thinking, one that implies concern for
dispositions and skills. Lloyd highlights several skills: "ability
to connect seemingly unrelated ideas", "ability to cautmlnicate",
"categorize or group things ", "use application skills ", and
"interpretation, categorizing, sequencing...analysis...and
evaluate the facts". Lloyd mentions that he has read Norris
Sanders', Classroom Questions, and finds that "it is useful
because you can thumb through the book for his hierarchy and see
same applications of the questioning techniques." Though Lloyd
did not summarize Sander's hierarchy, it is reasonable to assume
he knows, because any of the skills he mentions are also used by
Sanders (i.e., interpretation, application analysis, evaluation).
Lloyd's concern for dispositions emerges when he defines
intelligence as "curiosity and eagerness and ability to connect
different ideas."

Tb briefly summarize this section on teachers' conceptions of
thinking, high and lower scorers tend to use content, skill, and
dispositional language in equal measure when discussing their
conception of thinking generally or with respect to specific
lesson efforts. important differences begin to emerge over when
teachers' conceptions of thinking are viewed more qualitatively.
That is, most high scorers compared to only one lower scorer
offered a conception of thinking that was fairly detailed,
lengthy, and elaborate.2°

This exploratory study of 5 areas of teachers, thought (i.e.,
goals, barriers, depth vs breadth, perceptions of students, and
conceptions of thinking) found both differences and similarities in
the thinking of teachers scoring high or low in their promotion of

20Space limitations prevent the presentation of additional
examples to help substantiate this point. However, with respect to
length, summaries of high scorers' conceptions of thinking averaged
47 lines- of text whereas lower scorers' summaries averaged 19
lines. See Omsk° (1988) for complete summaries of each teacher's
conception of thinking.
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thoughtful classroom discourse. Individual questionnaire items
revealed --- complete agreement within the high or lower
scoring c, r dramatic differences between them. But when
results bad questions were coMbined, some consistent
patterns emorgea that indicate areas of similarity and difference
between gracqls. Both high and lower scorers hold similar views on
barriers to prcucting students' thinking, speciAcally large class
size and total student load. Unfortunately, neither group
suggested strategies to minimize the effect of these barriers.
Instead, we found a pervading pessimism about change, especially
with respect to student load.

Many similarities in the thinking of the two groups also
emerged with respect to students, especially in the factors
perceived to be most important for suooessful performance on
thinkingtasks, and the factors that teachers believe they =most
influence with students. However, various strands of evidence
suggest that high scorers compared to their lower scoring
ocuntexparts feel more efficacious when it ccmes to pre oting the
thinking of below-- average student - thinkers.

Important differences seem to exist between the two groups
with respect to their instructional goals and their views on the
issue of depth vs breadth of content coverage. Lower scorers tend
to emphasize content acquisition as their primary instructional
goal whereas high scorers view content more as a 'vehicle' to
promoting thinking. Stated another way, thinking is incorporz
into lower scorers' content mission, whereas high scorers place
thinking as the central focus with content understanding a valued
outcome. Lower scorers prefer to expose students to ideas and
issues, whereas high scorers prefer to explore ideas and issues
with students in depth. This emphasis on thinking and content
exploration leads high scorers to reduce content coverage compared
to lower scorers, and to voice greater objection to external
sources of coverage pressure.

With respect to teachers' conceptions of thinking; high
scorers offered lengthier, more detailed, and more elaborate
conceptions than lower scorers, though some of the professional
language used by each group ties very similar (i.e., content;
skills, or dispositions). It is int resting to note that the
group possessing more elaborate conceptions of thinking also place
greater emphasis on thinking as an instructional goal and on depth
of coverage to better insure thoughtful exploration of subject
matter. But the exact relationship between teachers' conceptions
of thinking, and their instructional goals and resolution of the
coverage dilemma is unclear.

Acknowledging, again, the exploratory nature of this study,
four recommendations for teacher education can be suggested from
conclusions drawn above. Teacher educators need to find ways to:
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a) increase teachers' commitment to and rationale for
prancting students' thinking as a primary instructional

goal;

b) enhance teachers' conceptual understanding of thinking;

c) increase teachers' sense of influence with low achieving
students by changing teachers' perceptions of these
students; and

d) increase teachers' understanding of the positive
relationship between depth or overage and the promotion
of thinking
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Cokiarison of 13acisround Characteristics
and Organizational DinEnsims

Sex: Male
Female

--Years teaching social studies

Bich Scorers lower Scorers
4

1

14.6

4

1

17.0

Education: Masters' degree 1 2

Masters' plus credits 4 2

Doctorate 0 1

1Job satisfaction: Most of time 4 4

Some of time 1 1

--Subject of course observed:
history 4

Social Science 2 0
social zdtudies 0 1

Number of schools represented 3 4

Teacher load: Teaching periods per day 4.6 3.6
Average class size 28.6 26.4
Total number of students 131.8 97.6
Number of course
preparations/day 2.2 2.4

--Class compr-lition: % Black 12.64. 28.8
% Asian 5.0 1.2

% Hispanic 11.0 12.8

--Prior social studies achievement- of
students in the observed class:

High achievers 1 3

Dierse range of achievers 2 1

ILFAFathievey 2 1
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TABLE 2
HIGHEST PRIORITY GOAL

High Scorers Lower Scorers
-develop critical thinkinki and problem 4 2

solving abilities
- teach facts, concepts, and theories of 1 2

history and the social sciences
-teach past and present problems and issues 0 1

faced by the 'U.S. and World

-teach social values and foster citizenship 1 1
-develop creative thirking abilities 0 0
-develop reading and writing abilities 1 0
-develop discussion skills 0 0
-teach students haw to study, take 0 0

notes and learn
-develop self-confidence and self-esteem 0 0
-other 0 0

TOTAL 7* 6*
*Note: some teachers cited more than one highest goal.

TABLE 3
GOALS TIM POWS 1E3S03td LIMNING

High Scorers Lower Scorers
-develop critical thinking and problem 5 3

solving abilities
-teach facts, concerts, and theories of 3 4

history and the social sciences
-teach past and present problems and issues 0 0

faced by the U.S. and World
-teach social values and foster citizenship 4 3

-develop reading and writing abilities 2 2
- develop; creative thinking abilities 0 0
-develop discussion skills 0 0
-teach students how to study, take 1 0

notes and learn
-develop self-confidence and self-esteem 0 0
-other 0 0

DICE 4
TEACHER. numegr

High Scorers Lower Scorers
Would you say that in general exposing

to subject natter content is:
a) more 0 1
b) equz: ly 0 3
c) less 5 1

interesting for you as a teacher, as
developing students' thought and
reasoning processes?



DERIVED MOH:.
--Students Thinking
--Students Responding

Working with Colleagues
lesson Planning

Table 5

Itaacher Satisfaction

High Scorers
5
1

3

1

Table 6
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Lower Scorers
1
5

Teacher Asszssmerfc of Potential. Barriers

Extremely Negative
1 2
High Scorers

1.3

1.8
2.4
2.8

--Large total # of students
- -Large class size
--Large. student course load
--Short 45 min. class period
--Large # of graduation

requirements
4-5 class sessions per meek

--Student ability grouping

3.0
3.6
2.8

Table 7

2

1

Extremely Positive
3 4 5
X Lower Sotwers

1.2

1.6
2.4

3.0

2.8

3.6
3.8

Three Most Inhibiting Barriers
(# of teachers citing a particular barrier)

--Large number of students (load)
--Large class size
Content coverage pressure
lack of planning time
- -Short 45 min. class periods
Student ability grouping
--Large # of classes per day
Diversity of students' abilities
4-5 class sessions per week
_rack of quality lesson materials

*The actual number of high scorers
one high scorer mentioned coverage
course - guideline coverage pressure
the state exam) .

High Scorers
3

3

5*

1

1

1

1

U

0

0
15

lower Scorers
4

3

2

2

1

0

0

1
1
1

15

citing coverage pressure is 4, as
pressure twice (i.e., district
and coverage pressure resulting from

.80
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Table 8

Three Wishes to Promote Thinking

High Scorers Lower Scorers
- -Fewer students 4 4
--Freedom to cover less content 3 1
--Better curriculum materials 1 3
--Staff development to improve

ray teaching
2 2

--Paid leave of absence to think,
read, or develop curriculum

2 1

- -ream teaching 0 1
--Team/grov planning 0 1
More lesson planning time 0 1
--Peer observation 1 0
--Fewer classes per day 1 0
--Different group of students i a.

Table 9

Nature of Coverage Conflict
High Scorers *Lower Scorers

External source (breadth pressure) 5 2
Internal source (breadth pressure) 2

*The responses of two lower scorers could not be categorization as
either external or internal. Further probing revealed this was due to
the fact that both teachers are from a school participating in a 'top-
down' district -wide program of curriculum revision. The two teachers
receive and accept the district's curriculum mandates and therefore
experience much less the dllemma of content coverage inherent in
planning efforts. See the response of "Lloyd" later in this section
for details.
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Table 10

Primary Source of Breadth of Coverage Pressure

Internal
High Scorer. Lower Scorers

myself 1 3

External
--Department colleagues 0 0
--DepJrtment head 1 0

--School administration 0 0

--District tests or guidelines 1 1

--State tests or guidelines 3 0

--Other: AP Exam 0 1

Total 6* 5

*One high scorer cited 2 primary sources of pressure (i.e., district
guidelines and state tests).

Table 11

Teachers' Perceptions of the Three Mbet
Important Factors for the Performance

of Above Average Students on Thinking Tasks

High Scoring Teachers
Confidence/self-esteem (4.6)
Motivation (4.6)
Learned thinking abilities (4.2)
Cognitive capacity (4.2)
Teacher-student rapport (4.2)

Lower Scoring Teachers
Cognitive capacity (4.6)
Motivation (4.4)
Learned thinking abilities (4.4)

Note: The mean score across all 12 factors was quite similar for both
groups of teachers; 3.81 for high scorers and 3.83 for lower scorers.
The difference in mean score between the two groups of teachers on any
given factor did not exceed .6, except "self-confidence/esteem" where
the mean for high scorers was 4.6 vs 3.6 for lower scorers.
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Teachers' Perceptions of the Three Most
Important Factors for the 1:rfonnance

of Below Average Students on Thinking TasIm

High Scoring Teachers
Learned thinking abilities (4.6)
Confidence/self esteem (4.6)
Motivation (4.4)

Luwer Scorim!Deachers
Motivation (4.6)
Confidence /self- Esteem (4.2)

Teacher-student rapport (4.2)

Note: ¶L ;wan score across all 12 factors was identical for both
groups of teachers; 3.83 for high scorers and 3.83 for lower scorers.
The difference in mean score between the two groups of teachers on any
given factor did not exceed .6.

Table 13

Teachers' Irceptims of the Three Factors
of rerfannzice They Can Most Influence
With Above Average Sbaent-ilhinkers

High Scoring Teachers
Student knowledge base (3.8)
Thinking skills/abilities (3.6)
Teacher-student rapport (3.4)
Writing skills (3.4)

Lower Scorinq Teachers
Student knowledge base (4.2)
Teacher-student rapport (4.2)
Writing skills (4.2)

Note: The mean score across all 7 factors was 3.20 for high
and 3.69 for lower scorers, or an average of about .5 higher
scorers on each of the 7 factors.

Table 14

Teachers' Barc.zptions of the Three Factors
of Ittrformance They Can ?lost Influence
With ram/ Average Stadent-elinkers

High Scoring Teachers

Teacher - student rapport (4.2)

Student knowledge base (4.0)
Thinking skills/abilities (3.8)

fzcaners

for lager

Lower Scoring Teachers

Teacher-student rapport (3.8)
Self - confidence, isteem (3.4)

Thinking skills/abilities (3.4)

Note' The mean score across all 12 factors was 3.61 for high scorers
and 3.08 for lower scorers, or an average of a little more than .5
higher for high scorers on each of the 7 factors.



Table 15

Factors High and liver Scorers Agree Are Most Important
Fbr Student Ferfarmanoe an Thinking Tasks

Above Average Student-Thinkers
--thinking skills/abilities
--inherent cognitive capacity
motivation

Belaa Average Student-Thinkers
-- self - confidence /self- esteem

--motivation

Table 16

Factors High and bower Scorers Agree
They Can Most Influence With Students

Above Average Student-Thinkers
knowledge base
--teacher/student rapport
--writing skills

Below Average Student-Thinkers
thinking skills/abilities
teacher/student rapport

Table 17

Breakdaan of the Narber of Teachers Using Dispositianal,
Skill, and Content language to Desaribe sltwir

Car oeption of Thinking

High Scorers Lower Scorers

--Dispositional 3 5

--Skill 5 4

--Content understanding 1 3

Table 18

Breakdown cUtheklaber ofIrearflemsUrming Dispositional,
Skill, and Cbatent Language to Discuss How

Their Lessons Promote 'thinking

High Scorers Lower Scorers
--Dispositional 0 1

--Skill 5 4

--Content understanding 5 5
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IV

CI ASSROOM PRACITC7S OF HIGEI AND WAR SOORIM TEACHERS

Joe Oncsko

This chapter presents findings on the classroom practices of high
and lower scoring teachers at promoting students' thinking through
thoughtful classroom discourse. The intent here is to better
understand the ways in which the classroom practices of the two groups
are similar and different. Comparisons are reported between the two
groups on 10 dimensions of thoughtfUlness using the observational
scales described earlier. Frequencies are also reported on certain
generic teaching practices Such as the type(s) of: a) reading materials
used; b) writing tasks required; and, c) instructional formats employed
during class. This information will be supplemented and enriched in
two ways. First, examples of observed lessons with a high and a low
score on each of the 10 dimensions of practice are described. And four
entire lessons (2 from each group) are summarized to provide a better
understanding of differences that exist between the two groups of
teachers across multiple dimensions of thoughtful practice.

catIPARING HIGH AND LOWER SCORERS ON 10 DIMENSIONS OF THCUGHTFUINESS:

High and lower scorers can be compared across three different
lesson sets: a) all lessons; :4 teachers' most thoughtful or best
lessons; and, c) teachers' less tholghtful or remaining lessons. "All
lessons" refers to the 9 classrc observations of each teacher over
the course of the 3 site-,risits, or 45 lessons per group.1 A subset
of all lessons are teachers' "best" or most thoughtful lessons.2
These lessons were used to select teachers as either high or lower
scorers at promoting thoughtful classroom discourse. Teachers'
"remaining" or less thoughtful lessons refers to those lessons not used
to select teachers as either high or lower scorers. Because the
findings reveal that with respect to teachers' remaining lessons
sizeable differences exist on the exact same scales as that found

1 Due to illness, snow day, etc., one high and one lower scorer
from each group was observed on only 8 occasions, reducing the lesson
sample from 45 to 44 for each group.

2 The teachers with the greatest number of lessons receiving a
high score of "4" or "5" on the six scales representing the minimal
requirements of a thoughtful lesson (i.e., HOTAV) were designated high
scorers (except for "giving students time to think" which required a
score of "5"). High scorers' lessons here constitute their best
lessons. Lower scorers, due to the ,:act that none of their lessons met
the criteria used Wo select high scorers, comprised the 5 teachers with
the fewest nue:er of lessons receiving a moderately high score of "3"
or more on each of the minimal requirement scales (except for "tine to
think" which required a score of "4"). Lower scorers lessons here
constitute their best lessons.
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across all lessons 3, the comparison of high and lower scorers will
focus on a) all lessons and b) best lessons.

With respect to teachers' best lessons and the first 6 scales
constituting the minimal requirements of a thoughtful lesson, our
primary interest is not whether differences exist between the two
groups, but whether the differences are sizeable or meaningfully
different. High scorers, by definition, will outscore lower scorers on
these 6 scales because the initial identification of teachers as high
or lower socnrs was based on thPiv respective performance on the 6
minimal reauirement scales.4 Because teachers' best lessons are
included in the set of all lessons, high scorers are also likely to
outscore lower scorers across all lessons on the above 6 dimensions.
Therefore, our primary interest is whether or not the magnitudes in
favor of high scorers are sizeable or educationally significant.
Teachers will also be compared on the remaining 4 dimensions of
thoughtful practice. Because these dimensions were not used to
initially identify teachers as high or lower scorers, it remains to be
seen what group differences might emerge on these scales, and whether
these differences are sizeable or educationally significant. Finally,
we will (Amok to see if high scorers consistently facilitate thoughtful
discourse more so than lower scorers. That is, are differences
observea between the two groups on teachers' best lessons maintained
across all lessons?

To summarize, our analysis of the 10 dimensions of thoughtfulness
can be stated in the form of three questions:

1) With respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons are there
sizeable differences between high and lower scorers on the first 6
dimensions of practice constituting the minimal requirements of a
thoughtful lesson?

2) With respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons how do high
and lower scorers compare on the remaining four dimensims of
thoughttal practice? Are there sizeable differences, and if so, in
favor of which group?

3) Do high scorers consistently facilitate thoughtful discourse more so
than lower scorers; that is, are there sizeable difLzences between the
two groups regardless of lesson set analyzed?

3 Comparing all lessons with remaining lessons in Table 4 reveals
that sizeable- differences occur between high and lower scorers on
identifiable scales except for "teacher encourages originality."

4 This is true only with respect to teachers' best lessons as only
these were used to identify teachers as high or lower scorers. It
remains to be seen whether or not high scorers outscore low scorers
across all lessons.

9 5
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Tables 1 through 3 provide mean and stanilard deviation comparisons
between high and lower scorers on each scale across the three different
lesson sets, as well as the "degree of difference" that exists between
the groups. The degree of difference on any given scale is computed by
subtracting the mean of lower scorers from the mean of high scorers and
then dividing by the pooled stanOard deviation. Typically this
statistical computation is called the "effect size". Since this study
does not involve control and experimental groups to determine the
"effect size", this statistic is referred to as the " degree of
difference." Using a conservative estimate by experimental standards,
differences exceeding 1 standard deviation between the two groups on
any given scale will be considered sizeable or meaningful.

As an example, across all lessons the degree of difference between
high and lower scorers on the scale "students giving reasons" is 1.28
standard deviations. Assuming the data is normally distributed, this
means that if a teacher were to move from the mean score of the low
group to the mean of the high group, it would, , equivalent to moving
from the 50th percentile to the 90th percentLe of all the teachers
combined. Frequency distributions can also provide a sense of the
rather large differences that exist between the two groups of teachers.
Again using the dimension "students giving reasons" as our example, 41
of 44 lessons of high scorers or 93% received a score of '3' or greater
on students giving reasons whereas only 19 of 44 lessons of lower
scorers or 43% received a score of '3' or more (see Table 5). A
sizeable or meardngtbl difference clearly seems to exist between the
two groups on students giving reasons, but note that the 1.28 degree
of difference is not particularly large when compared to the
differences that emerge on other dimensions of thoughtful practice
(see Table 1).

Presentation of findings on each dimension will be followed by an
example of a lesson receiving a high or outstanding score (i.e., "4" or
"5") and an example of a lesson receiving a low score (i.e., "1" or
"2"). In cases where the degree of difference is sizeable and in favor
of high scorers, the outstanding example will be taken from a high
scorers' lesson and the non-exemplary or low scoring example will be
taken from the lesson of a lower scorer. On scales were sizeable
differences between the two groups failed to emerge, or on scales where
sizeable differences were found but both groups scored relatively low
(i.e., a group mean of less than '3'), only an outstanding example will
be provided--with the obvious inference that lessons receiving a low
score failed to manifest the dimension under discussion.

Few Topics Discussed

With respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons, sizeable
differences were found between high and lower scorers on the dimension
of "few topics". A high score indicates that few topics were addressed
during a class session while a low score indicates that many topics
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were covered. The degree of difference between the two groups
exceeded 1 standard deviation for both lesson sets.

As an example, one high scorer Lcused class discussion on the
problem of creating material well-being for everyone in society by
analyzing the following proposition: "We live in a world of limited
resources but are creatures of tAlimited desires." An example of a
lesson where many topics were discussed can be found in a lesson on the
abolitionist movement in the United States. Discussion ranged across
such topics as relations between the U.S. and the countries of Iran,
South Africa, and Nicaragua, and how the abolitionist, women's rights,
and prison refanamovenants all fit into Jacksonian democracy.

Substantive Coherence of Lesson Content

Large differences appeared between high and lower scorers with
respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons. The degree of
difference between the two groups approached 2 standard deviation for
both lesson sets.

An example of a high score on substantive coherence can be
witnessed in a high scorers' lesson on the nullification debate between
South Carolina and the federal government during the Jackson
administration. The class first discussed the meaning of the term
nullification. Then arguments for nullificaticn as presented by vice-
president John C. Calhoun were explored, followed by an analysis of
president Jackson's counter arguments. Once the arguments on both
sides were clearly understood, students were asked to generate
hypothetical situations today where the nullification issue could
arise and where a state might be justified in its actions.

A low score on substantive coherence can be observed in a lower
scorers' lesson on president Theodore Roosevelt. The lesson began with
students generating criteria or qualities of "leadership greatness" to
help them assess T.R.'s leadership as president. Students then began
to provide evidence from their readings on T.R. relevant to the
criteria generated, but suddenly the central question changed from
leaderhip to whether or not T.R. should be considered a "great
Progressive". Shortly thereafter the teacher again redirected
discussion by asking if being a reformer is innate or can be learned.
For the s.. er of the period, discussion switched from
position on trusts to a discussion of his leadership greatness and
then back again to his status as a great Progressive. The bell rang
ith no attempt at closure on the teacher's part.

Students Given Time Before Responding

Across all lessons both high and lower scorers gave students
sufficient time to think before responding, whereas a sizeable
differences in favor of high scorers emerged with respect to teachers'
best lessons. Examples of exemplary and non-exemplary lessons are not
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provided because high and lower scorers do not differ across all
lessons on this dimension, and because "giving students time" is self-
explanatory.

Teacher Provides Students With Challenging Tasks

Across all lessons high scorers provide students with more
challenging tasks than lower scorers, with the degree of difference
again approaching 2 standard deviations. However, with respect to
teachers' best lessons differences are less pronounced and fail to
exceed 1 standard deviation. Apparent-1.y, high scorers more
consistently provide challenging tasks for students, but the degree of
challenge is about the same with respect to teachers' best lessons.

An example of a highly challenging task can be seen when a high
scorer had students assess whether or not Andrew Jackson's presidency
enhanced or diminished the level of democracy in the United States.
Using criteria of democracy the class had developed in a previous
lesson, students had to identify, describe, analyze, and assess various
aspects of the Jacksonian presidency (e.g., the election, the
inauguration, the spoils system, his view of the presidency, etc.) for
its democratizing or non-democratizing effect on the U.S.

A lm score on challenge can be observed in a lower scorer's
lecture-recitation class session. Students were occasionally asked
recall type questions to indicate their retention of material presented
in the text or by the teacher. Many terms were defined such as
impressment, intervention, Barbary pirates, Leopard Incident, etc. The
teacher also outlined for students the views of past presidents on the
issue of isolationism.

Teacher Models Thoughtfulness

Across all lessons and best lessons high scorers model thoughtful-
ness more than lower scorers. Differences exceed 1 standard deviation
with respect to both lesson sets.

An example of a high scorer modeling thoughtfulness in an
exemplary fashion can be witnessed in a lesson on the rise of
anti-Semitism in Germany between 1918 (Treaty of Versailles) and 1941
(the beginning of the Holocaust). The teacher modeled thoughtfulness
in the following ways:

-complimented students at the beginning of the period on their
thinking during yestcirday's discussion

-acknowledged that the textt_ok presents many details without a
unifying structure, making it difficult to determine what information
is important
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-insisted that students give explanations and reasons for their
comments, and where appropriate would direct the class to the section
of the reading where the evidence could be found

-encouraged students to recall information and ideas without their
notebook, but if unsuccessful, they could then refer to their notes

-acknowledged the difficulty of defining the term "statistic" and of
appreciating the magnitude of such numbers as 1 or 10 million lives

- complimented the reasoning sequence underlying a student's answer
even if the answer was incorrect (e.g., because the student did not
possess same critical piece of information)

--omplinwrrted students when good questions were raised

-emphasized ownership of ideas and questions by students (e.g.,
"Jeff's question" or "Sue's position")

- exhibited certain mannerisms associated with thoughtfulness (e.g.,
eyes looking toward the ceiling in an act of reflection, head cocked
at an angle to indicate a more careful listening posture, stroking of
the chin while deliberating, enthusiastically nodding his head while
student speaks, etc.)

MUch less modeling of thoughtfulness can be observed in a lower
scorers' lesson on Frederick:Jackson TUrner and his "Frontier Thesis".
The aim of the lesson was to have students consider the following

question: "How has the Frontier Thesis influenced the development of
America?" Teacher modeling was deficient in the following ways:

-the central question itself was vague and open to various meanings
and interpretations (e.g., haw can a thesis developed long after an
historical period influence the development of that period?) -class
discussion strayed from the central question without direction or
purpose

the teacher did not attempt to connect student comments back to the
central question

-the teacher did not share with the class his thinking about any of
the points or issues raised by students, or about the central question

-the teacher never sustained his devil's advocate role beyond an
exchange or two, resulting in a schizophrenic advocacy of campeting
end at times contradictory positions that precluded an analysis of
statements and positions

the teacher tended to focus on students' conclusions rather than on
the reasoning for their conclusions
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-there was no closure or summary of the ideas discussed during the
lesson

-the lesson was essentially a "Shaw and tell" of ideas on the part of
students, with no attempt on the teacher's part to orchestrate a
discussion exhibiting movement and purpose

Students Give Reasons and Explanations for Statements

Across all lessons the students of high scorers offer reasons more
consistently than do the students of lower scorers. With respect to
teachers' best lessons, however, the means of the two groups are very
similar and the degree of difference correspondingly small. Recalling
that 3 of 5 lower scorers' classes were composed primarily of high
achieving students compared to only 1 of 5 among high scorers, it is
not surprising that on certain lessons 'reason giving' by lower
scorers' students is comparable to that of high scorers' students.
Overall, though, high scorers more consistently require students to
provide reasoning for statements.

An example of a lesson where students consistently supported their
statements with explanations and reasons is found in a high scorers'
economics class. A student responded to the teacher's yes/no question
with a response of "no". Though the answer itself was correct, the
teacher did not comment. Instead he raised his right arm and rotated
his index finger in a circular fashion. Instantly the student blurted
out "because!", and after momentary pause for reflection he proceeded
to give reasons for his "no" response. This incident illustrates the
extent to which students had been trained to provide supporting
evidence for their statements, as a simple hand gesture by the teacher
could now prompt the desired behavior.

Lack of support for statements can be observed in a lower scorer's
lecture-recitation lesson. The teacher reviewed for students 9 social
problems attacked by Progressives (e.g., child labor, factory safety,
education, etc.), as well as the solutions Progressives proposed and
the extent of their success. The students were required to follow
along with a worksheet and write down each of the problems, the
proposed solutions advocated by Progressives, and the relative success
of the proposals as articulated by the teacher.

HOTAV -- Minimal Requirements of a Thoughtful Lesson

Because of the rather large differences observed between the two
groups on most of the above scales with respect to both sets of
lessons, it is not surprising that sizeable differences, again in favor
of high scorers, emerge between the two groups on HOTAV.

We now turn to the remaining four dimensions of thoughtful
discourse not used to select teachers as either high or lower scorers.

1 0 )
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Careful Consideration of Reasons and Explanations

Across all lessons a large difference in mans emerged between
high and lower scorers in favor of high scorers, with the degree of
difference approaching 2 standard deviations. Similar findings emerged
for teachers' best lessons.

An example of a high score on carefui consideration, can be
witnessed in a discussion of 'the factors that led to a large U.S.
national debt in a high scorers' economics class composed of a diverse
range of students. Each pctential factor was carefully analyzed to see
if it could indeed help cause the national debt. An example exchange
between the teacher and the class will highlight the dimension of
careful consideration of ideas and reasons. Having agreed as a class
that an increase in population could contribute to an increase in debt,
the class begins to consider "increase in average age" as a potential
factor:

Teacher: ley would an increase in average age cost more?

Student: Because more people are staying around more. Because there are
more people and so you stay around longer. Then there are more
people and that way more people get social security and other
things and you have to pay for these people because they're
still alive.

T: O.K. So it's not only that there are more of them, but they're
different. How are they different?

S: Well, they live longer.

T: Alright, they live longer, so?

S: So they collect more money.

T: Why should they get more money than younger people? Because they're
old and wrinkled and have white hair (pointing to his own)?

S: Because they worked already.

T: They worked already. So now what? [False - -no student responds]

Someone's got to help us out here. She says there are more of them.
But we already know that because there are 240 million today rather
than 76 million in 1900. But it's only half the story that the

population got bigger. But it also got older.

S: What was the average age back then and now?

T: Life expectancy then was roughly 56 years; and now for the entire
population around 73 years. So, yes, there are more older people,
the average age of the country is a lot older, especially in the
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last two decades. [Pause] So, what does this mean in terms of our
overall question? Why are the government's expenditures going up?
How does the fact that they're getting old drive up expenditures?

S: The government has to pay for that.

T: For what?

S: Their house, their

T: They've already paid off their home mortgage. They're retired.

S: Their medical, and they go to the hospital so many times.

T: O.K., that's two. See you knew all the time. Alright, what else?

S: The average retirement age hasn't changed and they'll have a longer
time to receive social security benefits, also there are more people
of a working age who will receive benefits.

O.K. Let's put this on your list of factors as, 'Population grows
and ages.'

Failure to engage students in careful consideration can be
witnessed in a lower scorers' lesson with honors students. The topic
for the day was political leadership, and students were to
individually select what they believed were the 3 most important
leadership traits from a list of 5 on the blackboard (e.g., charisma,
moral integrity, political savvy, etc.) and to add one of their own.
Discussion began with students stating the trait they added, and then
a lengthy hand count tally was taken to determine which 3 of 5 traits
received the most votes. Because students were not required nor given
the opportunity to provide reasons for their selections, careful
consideration of reasons was absent. Following the hand count the
teacher for the remainder of the lesson overviewed with students an
upcoming assignment.

Teacher dual Students In Socratic Dialogue

Though neither group consistently scored high on this dimension,
sizeable differences emerged between the two groups in favor of high
scorers across all lessons and teachers' best lessons. The degree of
difference exceeded 1 standard deviation for both lesson sets. The
criterion for a Socratic exchange was 6 uninterrupted exchanges, 3
each, between teacher and a student (or between two students). Only,

an example of a lesson scoring high on this dimension will be provided
because it would not be instructive to summarize a class where such
exchanges failed to occur.

An example Socratic dialogue occurred in a high scorers' U.S.
History class comprised of low achieving students. Students assumed
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the role of U.S. senators on a Congressional committee interrogating
Andrew Carnegie (role played by the teacher) about his monopolistic
business practices. One exchange between Carnegie and student-Senator
Morris was follows:

Carnsgie: Senators I am a very, very rich man. What do I own?

Mbrris: You own nearly everything...you own steel, cement, machinery,
railroads, and

Carnegie: I own nearly everything but not everything. But I have
worked hard for it. I have earned it. Don't tell me I am
wrong to own it. I worked my way up from the poor little kid
destitute on the streets...and now I am proud of what I won.
I own 75% of the steel industry why shouldn't I have 75% of
the market? Why shouldn't I have 75% of the territory?

Morris: That's not fair. That's unscrupulous.

Carnegie: What do you mean unscrupulous Senator. Haven't I earned
everything I own?

Morris: You would be able to eventually own everything and nobody
would be able to have a business.

Carnegie: But what do you mean? If I could own all of industry why
.thouldn't I? Isn't this a free country? Isn't competition
what it is all about? Don't I pay my workers and set fair
prices?

Morris: But nobody could compete with you and I don't think there
would be any business after that for anybody but you.

Carnegie: Senator you are a difficult man. You are really a difficult
man...

Teacher Invites Original Responses

The mean scores for both groups on both sets of lessons are low.
Only 13 of 44 high scorers' lessons and 5 of 44 lower scorers' lessons
received a score of "3" or greater on this dimension of thoughtfulness.
The degree of difference was not sizeable on either lesson set.

One of the 3 lessons in the entire sample of 88 lessons to score a
"5" occurred in a high scorer's freshman social studies course. The
intent of the lesson was to show students how a society's values
influence its political, economic, and social arrangements. The lesson
began with a teacher led discussion on what it means to say every
culture has certain values. To highlight this idea students were asked
to consider how two political systems would differ if one valued
equality and the other did not Though this task invited original
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responses from students, the task that followed required them. In
small group discussion each group was to construct and describe the
workings of a subsystem or aspect of an imaginary, ideal society
(e.g., its educational, medical, tax, system). A set of questions was
provided by the teacher to help direct each group's discussion (e.g.,
Would everyone be taxed the same amount? Valet would be taxed? Would
individuals and corporations be taxed at the same rate? etc.).

Teacher Reveals That Disagreement Exists Between Authoritative
Sources

Here again both groups scored consistently low with respect to
both lesson sets, but with respect to teachers' best lessons, the mean
cf high scorers was 1.46 vs 2.57 for lower scorers. For the first and
only time a sizable degree of difference in favor of lower scorers
emerges; i.e., 1.56 standard deviations. Because neither group scored
particularly high on this dimension only an example of a lesson
receiving a high score will be provided. Only 5 lessons received a
score of "5", 4 by high scorers and 1 lesson by lower scorers. The
following example is taken from a high scorer's lesson.

In a psychology lesson, students critiqued carl Rodgers' "client
centered" therapeutic approach from both a Freudian and a Jungian
"therapist centered" perspective. Students were made aware that
experts within the field of psychology disagree fundamentally on
treatment methods, including assumptions about the ability of the
patient to heal him/herself, about the need to delve into the
patient's past, about the need for a forceful, directive therapist,
etc.

Surrmary

What do the above findings suggest with respect to the three
questions focusing our analysis? To each of these questions we now
turn.

1.) With respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons are there
sizeable differences between high and lower scorers on the first 6
dimensions of practice constituting the minimal requirements of a
thoughtful lesson?

Examining teachers' best lessons, we found high scorers' classroom
practice to be superior to lower scorers' on; "few topics", "content
coherence", "time to think", and "teacher modeling thoughtfulness".
Sizeable differences were not found with respect to "students giving
reasons" and "teacher providing challenging tasks". Lower scorers, at
least with respect to their best lessons, seem to construct equally
challenging tasks for students and solicit from students responses that
reveal their reasoning. However, compared to high scorers they tend to
do much less modeling of thoughtfulness, and cover a greater range of
topics during a lesson with much less substantive coherence. More

LL0
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topics covered may explain why students of lower scorers are given less
time to think.

With respect to all lessons, the sizeable differences found above
on teachers' best lessons are maintained except for the dimension "time
to think". Both groups continue, however, to give students
sufficient reflection time before responding (i.e., mean scores of
greater than '4'). Substantial differences emerge on two other
dimensions of practice; i.e., high scorers give students significantly
more challenging tasks and much more frequently require that students
provide reasons for their statements. With the addition of challenging
tasks and the giving of reasons, across all lessons sizeable
differences between the two groups exist on 5 of the 6 dimensions
constituting the minimal requirements of thoughtful practice.

2.) With respect to all lessons and teachers' best lessons how do high
and lower scorers compare on the remaining four dimensions of
thoughtful practice? Are there sizeable differences, and if so, in
favor of which group?

COncerning teachers' best lessons, sizeable differences emerged
between the two groups of teachers on three of the four scales. High
scorers to a munch greater extent engage students in "careful
consideration of reasons" and "Socratic dialogue", whereas lower
scorers are more likely to reveal to students "disagreement among
authoritative sources." Recalling that both groups solicit reasons
from students with about equal frequency on their best lessons, it
appears, however, that high scorers are more likely to go beyond the
sharing of reasons and actually exam the merits of those reasons
through careful consideration. Careful consideration may explain the
substantial differences also found on Socratic dialogue, as Socratic
probes often accompany scrutiny of ideas and arguments.

Though both groups scored relatively low on the "authoritative
source&' dimension (i.e., less that "3"), how does one explain lower
scorers' superior performance on this in their best lessons? One
possible explanation involves lower scorers' greater propensity for
content coverage and reduced efforts at careful consideration. It may
be that the expanded coverage sweep of lower scorers increases the
likelihood that students will be exposed, albiet superficially, to
differing interpretations and perspectives. Conversely, high scorers'
emphasis on depth of coverage and careful consideration with respect to
their best lessons may reduce the likelihood that competing
perspectives will be discussed in a given lesson.

Across all lessons high scorers again display superior performance
on the dimensions of careful consideration and Socratic dialogue.
Lower scorers, however, do not maintain superior practice on
"authoritative sources," with neither group revealing much of this
dimension (i.e., mean scores of less than "2"). As with teachers' best
lessons, teacher solicitation of original responses from students
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failed to reveal differences between the two groups of teachers across
all lessons.

3.) Do high scorers consistently facilitate thoughtful discourse more
so than lower scorers; that is, are there sizeable differences between
the two groups regardless of lesson set analyzed?

Across all three lesson sets high scorers exhibit superior
performance on the same 6 dimensions, and comparable performance on the
remaining 4 dimensions.5 Across all lessons sizeable differences in
favor of high scorers emerge on 8 of 10 dimensions. Even if one
removes the effect of teachers' best or select lessons on each group's
total sample of lessons by only considering teachers' less - thoughtful
or "remaining lessons", all of the sizeable differences remain (see
Tables 3 and 4).

A final check of stability or consistency across lessons is
performed by comparing the mean of teachers' best lessons with the mean
of their remaining lessons on each dimension of practice (see Tables 5
and 6). If the degree of difference on a given scale is found to be
less than a standard deviation, then substantial differences do not
exist and we can conclude that the respective group of teachers were
consistent in their practice on the respective dimension. Among high
scorers, a sizeable difference emerges on only 1 of 10 scales (i.e.,
time to think). For lower scorers sizeable differences emerge on only
3 of 10 scales (i.e., teacher modeling thoughtfulness, students giving
reasons, and the questioning of authoritative sources). We can
therefore conclude that high scorers compared to lower scorers on most
practice dimensions consistently display superior performance
regardless of the lesson set analyzed (i.e., all, best, or remaining
lessons).

OPARD CONTIETE LESSONS OF HIGH AND LOWER SCORERS ACROSS MUIDETPLE
DIMENSIONS CIF91KIKEETEUIVMSS:

Having presented quantitative differences between the two groups
and provided brief examples of lessons scoring either high or low on
each of the 10 dimensions of thoughtfUl practice, four representative
lessons (2 from each group) are now summarized to provide a more
concrete, enccmpassing understanding of the differences in practice
that exist between the two grcups. A U.S history lesson of a high
scorer is paired with a U.S. history lesson of a lower scorer, and a
high scorer's non-history lesson (i.e., psychology) is paired with a
lower scorer's non-history lesson (i.e., Civics). Lessons chosen need
not be controlled for students' prior achievement because a majority
of high scorers' classes contained students of diverse or low prior
adb.evement in social studies whereas lower scorers had a majority of

5 Except on authoritative sources and teachers' best lessons where
lower scorers exhibit superior performance.
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students with hik;h prior achievement. This finding, suggests that
being classified as a high scorer did not depend upon working with a
more receptive student population. Nonetheless, the paired U.S.
history lessons both contain students of high prior achievement. The
high scorer non-history lesson contains students of diverse prior
achievement while the lower scorer non history lesson =uprises
students primarily of law prior achievement.

History Lesson of a High Scorer with Students of High Prior
Achievement.

The following lesson is part of a unit on the Constitution in
Hilary's 10th grade U.S. History class. One question guides inquiry
for the entire unit; i.e., "Were the framers of the Constitution
primarily motivated out of self-interest or for the good of the
country?" At the end of the unit students must write a paper
expressing their position on this question. Students are analyzing
information about a sample of 11 framers to generate conclusions about
all 55 framers. Today's lesson has three goals: a) review the thinking
skill of "organization" and introduce the thinking skill of
"synthesis"; b) determine the various political goals of individual
framers and make generalizations about the framers as a group, and, c)
have students write a thesis sentence (i.e., position statement) Bor
their upcoming paper.

Hilary begins the lesson by reviewing the 4 steps involved in
organizing information learned yesterday. The four steps are:

1) Identify your goal (i.e., what will you do with the information?)
2) Survey your data
3) Determine your categorizes of organization based upon your goal
4/ Place information in the proper categories

Sha then asked students if they had any problem with the homework
assignment in which they were to complete a chart using the categories
of organization they had generated in class the day before (e.g., name,
occupation, degree of wealth, how wealth was achieved, political goals,
etc.). Students had problems inferring from the readings the political
goals of same framers. Rather than provide students with answers,
Hilary raises questions and offers factual hints until students make
inferences and reach conclusions. For example, students came to see
that James Madison feared the self-interest of many of the framers and
therefore desireei compromise between the various factions in order to
stabilize the country and hold it together, or that Edmund Randolph
wanted a balance of power between the 3 branches of government but that
each branch be =by:makers of the educated and monied elite. Hilary
addressed other questions in a similar manner, specifically students'
moral indignation at the thought of greedy conventioners like that of
Jonathan Dayton:

Student 1: Why did they have Jonathan Dayton there, he was such a jerk!
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Student 2: Yea.

Hilary: What do you man he was a jerk?

Student 1: Ee was a crook trying to cheat the govermert while they're
trying to make a good government.

Student 3: Do you think it was because he was a war hero or something?

Student 4: I'm sure they ail cheated that way, why else would they be
there?

Hilary: Who was selecting these people to go to this Constitutional
Convention?

Student 6: The people.

Student 5: Themselves!

Hilary: Sure, they were an elite croup selected by an elite group.
You have to be able to vote in order to vote for somebody to
go to the Constitutional Convention. So you're dealing with
a select group here. We would love to believe that then and
now all people who are involved in politics are honest and
just but we know that's not the case..."

Another analysis of a framer's intentions is as follows:

Hilary: Why would Boger Sherman, if he achieved his position in life
through his own initiative want as one of his political goals
to keep the power in the bands of an elite? What do you think?

Student 1: Maybe because ha made it on his own he felt he was better
than the rest of the people.

Student 2: He was an exception.

Student 3: He sort of educated himself. He worked hard to get where he
was and didn't think people should get to vote just by not
doing anything.

Hilary: Alright. Anything else? Where had he started? What does he
think he knows about those people?

Student 3: (mumbled-inatIdible response]

Hilary: You see what she (i.e., student3) is saying? We don't know
his political goals but we can make some assumptions. Cne
assumption Jim is making is that Sherman has already lived

with these people who are not concerned with government
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affairs and he maws this. Than Sherman's concern is that
they not assume such a position (i.e., political decision-
making). What would Sherman assume are the major concerns of
farmers and day-to-day working class people? What's their
major concern?

Student 4: Their land

Hilary: Sure, they've got to survive. Having the benefit of time to
play politics is a luxury. And maybe he is saying that these
people cannot do this. Bight? And therefore politics should
left in the hand of people who are educated to that kind of
position.

Having satisfied students' concerns regarding the political goals
of various framers, Hilary introduces the thinking skill of synthesis:
"The next step, now that we've organized all of this information, is to
synthesize, to put it together to make something new." Various
analogies are used to clarify the concept such as the ingredients or
parts that go into making a pizza or the whole. The three steps of
synthesis are explained:

1) Look at your organized information
2) Decide what is in common
3) Pull the common information together into a generalization

Students are now asked to synthesize or generalize across each
category of the homework chart starting with "name/background". Three
students contribute and conclude that the framers are men, white,
landowners, and voters, with English backgrounds. Generalizations are
also made regarding "occupation", "degree of wealth", and "how wealth
was gained". The class now arrives at the critical generalization
with respect to their upcoming position paper. Hilary asks: "When you
look at their political goals, what general features can you find in
the majority of delegates?" One student suggests that the framers
were out to "benefit the elite", while another student states that
they wanted to develop "rules and laws that would benefit themselves."
The class seems to be in agreement here, so Hilary asks if there are
any exceptions.. Discussion leads to the conclusion that Madison,
Franklin, and Hamilton are the exceptions,

Students are then given 5 minutes to "take the various common
elements" and combine them into "a general statement" which will serve
as the thesis for their position paper. Hilary asks for volunteers to
share with the class their thesis sentence. Six are read, two of which
are as follows;

beneficial to their wants and needs."

"The framers of the 'Constitution were interested in developing
regulations that were

---
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"The creators of the Constitution were members of the elite class
representing the elite to benefit the elite."

With some students Hilary suggests minor but important modifications.
For example one student refers to the framers as "elite delegates" in
her thesis sentence. Hilary points out that the phrase "elite
delegates" implies that there were also "non-elite delegates" which was
not the case. She suggests the student use an alternative phrase such
as "the delegates were part of the elite ".

Before the class ends 4 additional points are addressed:

-Hilary informs students that generalizations do not always contain
arguments, and then asks students to determine if indeed their
generalization contains an argument.

-Hilary offers students a way to check for an argument by assessing
whether or not there is an alternative position to their own?

-Hilary reminds them that they're looking at a sample cf 11 framers
from a total of 55, and therefore the evidence they supply to support
their generalization must apply to most of the 11 framers or it won't
be caavincing.

-Hilary explains the homework assignment in which students are to
outline the body of their position paper by providing the ideas and
facts that will support their thesis.

Reviewing the above lesson with respect to the observational for
scales, many outstanding features emerge. Few topics were discussed,
specifically the thinking skills of organization and synthesis and
their application to the question of intent of 11 Constitutional
framers. The content was presented and discussed in a coherent
manner, with an eye always focused on the relationship between the
data and the overriding unit question. The teacher modeled
thoughtfulness when summarizing the inductive steps students used to
arrive at the political goals of various framers, when sharing with
the class her inferences about framers' political goals, and when
giving ownership to ideas expressed by students (e.g., "one assumption
Jim is making..."). The problems posed were challenging as evidenced
by the degree of inference required. Students' responses were
caraftillyanalyzed for factual accuracy, correctness of inference, and
clarity of generalization in their thesis statement. Students were
given time to think before questioning and responding, and Socratic
exchanges occurred on occasion between Hilary and a few students when
assessing framers' political goals and students' thesis statements.

U.S. History Lesson of a Lower Scorer with Students of High Prior
Achievement
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Larry's year-long Advanced Placement United States History class is
composed of high achieving juniors. The lesson focuses on the 1848
Seneca Falls Declaration of Women's Rights, and occurs at the end of a
unit on the broader theme of Jacksonian democracy. The goal of the
lesson is to answer the following question: Did American women have a
case for equal rights during the Jacksonian period?

At the start of class students received a one page handout with
excerpts from the 1848 Seneca Falls Declaration and the 1776
Declaration of Independence, and a reproduction of a partial chapter
(i.e., 6 pages) on the rights of women flow a U.S. history college
textbook containing relevant,quotas by Abigail Adams and her son. A
teacher-centered class discussion began once students finished reading
the page of excerpts from the Declarations of 1776 and 1848.

Discussion opens with Larry asking the class to identify the ways
in which the two documents can be compared. Students eventually agree
to have the following summ_ry statement written on the blackboard
regarding the Declaration of Independence; "People have the right to
alter or destroy the government". With respect to the Seneca Falls
Declaration, students agree to the summary statement that "Women have
the right to refuse allegiance to a government." Larry asked the class
if these two statements meant the same thing, but the question was not
pursued. Instead the class moved on to a second point of comparison;
students paired "All men are created equal" Emu the Declaration of
Independence with "All men and women are created squal" from the 1848
Seneca Falls Declaration.

At this point a student, Peter, suggests that Jefferson and the
other revolutionaries would have been laughed at if they included women
in the document, especially since they were directing .their message to
British leaders who were all men. He adds that the Seneca Falls
Declaration occurred once "we were our own country, and the people of
our country were saying men and women are equal." Larry immediately
asks the class if they agree with Peter's statement. Two students
offer brief comments that seem to disagree with Peter (inaudible on
tape). Larry then jokingly informs the class that "...if I were alive
at the time you know for sure I wouldn't have backed wonen's rights."
Two female students object and call him chauvinistic. Larry qualifies
his comment by "stating, "I said in 1848. Now it's 1986." He then
redirects the class by requesting other points of ccnparison between
the two documents as "a foundation" is needed to help them answer the
central question of the day's lesson.

A student mentions that both documents allude to a "history of
repeated injuries." Specific examples of injuries are cited such as
taxation without representation with respect to the Declaration of
Independence, and no vote, no law making power, and no property rights
with respect to women and the Seneca Falls document. Discourse then
proceeds as follows:
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Larry: What's the problem with these injuries?

Student: Men would say this is no big deal.

Larry: What else is the problem, what is the problem with this
document?

Student: These injuries are still going on today.

Larry: Maybe, but what else?

Student: They had no per to enforce it.

Larry: O.K., what else?

Student: Ncbody would pay attention to it.

Larry: Who wrote the document?

Student: Women.

Student: But men wrote the Declaration of Independence.

Larry: Oh, there are many men today who came on to the women's side.
Not me, but there are men who would. But do you find that this
might have been one-sided this time--very one-sided? In other
words women didn't have a case for equal rights.

Larry then asks the class what they think. Two students offer
comments, but neither is a direct response to Larry's statement. He
then abruptly changes the direction of the discussion, either asking
two different questions in one sentence or modifying the initial
question in the latter half of the sentence: "Which right do you think
was violated the most, which affected women probably the most?" One
student cites lack of participation in law making. A second student
mentions lack of higher education, and how this would result in women
not "knowing how to present a good argument. Larry immediately asks
her if that is a social or economic argument to which the student
responds "both." He then calls on one more student to share her
thoughts before asking the class to turn to their secondjnandout.

A student reads aloud a statement supporting women's rights by the
son of President John Adams and his wife Abigail to members of the
House of Representatives in 1838. The quote ends with Adams posing
the following questions; "Are women to have no opinions or actions on
subjects leading to the general welfare? Where do the gentlemen get
this principle?" Larry asks students "what do you think about that?"
One male student, Jim, asserts that once women starting working,
unemployment increased. A second male student agrees with Jim that
"society ran more smoothly but in the long run having women work
benefits society." At this point Carol asks, "Who gave men the right
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to take the power?" Larry ignores her question and asks, "Is there
any man here who would stay he if his wife could make a better
living?" Two male students respond, one suggesting he'd be bored and
the other stating he'd quit if he was a secretary or garbage
collector.

Larry then reintroduces his central question of the day, "What do
you think was the most critical case women might have had for
equality?" A student misinterprets his question, suggesting that the
right to vote is most important because "it gives you the opportunity
to change other things." Rather than rephrase the question tarry
moves on to another question, "Is there anything in the present time
that justifies women in terms of their case for equality?" A few
female students point out that women possess equal brain power, and
that women should receive the same pay as a man if doing the same job.
A third female, Sue, asserts that women are inferior physically and
that it's wrong to lower the standards for policemen.

Larry then proposes to the class that "we try to compose a
possible amniment that you would put in regarding women's rights."
The following discourse ensues:

Student: I don't think it's right to have an amendment. You can't
expect this to happen over night. It has to be a gradual
evolution.

Larry: Why should woven have to wait?

Student: An amendment is not going to change anything.

Larry: Why don't the women revolt then?

Student: If we start giving the waxen these rights then we have to give
everyone else these rights.

Larry: Haw many people are in favor of the Equal Rights Amendment?
[hand count reveals some females and no males favor it]
Why would a woman not be in favor of ERA?

Various reasons are then offered by Larry and a few students
(including females), such as women may not want to be drafted, their
husbands may be entitled to alimony in a divorce, etc. The bell
rings.

Reviewing the above lesson with respect to the 10 dimensions of
thoughtfulness, very few positive features emerge. Few topics were
discussed, specifically the issue of women's rights in 1848 and today.
Horwever, there was very little content coherence as discussion jumped
from a comparison of Declarations, to assessing the merits of the
Seneca Falls argument, to determining which right was most important
for women, to the reading of a quote, back to the central question,
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and finishing with a series of questions regarding women's rights
today and the construction of a new ERA amendment. The central
question was posed on three occasions but within minutes it was lost
to digression. Larry failed to model thoughtfulness, because he did
not: a) share his reasoning on the various issues addressedexcept on
the central question where he dismissed the Seneca Falls document on
the questionable grounds that only women advanced it; i.e., the
dommentwas "very one-sided; b) compliment or encourage students' on
their thinking; c) respond to seriously same of the questions raised
or comments made by students; or, d) require that the student respond
to a preceding comment or question. Students usually did provide
their reasoning, in part because it is a department policy and because
they are high achieving students. Not once, however, did Larry
request that a student provide additional support for a statement or
add further embellishment. Because there was nothing more than a
"show and tell" of statements and reasons, careful consideration did
not take place. Since Socratic exchange is often involved in careful
consideration it is not surprising that it was not also observed.
Scare of the questions posed and issues raised were quite challenging,
but because students were given little time to think before responding
and because there was no careful consideration, students were not made
aware of the difficulty of some questions. Original responses were
not solicited by the teacher and students were not shown that
disagreement exists among authoritative sources.

Psychology Lesson of A High Scorer with Students of Diverse Prior
Achievement

This psychology class lesson is part of a unit on behavioral
psychology. Bans has two goals for today's lesson: a) enhance student
understanding of classical conditioning and its principles (i.e.,
generalization, discrimination, and extinction); and, b) highlight the
general point or rule about thinking that one rust always check and
questico one's assumptions. Both goals are pursued by placing students
in the challenging role of behavioral therapist/problem solver.

Hans begins with a "RAP" (review and preview) of classical
conditioning. Students are told of a relationship between dog, Bowser,
and his master, Alphonse. 'Whenever Alphonse rips off some paper
towels and puts on his coat, Bowser knows it is walk time and barks
with joy. When Alphonse pulls off paper towels for dinner napkins,
however, Bowser does nothing." Students in small groups are to solve
3 problems using the principles of discrimination and extinction:
diagram the original classical conditioning that occurred with the
leash, explain haw the principle of generalization led Bowser to bark
with joy when observing the coat and paper towel, and explain why
Bowser doesn't bark with joy when Alphonse pulls off a paper towel for
use as a dinner napkin.

Following 10 minutes of discussion in small groups the class
reconvenes. Little time is spent on the first problem, because few
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students had difficulty understanding and diagraming Bowser's
conditioned response of joy to the conditioned stimulus of the leash.
It is diagramed on the board as follows:

unconditioned stimulus (UM -> unconditioned response (UM)
(walking outside) (joy)

conditioned stimulus (CS) ---------> conditioned response (CR)
(seeing Alphonse with leash) (joy)

The second problem proves difficult for more students. One
student correctly explains haw Bowser, through the principle of
generalization, connected the leash to Alphones's coat and the ripping
of paper towel. When a few puzzled looks persisted, Hans provided
clarification through questioning rather than direct explanation:

Hans: 'Without generalization when would the dog bark with joy?"

Student: "When the leash is on his neck."

Hans: "That's right. As soon as the leash is on his neck. You could
even have it two inches in front of his and without

generalization what would he do, Eddie?"

Eddie: "Nothing."

Hans: "Right. So generalization is the essence of all of this
learning."

Following a few additional points of embellishment, Hans directs
the class to the third problem ("the hard part"), and requests a "good
bull's-eye explanation." The first student-volunteer is told that his
answer is "on target but not a bull's-eye." A few other students offer
"on target" explanations rather than bull's-eyes, so Hans again
intervenes with questions to elucidate understanding. Students come
to see that through the principle of discrimination Bowser experiences
joy only when the paper towel is paired with the coat. At this point
a student asks; "What if the weather changes and you don't need a
coat?" Hans rewards her with an enthusiastic "Ahhhh", and states that
he too had thought about that possibility. Again, instead of
providing an answer Hans asks her what she thinks would happen. When
she states "relearn everything", Hans and the class laugh at the
thought of how confused the dog must be at certain times of the year.

Having completed the RAP, Hans states that for the remainder of
the period, "We're going to have some real interesting stuff go on
here. It's going to be fun." Using the blackboard to outline key
points from a reading assignment of the night before, he quickly
reviews the 3 types of behavioral therapies discussed in the article:
forming new conditioned responses, using aversive conditioning to
remove negative behaviors, and applying reciprocal inhibition to
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remove phobias. He then announces that today the class would focus on
the first of the three behavioral therapies (i.e., forming a new
conditioned response), specifically how the student-therapists will
help Hans stop his bedwetting. Before doing this, Hans quickly
reviewed Pavlov's famous classical conditioning experiment with a
diagram (i.e., UrS/food ---> UCR/salivation generalizes to CS/bell
---> CR/salivation). [Hans indicated later that this momentary return
to Pavlov was designed as a "trap" to ensnare students in their
thinking about the upccning bedwetting problem. The thinking trap was
that students would now tend to view the bell as only a conditioned
stimulus. However, as will be seen, in order to correctly diagram the
bedwetting problem students must define the bell as an unconditioned
stimulus rather than a conditioned stimulus as in the Pavlov diagram.
Hans then uses this thinking episode to highlight the general point
about the importance of questioning one's assumptions when thinking.]

Returning to the bedwetting problem, students are told that Hans'
mattress contains a bell that rings whenever the mattress becomes wet.
In small groups students are to diagram a conditioning schedule that
will help Hans with his problem using some of the following terms:
bell, fill bladder, urination, and wake-up. Following lively small
group discussions, representatives from two different groups go to the
board to diagram their group's prescribed conditioning schedule.
During discussion various students and Hans find problems with both
schedules. For example, one group suggested the following:

UCS > UCR CS -----------> CR
(full bladder) (urinate) leads to (bell) (urinate)

During the analysis Hans laughingly points out that he paid the group
$500 for a therapeutic intervention that now has him urinating every
time he hears a bell! "You've now created a far bigger problem for
me."

Four more groups write their conditioning recommendation on the
board, but again class discussion reveals flaws in each. As each
attempt fails, Hans provides encouragement to keep students thinking as
well as comic relief: "Gee, I hope we can get this or I'm really in
trouble...I like to see you guys think. It's a tough one. There is a
solution folks, and it's a good one." Finally, Hans must offer a hint.
He tells the class that he purposely reviewed Pavlov before they got
started on this problem to put them in a mindset that would make
solving the problem more difficult. If he hadn't done this, he claims
50% of the students would have solved it already. Within a minute a
student provides the correct conditioning relationship, explaining how
generalization will lead Hans to associate the bell with a full bladder
and waking up.

UCS ---> UCR CS -> CR
(bell) (wake up) leads to (full bladder) (wake up)
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Following a few points of clarification, Hans concludes by
explaining to students the reason for the Pavlov review and his desire
to trap students in their thinking. He states!

"This is a tough one. Some good thinking went on here. I was
particularly excited when I saw Shane using what level of thinking? He
started eliminating these [i.e., the terms] by saying there are no
unconditioned stimulus and responses left. But them was one left
wasn't there, bell vs wake up. Shane were you kind of caught in the
Pavlov trap? See why I set that up? Just a little point about
thinking here. What's one thinking error that we often run into? We
don't question our assumptions, right? What was our assumption there?
That bells are always a conditioned stimulus...",

The lesson ends with Hans previewing the reciprocal inhibition
homework assignment for tomorrow, one based on a Gary Larson cartoon in
which students are to make various evaluations of "Professor
Gallagher's controversial technique of simultazw)usly confronting the
fear of heights, snakes, and the dark." (See worksheet below). As
students are scrambling out the door, Hans makes a final attempt to
instill motivation and a good effort; "It's going to be tough. It's a
good one. Do a good job on it. I want good work...Good thinking today,
Shane..."

Reviewing the above lesson with respect to the observational
scales, many outstanding features emerge. Few topics were discussed,
specifically classical conditioning with respect to Bowser and to Hans'
bedwedding. The content was presented and discussed in a very coherent
manner, and the teacher modeled thoughtfulness in his own thinking and
in his appreciation and enthusiasm for the thinking of students. The
problems posed were challenging, and students' responses were carefully
analyzed by the teacher and students. Students were given time to
think during small group, and Socratic exchanges occurred on occasion
between Hans and students. The lesson did not reveal to students
disagreement among authoritative sources, though later in the week
students critiqued behavioral therapies from previously studied
Freudian and Jungian perspectives.

Civics Lesson of a Lower scorer with students of Lc Prior
Achievement

This lesson focused on the system of checks and balances between
the executive, judicial, and legislative branches of the United States
federal government. Lloyd began by reviewing some of the points
oavered in the previous day's class discussion. He asked why the
Constitutional. Convention wanted to divide power. A student responded,
"The government might destroy freedom." Lloyd acknowledged the comment
as correct and reiterated the point; "Good, there was a fear they would
not have enough freedam." Lloyd then asked students to name the
document of 1776, and to name the first plan of government. Students
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quickly supplied the correct answers; i.e., the Declaration of
Independence, and the Articles of Confederation. Lloyd reminded the
class that "in 1787 we went to a federalist system", and then asked
them to explain this system. Failing to get the desired response, he
stated that the 3 branches of the federal government were set up due
to "the fear the people had about the national government becoming too
powerfUl." Students supplied the names of the three branches on
Lloyd's request and their respective function (i.e.,
legislative--"make laws", executive--"enforce laws", and
judicial--"interpret laws"). With the review of yesterday's
discussion completed, Lloyd told them this topic is important as it
'Amid appear on the final exam much later in the school year.

Before discussing the system of checks and balances, Lloyd in a
few sentences summarized how the Articles of Confederation proved
inadequate, and haw the framers wanted a stronger central goverment
but one that could be controlled. He then asked students to open
their textbook to a paragraph that summarized how the three branches of
government checked and balanced the power of each other. A student was
asked to begin reading the paragraph; "The executive branch checks the
legislative branch by signing or vetoing a bill." Lloyd then
interrupts, asking what the word veto means. Once this word was
clarified the student resumed reading to the class, explaining how
Congress can override the president's veto with a 2/3rds vote. Lloyd
at this point asked students to take time to write in their notes "why
we have a system of checks and balances." While students wrote Lloyd
read aloud the text's answer to this question; "The purpose of the
checks and balances is to make sure that no branch of this national
government can become too powerful."

Discussion resumed with Lloyd asking students how the president
checks the Supreme Court. A student correctly responded that the
president appoints members to the Supreme Court. Without clarifying
how the president's power of appointment in fact checks the power of
the Supreme Court, Lloyd directed students to the appropriate line of
their worksheet where they were to write down "President appoints
members of the Supreme Court." Lloyd then asked students how often the
Supreme Court checks the President. Following a few incorrect
responses by students, he explained that the Supreme Court can tell the
president to enforce certain laws and tell him which laws are
constitutional and unconstitutional. Lloyd reminded students that the
president cannot just go out and make a law; "Congress makes the law.
The Supreme Court interprets the meaning of the law and whether it's
constitutional or unconstitutional. He has checks. He's not an
emperor or dictator."

At this point students are asked to finish the worksheet on the
system of checks and balances at their desk. Lloyd informs them he
will walk around and lend assistance. 10 minutes later students had
campleted the worksheet and Lloyd restore A discussion. Students were
asked hag Congress checks the president. A student correctly
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responded, "It can pass laws over the president's veto." TWo more
questions are asked (i.e., How does the St4 one Court check Congress?
and, How does Congress check the Supreme Court), with students
providing the desired answer before the bell rings ending class.

Reviewing the above lesson with respect to the 10 dimensions of
thoughtfulness, a few positive features emerge. Few topics were
discussed, specifically the separation of power among the three
branches of government and the system of checks and balances.
Although the questions posed required only simple recall, students were
given sufficient time to think before responding. Finally, the
content, though covered very superficially, was for the most part
coherent.

The lesson failed, however, with respect to the other dimensions
of thoughtfblness. The tasks posed by the teacher were not
challenging, rather students recited from the textbook responses
desired by Lloyd. This, in part, led to little modeling of
thoughtfulness, as few situations arose where the teacher had to think
through a question or problem with students. Lloyd did not encourage
or reward students' thinking, nor did he exhibit much enthusiasm or
appreciation for the topic and ideas being discussed. Students did not
offer reasons for their answers, but instead only supplied phrases from
the textbook or the previous day's discussion. Without challenging
tasks or reason giving, it is not surprising that careful consideration
or Socratic exchanges failed to take place. Finally, original
responses were not solicited by the teacher, and students were not
shown that disagreement exists among authoritative sources.

COMPARING HE AND LOWER SCORERS ON INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT, READING
RATERIAIS. AND WRITING TAM:

As a final point of oraparison the frequencies with which high and
lower scorers engage students in various instructional formats, and
types of reading materials and writing tasks are presented.

Beginning with instructional format, part of virtually every high
scorer's lesson contains a whole group teacher centered discussion,
compared to 2 of every 3 lessons among lower scorers. Roughly 1 in 4
lessons of high scorers involve students in small group work whereas
small group work is virtually non-existent in the lessons of lower
scorers. The reverse situation is found with respect to lecture; that
is, 1 in 4 lessons among lower scorers include lecture compared to
virtually no lecturing among high scorers. Similar findings emerge
with respect to recitation, as 1 in 1 lessons exhibited a recitation
format among lower scorers compared to no recitation among high
scorers. In neither the classes of high or lower scoring teachers was
there mach student centered discussion, viewing of films or
filmstrips, seatwork, or oral reports (see Table 8).
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?tuning to type(s) of reading materials used during lessons, on
average, lower scorers' use a textbook(s) 1 of every 2 lessons:
compared to approximately 1 in 5 lessons among high scorers (see Table
9). One in 3 lessons finds both groups using primary source
materials, but rarely does either group use articles, literature such
as novels, poems, etc. One in 3 lessons finds high scorers compared to
1 in 6 lessons among lower scorers using "other" reading materials.
For the most part these are reading materials the teacher has
developed using a photocopier or mimeograph machine. Finally, high
scorers do not use any reading materials in about one-fourth of their
lessons, whereas lower scorers do not use any readings in about
one-tenth of their lessons. This may be due to high scorers' greater
emphasis on teacher-centered whole group and student-centered small
group discussion, combined with lower scorers' greater emphasis on
recitation and seatwork activities.

For the most part both groups require some form of writing during
class.6 Neither group is likely to assign paragraphs or essays,
research papers, or "other" types -f writing tasks (see Table 10). The
most frequently assigned type of writing among both high and lower
scorers is that of notetaking. Three of 4 high scorers' lessons
require notetaking compared to 1 in 2 lessons among lower scorers.
High scorers are more likely than lower scorers to require writing
complete sentences, but both groups require this infrequently.
Worksheet or short answer writing tasks are equally stressed, about 1
in 3 lessons for both groups.

The instructional formats, classroom reading materials, and
classroom writing tasks of high vs lower scorers can be summarized as
follows. High scorers' lessons almost always include teacher-centered
whole group discussion, with an occasional small group activity. One
is likely to find high scorers using primary sources and
teacher-generated reading materials rather than textbooks. Students
of high scorers are likely to be found taking notes, and occasionally
completing worksheets and other short answer writing tasks. Lower
scorers' le( Al3 are also likely to include teacher centered whole
group discussion. However, unlike high scorers, one is also likely to
observe during these lessons a lecture or recitation instructional
format. Textbooks are the main reading staple, but like high scorers
primary sources materials are also frequently used (34%). Notetaking
is slightly less emphasized by lower scorers but common to a majority
of lessons, while worksheet/short answer writing assignments are
required less often but at a rate comparable to high scorers.

comps- Ku

6 In only 5% of high scorers' classes and 16% of lower scorers'
classes was no form of writing required.
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High scorers compared to lower scorers consistently display
superior performance on virtually every dimension of thoughtful
practice. Differences are slightly less proncvnced when teachers' best
lessons are omparal, yet even here sizeable differences emerge on 6 of
10 dimensions. Across all lessons sizeable differences emerge on 7 of
10 dimensions, 6 of which exceed 1.5 standard deviations (i.e.,
substantive coherence, Socratic dialoguo, careful consideration, few
topics, challenging tasks, and teacher modeling thoughtfulness).

Differences between the two groups emerge on other elements of
practice. High scorers engage students in teacher- centered whole group
discussion almost every lesson compared to only a majority of lessons
for lower scorers. Lecture and recitation our in approximately
one-fourth of lower scorers' lessons whereas these two instructional
formats are generally not found in the lessons of high scorers. As
might be expected, small group discussion occurs more frequently in
high scorers' lessons (one-fourth of the time), but lower scorers
rarely employ this famat. The many sizeable differences found
between high and lower scorers on the 10 dimensions of practice ray,
in part, be attributed to the use of lecture and recitation formats
which are less conducive to facilitating thoughtful discourse than
whole group or small group discussion.

In light of the disparaging assessment textbooks have received
comerrdrgthe facilitation of students' thinking, it is interesting to
note that lower scorers use textbooks in about one-half of their
lessons while high scorers use textbooks in less than one-fifth of
their lessons. High scorers on the other hand are twice :.1.9 likely to
provide students with teacher generated reading materials. This may
explain, in part, less content coverage (i.e., few topics) by high
scorers as the reading materials used are generally less survey
oriented than standard textbooks.

1 2
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TAME 1

C IASMOCK PRACTICE °WARES= ACMES ALL IS (n=88)

(n=44)

High Scorers

Mean]. S.D.

(n=44)

Lower Scorers

Mean; S.D.

lc 2

S.D.
pooled

Dogreo
Dirfe) ence

-few topics 4.55 ( .73) 3.59 (1.04) 1.74*
- substantive coherence 4.3C ( .73) 2.66 ( .75) 1.84*
-time to think 4.23 ( .64) 4.20 ( .70) .06
-challenging tasks 4.57 ( .70) 3.36 (1.12) 1.91*
-teacher models thought-

fulness 4.55 ( .63) 2.80 ( .93) 1.E4*
-students give reasons 3.93 ( .79) 2.82 (1.26) 1.28*
-BOW (above 6 scales) 4.35 ( .45) 3.24 ( .58) 1.57*

-careful consideration 4.09 (1.01) 2.34 ( .94) 1.8R*
-socratic dialogue 2.84 (1.24) 1.52 ( .88) 1.69*
-teacher invites original

responses 2.18 ( .95) 1.68 (1.01) .81*
-disagreement among

authoritative sources 1.95 (1.33) 1.70 (1.00) .35

* denotes a statistically significant difference between the two
groups at the .05 level.
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TAHEE 2

CLASSROCIM PRACTICE CCIMPARISCUS CV SELECT (EMT) 'ESSE:VS (120)

SCAM

(n=13)

High Scorers

Mean S.D.

(n=7)

Dower Scorers

Mean S.D.
Degree of

Difference

-few topics 4.92 ( .28) 4.29 ( .95) 1.16*
-substantive coherence 4.69 ( .48) 3.00 ( .00) 1.90*
time to think 5.00 ( .00) 4.29 ( .49) 1.83*
-challenging tasks 4.77 ( .44) 4.43 ( .58) .54
- teacher models thought-

fulness 4.85 ( .38) 3.86 ( .69) 1.04*
-students give reasons 4.38 ( .51) 4.14 ( .69) .28
-MEW (above 6 scales) 4.77 ( .16) 4.00 ( .24) 1.08*

-careful consideration 4.69 ( .48) 3.00 ( .58) 1.82*
-socratic dialogue 3.38 (1.39) 2.00 (1.16) 1.78*
-teacher invites original

responses 1.92 ( .64) 2.29 ( .95) -.58
-disagreement among
authoritative sources 1.46 (1.13) 2.57 (1.62) -1.56*

* denotes a statistically significant difference
groups at the .05 level.

1 23
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MILE 3

CLASSROCH PRACTICE CCMPARISCKS ci NCfN-SELECP (16241LINING) LESS= (n=68)

SCALE

(n=31)

High Scorers

Mean S.D.

(n=37)

Lower Scorers

Mean S.D.
Degree of
Difference

-few topics 4.39 ( .80) 3.46 (1.02) 1.69*
-substantive coherence 4.13 ( .76) 2.59 ( .80) 1.72*
-time to think 3.90 ( .47) 4.19 ( .74) -.73*
-challenging tasks 4.48 ( .77) 3.16 (1.09) 2.10*

- teacher models thcught-

fulness 4.42 ( .67) 2.59 ( .83) 1.92*
-students give reasons 3.74 ( .82) 2.57 (1.19) 1.35*
-HOTXV (above 6 scales) 4.18 ( .41) 3.09 ( .51) 1.53*

-careful consideration 3.84 (1.07) 2.22 ( .95) 1.74*
-socratic dialogue 2.61 (1.12) 1.43 ( .80) 1.51*
-teacher invites original

responses 2.29 (1.04) 1.57 ( .99) 1.17*
-disagreement among

authoritative sources 2.16 (1.37) 1.54 ( .77) .87*

* denotes a statistically significant difference between
groups at the .05 level.

the two
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TAME 4

SUMKPARYOFUABIES 1-3*

(Table 1)
SCALE ALL LESSONS

(Table 2)
BEST LESSONS

(Table 3)
REMAINING LESSONS

-few topics X X X

-substantive coherence X X X

-time to think X

- challenging tasks X X

-teacher models thought-
fulness

X X X

-students give reasons X X

-HOW X X X

- careful consideration X X X

-socratic dialogue X X X

-teacher invites original
responses

X

-disagreement among
authoritative sources

-X

* An ,,X" indicates that the degree of difference between high and
lower scoring teachers exceeds 1 standard deviation in favor of high
scorers( while a "-X" indicates that the degree of difference exceeds 1
standard deviation in favor "f lower scorers.
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TABLE 5

FREQUENCY nunamanams OF HIGH= LONER SCORERS Oki THE
10 DOENSIONS OF 7HOUGHTFULCIAMMITMCTICE

High Scorers Lower Scorers

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

-Few Topics 0 1 3 11 29 1 5 15 13 10

-Substantive 0 0 7 17 20 1 19 18 6 0
Coherence

-Time to Think 0 0 5 24 15 0 1 4 24 15

-Challenging 0 1 2 12 29 1 11 11 13 8
Tasks

-Teacher Models 0 0 3 14 27 1 19 14 8 2
Thoughtfulness

-Students Give 0 2 9 23 10 5 20 1 14 4
Reasons

-Careful 1 3 5 17 18 7 20 14 1 2
Consideration

-Socratic 6 13 13 6 6 28 12 2 1 1
Dialogue

-Original 10 21 9 3 1 24 15 2 1 2
Response

-Authorities 25 6 7 2 4 26 8 8 1 1
Disagree
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TABLE 6

CXICRAFOBON CO? MGR =saw, BEM IESSCOE WTIH UNIOR REVAINIM IDESCIO

SCALE

(n=13)

Best
Lessons

(n=31)

Remaining
Lessons

(n=44)

S.D.
Degree of

Difference

-few topics 4.92 4.39 ( .73) .72
-substantive coherence 4.69 4.13 ( .73) .76
-time to think 5.00 3.90 ( .64) 1.71
-challenging tasks 4.77 4.48 ( .70) .42
-teacher models thought-

fulness 4.85 4.42 ( .63) .69
-students give reasons 4.38 3.74 ( .79) .81
HMV (the above 6 scales) 4.77 4.18 ( .45) 1.32

- careful consideration 4.69 3.84 (1.01) .84
-socratic dialogue 3.38 2.61 (1.24) .62
-teacher invites original

responses 1.92 2.29 ( .95) -.39
-reveal disagreement among

authoritative sources 1.46 2.16 (1.33) -.53
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TABLE

CCKPARISCK OF MIER soDREw rEer LESSONS WITH 'MEM REtiMIKENG IESSCVS

SCALE

(n=7)

Best
Lessons

(n=37)

Remaining
Lessons

(n=44)

S.D.
Degree of

Difference

-few topics 4.29 3.46 (1.04) .80

-substantive coherence 3.00 2.59 ( .75) .55

-time to think 4.29 4.19 ( .70) .14

- challenging tasks 3.00 3.16 (1.12) -.14
-teacher =dais thought-

fulness 3.86 2.59 ( .93) 1.37
-students give reasons 4.14 2.57 (1.26) 1.24
HOT AV (the above 6 scales) 4.00 3.09 ( .58) 1.57

- careful consideration 3.00 2.22 ( .94) .83

-socratic dialogue 2.00 1.43 ( .88) .57

-teacher invites original
responses 2.29 1.57 (1.01) .72

-reveal disagreement among
authoritative sources 2.57 1.54 (1.00) 1.03
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TABLE 8

COMISCti OF CLASSROCM INSIEUCITIONAL RJR4AT (m88)

High Scorers Lower Scorers
% of lessons % of lessons

-teacher centered discussion 96 66*
-student small groups 23 2*
-student centered discussion 2 0
-lecture 0 27
-film 2 0
-recitation 0 23
-seat work 0 5
-oral reports 2 2

* denotes a statistically significant difference between the two
groups at the .05 level.



'MILE 9

CCt4PARISON OF CIASSRCOM READING MATERIALS (n=88)

Materials

-text
primary source
-article
-literature
-other
-none

High Scorers
% of lessons

18
30
7

0

36
23

Lower Scorers
% of lessons

52*
34
6

2

16*
9

IV - 37

* denotes a statistically significant difference between the two
groups at the .05 level.
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TABLE 10

COMMON OF CLASSROOM WRITING TAMS

High Scorers
Format % of lessons

(21F88)

Lager Scorers
% of lessons

-outline 0 0
-class notes 73 55
-worksheets/short answer 30 34
-complete sentences 21 9
-paragraph or essay 0 7
- research paper 0 0
-other 5 0
-none 5 16

* denotes a statistically significant difference between the two
groups at the .05 level.
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=Darr PERSPBOIVES ON
COGNITIVELY MAUI:MING CURRICULUM

Robert B. Stevenson

IRIBOCUCTION:

Mich research in high schools indicates that students are rarely
challenged to use their minds (Cusick, 1973; Goodlad, 1984; Ftwell,
Farrar, & Cohen, 1985; Sizer, 1984). Many teachers claim that a major
reason for this situation is students' lack of interest in or passive
resistance to tasks that challenge them to think and their desire to
invest only a minimal amount of effort in academic work (Hempel, 1986;
Tye, 1985). This contention seems to be supported by research
indicating that in many high school classrooms students' covertly
negogiate an agreement to exchange their compliant labor for minimal
academic demands from their teacher (Powell, Farrar, & Cohen, 1985;
McNeil, 1983, 1984; Sedlak, Wheeler, Pullin, & Cusick, 1986). Others
(Goodlad, 1984; Sizer, 1984), however, suggest that students are
indifferent to schoolwork because they are not intellectually
challenged, but instead are confronted, with a curriculum which
emphasizes lower order cognitive tasks (i.e., the memorization of
mindless information and the mechanistic application of algorithms).

One way to address this issue is to examine the perceptions of
students regarding the kinds of academic T.1!Drk that rake them think
hard. This paper presents the findings of an enipirical study which
inquired into the characteristics of cmrses, lessons, and tasks that
students report to be ca.: iitively challenging, and their reactions to
such challenges.

HEIMOCOIDGY:

The data for findings in Chapters V and VI were collected as
explained in the Introduction. A total of 45 students, nine fram each
of the five geographically diverse high schools, were interviewed for a
total of approximately three hours on three different occasions spread
over the 1986-87 school year. Interviews were tape recorded and
students also were administered two questionnaires. Three students were
selected from each of three different social studies classes in each
school by the teacher on the basis of being representative of the top,
middle and bottom third in the academic achievement distribution of the
class. The composition of the sample of students was 47% male, 53%
female, 24% high school freshmen, 29% sophomores, 31% juniors, and 16%
seniors. By race, 73% of the sample were White 22% were Black, and 4%
were Asian.

Because of logistical constraints, the sample size is relatively
small. A larger sample would have reduced the opportunity for in-depth
interviewing needed in an exploratory study. However, since the
students represented a cross-section with respect to academic
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achievement (as borne out by the distribution of grade point averages),
and the schools were located in diverse community contexts, the
possibility of generalization should not be ruled out. Since both
teachers and students were aware that the general purpose of the
research was to examine HOT in social studies, it is possible student
responses were biased toward favorable reactions to this subject.
However, many students neither praised social studies nor their social
studies teacher, and nearly all were able to give consistent reasons
why certain classes and activities beyond the observed social studies
class were challenging. In fact the consistency of student responses
across a number of different learning contexts, at three different
points during the school year, suggests the lack of a systmatic bias
toward the observed social studies class.

In order to identify what students consider to be "challenging"
classes and tasks, they were questioned about learning in several
different contexts. Specifically they were asked to describe: (a) the
most challenging course or subject they had taken both in the current
school year and throughout high school and the reasons why it was
challenging, (b) examples of challenging activities or tasks in their
present social studies course that was observed by a HOT project
researcher and their reactions (i.e., frustrations and satisfactions)
to such activities, (c) specific questions or tasks from three social
studies lessons observed by a researcher which made then think hard and
the frustrations and satisfactions they experienced frau thinking about
those questions or tasks, (d) the types of lesson formats that
generally challenge them to think hard, and (e) types of writing tasks
that generally challenge them to think hard.

Three coding schemes were developed for categorizing students'
verbal responses to the open-ended interview questions (and to follow-
up probes by the researchers). Pilot schemes were constructed by
generating categories based on relevant typologies suggested in the
literature and the author's personal knowledge. Each scheme was
reviewed by two other researchers from the HOT project and then tested
on 10 randomly selected responses. After necessary revisions, the five
schemes were subjected to a reliability analysis using a different set
of 10 responses and two volunteer graduate students who were trained in
coding the data. After reliabilities had been computed the raters
(including the author) arrived at a consensus on the coding of disputed
responses and the need for further revisions to some of the schemes.
Using the revised schemes the author then coded the remaining 35
responses to each question.

FINDINGS:

The Most CbgnitivelyChallenging Subjects

Over one third of the sample (see Tables 5A and 5B) rated a social
studies course the most challenging class they had taken during the
1986-87 school year, and the most challenging they had taken throughout
their high school career. The majority (i.e., 71%) of the social
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studies courses mentioned as the most challenging class last year were
history (oompared. with 60% of history courses in the project's sample),
with the other five classes comprising two general social studies, two
economics and one psychology. The proportion of social studies courses
cited represents almost as many as the combined total for science and
mathematics which are traditionally regarded as the tough subjects.
Given the number of subject areas that these students have taken in
high school (i.e., between six and ten), the expected probability (as a
percentage) of social studies (or any one subject area) being rated the
most challenging is between 10 and 16.7 percent.

It should be pointed out, however, that the five schools from
which the subjects for this study were obtained were selected on the
basis of having social studies departments which emphasized the
development of higher order thinking. And in four of these five schools
the principal rated social studies the strongest academic department in
their school. Consequently, this finding of social studies being rated
the most challenging subject cannot be considered representative of the
general population of secondary school students. Nevertheless, it shows
that in these schools many students find social studies particularly
challenging.

Table 5A: Subject of Most Challenging CrInqg Taken in Present
School Year
(nF43)

Rank Subject Frequency Percentage

1 Social Studies 17 35.4
2 Science 10 20.8
3 Mathematics 9 18.8
4 English 8 16.7
5 Foreign Language 2 4.2
6 Industrial Arts 1 2.1
6 Computer Science 1 2.1

48* 100.0
* Five students nominated two classes as equally challenging

Table 5B: Subject of Most Challenging Class Taken in High School

Rank Subject

(n=42)

Frequency Percentage

1 Social Studies 15 35.7
2 Science 9 21.4
3 Mathematics 8 19.0
4 English 7 16.7
5 Industrial Arts 2 4.8
6 Foreign language 1 2.4

42 100.0
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When asked : "What was it about this class that made you have to
think hard?", half the students gave explanations that were related to
cognitive processing demands (see Table 5C). The most frequent response
can be classified as the demand for working out the answer or solution
to what Simon (1973) has termed a "m11-structured" problem where there
is clear definition and goals and a right answer or solution. For
example, one student compared working on trigonometry problems to a
puzzle or game in which she gets satisfaction from working it out. On
the other hand, other students reported that working on an "ill-
structured" problem, where they had to foam late a response to or
opinion on a question or issue in which the answer is problematic (and
where the definition of the problem and the rules of solution are
usually ambiguous), accounted for the reason a course was the most
Challenging. In the words of one student: "There were a lot of
different ways to view the questions. Not direct ('yes' or 'no')
questions, but rather 'what if. Usually there's more 'dim one answer.
You really had to think it through thoroughly to get to the best
answer."

Interestingly, these two different types of problem were
associated with distinctly different school subjects. Well-defined
problems were the reason offered to explain the cognitive challenge of
classes in mathematics, science, and in one case, auto mechanics. Ill-
defined problems were mentioned only in reference to social studies.
These differences were captured by one student who described chemistry
and social studies as equally challenging but for different reasons:

"Social studies is different tromclumdstry. Chemistry involves
theories, formulas, and a lot of logic. There's only one or a
few final answers. But it's a different kind of thinking than
social studies. Social studies involves emotions and forming
your opinion is different than thinking why something works. In
social studies there is no one set answer, but a lot of factors
involved in defending different solutions."



Table 5C
Reasons Class is ChallmIThx1

(n=43)
no.* at

comprehen- 7 16.3
sion 5 11.6

27.9% 2 4.7

work & 8 18.6
' emory 4 9.3
load 3 7.0

25_66 1 2.3
1 2.3

cognitive 10 23.2
processing
demands 5 11.6

51.2% 5 11.6
3 7.0

2 4.7

1 2.3

teacher 2 4.7
behaviors

2 4.7
9.3%

peer 3 7.0
behaviors 1 2.3

9.3%

V -5

inhPrent difficulty of concepts
st ent's lack of background in or
kr-Aedge of subject

difficulty of reading material

quantity of work demanded
demand for memorizing present material
demand for accessing previous course
material
demand for independent work
demand for concentration owing to
uninteresting subject or material

working out the answer or solution to
well-defined problem

deciding own position on question or
issue with problematic answer

making inferences
applying multiple concepts or
integrating multiple factors

developing explanations, reasons and
justifications for answers or opinions

creating an original idea

lack of clear guidance in understanding
material or defining task requirements

demanding expectations and grading
criteria

competitive environment among students
stimulating contributions from students

* Numbers add to more than 43 and percentages wld to more than 100 as
more than one category of reasons could apply to any response.
Percentages were computed by dividing the number of students responding
in each category by the total number of students (i.e., 43).
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Another student perceived the same distinction between math and
social studies, but found that the relativistic conception of knowledge
conveyed in her social studies class made it much easier:

"Social studies becomes routine after a while. You're expected
to take a side and share your opinions. You can usually think
of reasons to give and justify yourself. ....Calculus has right
and wrong answers, but in social studies there is no right or
wrong, usually. In social studies if you raise your hand and
disagree with somebody it's okay."

When asked how she knows there aren't right answers in social
studies, this student replied that her teacher told the class there are
no right or wrong answers on opinion questions.

As Table 5D illustrates, solving ill-structured and well-
structured problems were the most common reasons students gave for why
social studies and other subjects respectively made them think hard.
Almost one third of the students who reported social studies to be
their most challenging class during the past year attributed the reason
to their being required to decide their position or opinion on a
question, problem or issue which has problematic answers. TWo of these
students specifically added that their teachers also demanded that they
defend and support their opinions. One freshman student, for example,
found her history class hard because HyTu have to defend yourself on
every answer you give." On the other hand, one third of the students
who found other subjects made them think the hardest were challenged by
the task of figuring out the right answer or solution to a well-defined
problem.

Table 5D: Most Cannon Reasons for Nominating Social Studies
and Other Subjects as Most CnaLlenging Class
in Past Year

Rank Social Studies Fq* %* All Othel Subjects Fq* %*
1 deciding own opinion 5 29 solving well-defined probs 10 32
2 making inferences 4 24 conceptually difficult 7 23
3 quantity of work 3 18 quantity of work 5 16

* Number and percentage of students

Some students reported that having to make inferences made a class
challenging. All but one of these responses referred to a social
studies class. These four students described how they were required in
their social studies class "to go beyond the facts" or "to make
inferences", by discussing, for example, the implications of particular
decisions or events, or possible alternative scenarios and their
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consequences. For example, one student stated that there are more
underlying things he (the teacher) wants us to get. In earlier social
studies classes "you'd read it over, in 1776 they signed the
Declaration of Independence and we became a free nation, but now you
have to think about it ... by going beyond the facts."

The same number of responses described the challenge of either
applying multiple concepts/factors to a question or problem (e.g., "to
do proofs, ..there are so many different possibilities to consider"),
or developing explanations, reasons and justifications for answers or
opinions (e.g., "She [the teacher] asks you why? She'll challenge you
furthtm"). In each of these two categories each reponse applied to a
different subject. The example from the student who distinguished
between the different kinds of thinking in chemistry and social studies
also illustrates the challenge in social studies of integrating
multiple factors given the variety of ways of viewing many social and
historical questions.

In addition to demands for higher order cognitive processing, a
significant minority reported that difficulties with =prehension made
them think hard. This was mainly due to the complexity or abstractness
of the concepts in a particular subject or their lack of background in
or knowledge of the subject matter. This raises a second interesting
distinction between social studies and other subjects. When students
were asked why a particular school subject was the most challenging,
the second most common reason offered was that the concepts involved
are difficult to understand (see Table 5D). This reason was most often
cited in the case of mathematics and science, especially physics, but
never in social studies. Students don't seem to fiml the concepts and
generalizations in social studies very difficult in themselves,
although two students mentioned a problem in history of understanding
events that occurred in a different time period to what they have
experienced. Social -JAdies apparently only becomes difficult when the
teacher makes them work or intellectually play with the material. It is
also possible that difficult or abstract concepts in the humanities can
be connected more readily to concrete human events and experiences than
concepts in science and mathematics.

These student perceptions seem to be consistent with the lack of a
research tradition in the social studies field on how to teach and how
students learn conceptually difficult material. Instead, the primary
focus of curriculum theory and research in social studies historically
has been the selection of content (i.e., identifying what to teach),
which seems to be more problematic than in other subject fields.

In contrast to the demands for higher order thinking discussed
above, many students indicated that the work and memory load in a class
made it challenging, including the quantity of work covered, the amount
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to be memorized, or the previous course material which had to be
recalled. The quantity of work demanded was the third most common
reason mentioned for classes in both social studies and other subjects
(see Table 5D). Three students found the quantity of work covered in
their history course very demanding, and five students said the same
for either English or, in one case, Spanish, suggesting that the amount
of material covered in these subjects is a challenge for many students.

Only a few students (see Table 5C) indicated that the academic
environment created by their peers or specific characteristics of their
teacher explained why a class was most challenging. In contrast, many
students reported that the reason for a particular class being engaging
was attributable to various characteristics of their teacher.

The Challenge of Higher Order Thinking. Several findings indicate
that students find classes that attempt to promote higher order
thinking challenging. Across all five schools, among students who
nominated a social studies course as the most challenging in (a) the
current school year, and (b) their high school career, the percentage
who referral to a class which was observed as part of the HOT project
was 76 (13 out of 17) and 73 (11 out of 15) respectively (see Tables 5E
and 5F).

Table 5E: NuAberofStLents in Eadh School Indicating Social Studies
as Host:Challenging Class Taken in Preset: School Year

Class School
1 2 3 4 5 Tbtal

HOT Social Studies 5 2 4 1 13
Other Social Studies 2 0 2 0 0 4
Tbtal Social Studies 7 2 3 4 1 17

Other Subjects 3 10 6 5 7 31
10* 12** 9 9* 8 48

* One student indicated two classes were equally challenging.
** Three students indicated two classes were equally challenging.
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Table 5F: Ntmber of Students in Each School Indicating Social Studies
lst Challenging (1 arc Taken in High School

Class School
1 2 3 4 5 Total

HOT Social Studies 4 0 2 4 1 11
Other Social Studies 1 1 2 0 0 4
Total Social. Studies 5 1 4 4 1 15

Other Subjects 4 8 4 7 27
9 9 8 8 8 42

The classes included in the HOT project's sample were SA. acted by
the social studies department head on the grounds that they emphasized
higher order thinking (as well as contained a ccmposition of students
according to criteria established by the project staff). Observed
classes were rated on 13 five-point scales, each of which focused on a
different dimension of thoughtfulness. Six of these scales were later
selected as the minimal criteria for judging the degree of thoughtful
discourse displayed in a lesson (see Appendix 6). Every lesson received
a score on these six criteria and mean ratings were computed for all
the lessons observed in each school. Table 5G lists the rank orders
among the five schools on: (a) their mean score on the minimal
thoughtfulness criteria, (b) the number of students (out of 9) who
indicated they were required to think very hard in the observed social
studies class, and (c) the total number of students' nominating one of
the HOT social studies classes as their most challenging class, either
during the present year or throughout high school.

Table 5G: Rank Order of Schools on Minimal Thoughtfulness
Criteria, Student Perceptians of Need to Think
Hard, and Student Rating of Social Studies Class
as the Most Challenging

School
Minimal
HOT

# Students
Think Hard

Most Challeng.
Class

RANK RANK RANK
1 3 1 1
2 4 4 4
3 2 1 3
4 1 3 2
5 5 5 4

In all three rankings the top three and the bottom two schools are
the same, with schools number 2 and 5 consistently low on all three.
And interestingly, the largest difference between schools on the
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minimal HOT criteria was between the third and the fourth ranked
schools. The (Spearman's Rank) correlation was 0.6 between the school
ratings on the minimal HOT criteria and the number indicating that
thinking hard was necessary for completing the work, and 0.55 between
the minimal HOT ratings and the number of students' nominating a HOT
social studies course as the most challenging class encountered this
year or in high school.

Finally, two-thirds of the students indicated (on a five-point
scale) that their present social studies course (the one identified by
the HOT project) challenged them to use their mind more than other
classes they had taken in high school (with one-fifth indicating a lot
more). And only five students rated their present social studies class
as less challenging. (The mean rating was 3.72 with a standard
deviation of 0.98.) These ratings strongly support the conclusion that
many students find higher order thinking cognitively challenging.

ActivitilwanlThsks Perceived as Challenging

Slightly more than three-quarters (77.8%) of the students
interviewed indicated that they had to think hard to complete the work
in their present social studies course successfully. Of these students,
all but three were able to recall and discuss an example.

When students' descriptions of activities in their social studies
course that were challenging were categorized according to the four
dimensional coding scheme (see Table 5H), one characteristic within
each dimension tended to dominate. Almost two-thirds mentioned a
writing task, almost three-quarters described tasks or activities
performed alone, and over half spoke of an activity or task whose
function was to manipulate or make sense of information. With regard to
the fourth dimension of content, nearly two-thirds discussed tasks or
activities in which the content involved either ideas or values.

Because of difficulties in the coding of this data on the content
dimension (reliability of .62), student responses to this question were
re-categorized using an alternative scheme. This scheme involved the
four types of content challenges in social studies describedkyNeumann
(in press), plus the categories of literal comprehension and recall.
According to Newmann (in press), major cognitive challenges in social
studies involve: (a) empathy or the incorporation of the experience of
others into students' own thinking by trying "to see and feel the world
from another's point of view"; (b) abstraction or the use of concepts
(such as the nature of colonialism and the dynamics of global
interdependence) or theories (such as the causes of economic
depression) to try and "make sense of social events"; (c) inference or
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Table 5E1

Fresuencies and Percentages for
Ptudents, Descriptiens of Activities in Social Studies Course

that are Challenging

type

writinj task
reading (only) task
discussion
debate, role-play
questioning

uncodeable

interaction

no. percent*

21 63.6
3 9.1
3 9.1
1 3.0
1 3.0

4 12.1
33** 99.9

no. percent*
self 24 72.7

Peers 5 15.2
teacher 2 6.1

uncodeable 2 __6.1

33** 100.1

content no. percent*
ideas
values
specific topic
facts

uncodeable

function
manipulation
creation
intake
demonstration

uncodeable

13 3).4
7 21.2
4 12.1
4 12.1

5 15.2
33** 100.0

no. percent*
22 53.7
6 14.6
5 12.2
4 9.8

4 9.8
41*** 100.1

* Of total number of responses on each dimension fram 32 students who
described a challenging activity in their social studies course.
** One student described two challenging activities
*** !lore than one category or function applied to the description of
seven activities.

1.4,
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going beyond the given data to develop explanations, to draw
conclusions, or to make predictions; and (d) evaluation and advocacy or
developing and defending "value judgements about what is good, right,
and just in public life,"

As Table 51 illustrates, the codeable responses were almost evenly
spread among inference, evaluation and literal comprehension, with no
examples of empathy and only a few of abstraction and recall. The high
number of uncodeable responses was due to the lack of discussion by
many students of the content involved in a challenging activity. This
gimp the reliability, with two coders, was a more satisfactory 0.83.

Inferential challenges described by students included writing
papers synthesizing the causes of the American revolution and
explaining haw 'Thomas Jefferson was stereotyped as a defender of
democracy. Examples of evaluation were deciding whether or not the
death penalty is justified and expressing and defending one's opinion
on whether the motives of the framers of the Constitution were
patriotic or selfish. Challenges in comprehension cited by two students
were trying to understand psychological terms used in class and
readinjs on Athenians which were written in their ancient language.
Examining what makes a democratic nation and "naming up with a metaphor
or simile for a culture" were two of the three examples of abstraction.

TUining to the types of tasks described as challenging, over a
quarter of the 32 students who indicated that they had to think hard to
complete their work soccessfully (and could recall an example)
described an individual writing task:which requiredmamlpulating (i.e.,
organizing, synthesizing, analyzing, etc.) ideas (i.e., the meaning of
the material or principal ideas)' or making value judgements. For
example, a grade 11 student described writing a paper on causes of the
American revolution: "We had to read several articles and bring the
material together: economic causes, political causes. We had to state
an underlying cause and how the other causes related to it."

In nearly all cases the writing tasks were completed at home ar
outside class, which may seem to suggest that homework assignments
generally are regarded as more challenging than activities carried out
in class. Only two students nominated activities involving direct
interaction with the teacher. Yet four students described discussions
or debates with peers as examples of being Challenged (the fifth
example of peer interaction involved a small group writing task).
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Table 51
Descriptions of Co bent of Activities in Closerved Social Studies

Course that were Reported to be Challenging
(n 32)

Type of Challenge no. nement*

inference 7 21.9
evaluation 7 21.9
literal comprehension 5 15.6
abstraction 3 9.4
recall 1 3.1

uncodeable 9 28.1
32 100.0

* Percentages were computed by dividing the number of students
responding in Pesch category by the total number of students who
reported a challenging activity (i.e., 32).

Note: 1. Ten students indicated that there were no challenging
activities in their social studies course.

2. Three students said there were challenging activities, but
they couldn't remember any examples.

These findings, however, may be biased by the wording of the
question which stated: "Do you ever have to think really hard to
complete your work successfully in this social studies course?". This
question could have directed students' attention mainly to tasks which
are graded, and in high school social studies that invariably suggests
writing tasks done individually outside class. Interestingly, however,
only four students discussed tasks whose primary function clearly was
to assess their understanding of knowledge or skills acquired in the
class. Tasks which demanded the creation of an original product, such
as an original essay or visual metaphor, were more commonly mentioned,
and most students' descriptions did not include any account of
intentions or efforts to demonstrate knowledge to the teacher. But
parhaps, given the wording of the question, this purpose was taken for
granted and the students focusAd on other aspects of the task.

In contrast, when students were asked about the types of lessons
that challenge them to think hard (see Table 4K which is discussed
later), teacher directed activities were most commonly identified. This
tends to support the above suggestion that a finer distinction may need
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to be made in questioning students about the cognitive challenge of in-
class activity versus homework. Unfortunately, no data was collected
which would enable a comparison of the perceived amount of cognitive
challenge of classroom activities directed by the teacher and academic
tasks completed outside class. Approximately half the students in this
study reported that a homework task in their present social studies
course had made them think hard and more than half indicated that
certain types of lessons controlled by the teacher also challenged them
in general to think hard.

Reactions to ChaUenging Course Activities

All students who provided examples of when they had been required
to think really hard to complete their work successfully in the
Observed social studies class, were asked to describe any frustrations
and satisfactions that they experienced. Frustrations wero categorized
according to the coding scheme for reasons that an activity was
Challenging. Wile the specific types of frustrations that were
recounted varied considerably, well over half the 29 students who
experienced frustrations gave explanations that were related to demands
for higher order cognitive processing (see Table 53). No other major
category of explanations for frustrations was applicable to more thin

students.
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Table 51
Students' Reactions to ChallelgingActivities:

Frustrations
(n=29)

frustration from

difficulty of reading material
student's lack of background in or
knowledge of subject
lack of reading material
comprehension but specific reason unclear

quantity of work demanded
demand for concentration owing to
uninteresting subject or material

insufficient studying (for test)

finding correct/relevant information
decliing own position on question or
issue with problematic answer

developing explanations, reasons and
justifications for answers or opinions

creating an original idea
making inferences
organizing information
cogn Live processing but specific demand
unclear

no.* 1*

comprehen- 2 6.9

sion 1 3.4
17.2%

1 3.4
1 3.4

work & 3 10.3

memory 1 3.4

load
13.8% 1 3.4

cognitive 4 13.8
processing 3 10.3
demands
58.6% 3 10.3

2 6.9
2 6.9
2 6.9
1 3.4

teacher 3. 3.1,

)colhaviors

.O.3% 1 J. 3.4
) 3.e

peer
behaviors

3.4%

uncodeable

1

1

3.4

3.4

V - 15

demanding expectations and grading
criteria

fear of failing or not performing well
teacher doesn't understand student's
thinking

peers successfully attacking your
arguments

* Numbers add to more than 29 and percentages add to more than 100 as
more than cne category of reactions could apply to any rePsponse.
Percentages were computed by dividing the number of students responding
in each category by the total number of students who reported a
frustration (i.e., 29).
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There was much more commonality in the case of satisfactions which
were categorized using the coding scheme for reasons that an academic
activity was engaging (see Table 5K). Two- thirds of the 30 students who
reported receiving same form of satisfaction from thinking hard were
intrinsically rewarded by either their performance in completing the
task or the value they attached to the task itself. Of the former
group, many described their rewards as the feeling of having done a
good job or of having performed well on the particular task, while the
rewards for others came from successfully completing the task.

These two forms of satisfaction may appear very similar, but the
first refers to a strong sense of satisfaction with the quality of
one's work and the effort one has made. For example, one student
described how, after spending 10 hours writing a very diffficult book
review, she read her completed work and felt "happy with it .. I got
satisfaction from a job well done." Whereas the second involves a
feeling of being pleased with having accomplished the set task
regardless of the quality or extent of one's effort, as exemplified by
the student who said: "I succeeded in debating something I didn't
believe." It is possible (as demonstrated by the responses of two
students) to experience both these satisfactions from the one task.
Learning or thinking through something successfully on one's own was
mentioned as the intrinsic mard by two students.

Several students mentioned the satisfaction of developing new
insights or better understandings. As one student emphasized:

"I get more satisfaction from trdlytaderstanding the material and
having it organized in my mind than from doing a really good
report. I get a lot of satisfaction fram really, really knowing the
material and essays are wonderful for helping you ....to really
understand the material" (due in part, she explained, to
researching different sources).

Others felt good about either having to think hard or just being
able to think for themselves. One of these students described the
satisfaction he received in English from not having to worry about what
the teacher thinks when he disagreed with his teacher's interpretation
of the symbolism in a story.
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Table 5K
Stniamats, Reactions to ChallearxtinorActiyities:

Satisfactions
(n=30)

no* %*

instrumental 5 16.7
performance 2 6.7
on task 1 3.3
26.7% 1 3,,3

instrtmental 1 3.3
value of task

satisfaction frau

good grade or comment fram teacher
finishing task (sense of relief)
performing better than others
passing the test or assignment

acquiring knowledge or skills
that can be used outside school

6.7% 1 3.3 acquiring information that can be

intrinsic
performance
on task
46.7%

8

6

used on a future assignment

26.7 performing well or doing a good job
20.0 successfully accomplishing task

2 6.7 learning or thinking successfully
on my awn

2 6.7 intrinsic performance but specific
reason unclear

intrinsic
value of task

7 23.3 developing new insights or better
understandings

40.0% 3 10.0 having to think hard
2 n 6.7 being able to think for myself
1 3.3 creating original or unique product
1 3.3 sharing understandings with others

uncodeable 2 6.7

* Numbers add to more than 30 and percentages add to more than 100 as
more than one category of reactions could apply to any response.
Percentages were =touted by dividing the number of students responding
in each category by the total number of students who reported a feeling
of satisfaction (i.e., 30).

Note: 1. Twenty students (66.7%) mentioned intrinsic (i.e., performance
or value) satisfactions, and ten students (33.3%) mentioned
instrumental (i.e., performance or value) satisfactions.

2. Only six students gave reactions of satisfaction that were
applicable to mare than one broad category (e.g., intrinsic performance
and i-s'istruz44-tal performance).
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Besides these intrinsic rewards, eight students admitted receiving
satisfaction from extrinsic rewards that resulted from their
performance on a task. For five of these students the source of reward
was a good grade or words of praise from the teacher. And somewhat
surprisingly, no student - even in the competitive upper track classes
- spoke of any sort of recognition from peers as a source of
satisfaction, and only one mentioned being rewarded by doing better
than his classmates. Satisfactions derived from the instrumental value
of a task were not common.

Although the students were invited to talk about as many
frustrations as they could remember, the vast majority mentioned only
one. In contrast, most students described more than one type of
satisfaction that they derived from thinking really hard. Among those
who offered more than one explanation or dPsrription of frustration,
there were only two students whose responses applied to two different
major categories. This time a similar trend was evident for
satisfactions where the responses of only six students fell into more
than one of the four major categories. In other words, for 80 percent
all their satisfactions were related to one of the following:
instrumental performance, intrinsic performance, instrumentml value or
intrinsic value of the task. But more importantly, only 20 percent of
students derived satisfaction only for instrumental reasons.

CballenoingCuestions or Tasks in served Social Studies Classes

In addition to general questions about school subjects and the
social studies course included in the HOT study, students were also
asked on each of the three visits to reflect on a particular social
studies lesson observed by a researcher. The responses to the question:
"What questions or tasks in that lesson, if any, made you really think
or use your mind?" did not fit the categories used for analyzing
students' more general descriptions of challenging activities in social
studies. So, instead, this data was categorized solely by relying on
the alternative scheme employed for coding the content component of
challenging social studies activities, narely the extension of
Newmann's (in press) four types of challenges.

As Table 5L indicates, over 80 percent of the responses could be
categorized within one of the four content challenges that demand
higher order thinking (i.e., inference, evaluation, abstraction, and
empathy). The most frequently mentioned examples were of inferential
challenges where students had to go beyond the data to draw
conclusions. For example, one student described trying to figure out
what England or France really did, if anything, to develop their
colonies, while another student was challenged by the self-initiated
task of explaining why the standards and quality of food we enjoy today

1 4 (,)
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are so different from those during the time of the meat packers'
controversy.

Table 51,
Descriptions of Qtlestians or Tasks in Qbserved Son.; al Studies

lessors that were Reported to be Challenging
(-99)

Type of Challenge no. percent*

inference 34 34.3
evaluation 26 26.3
abstraction 21 21.2
recall 6 6.1
empathy 4 4.0
literal comprehension 2 2.0

uncodeable 6 6.1
99 100.0

* Percentages were computed by dividing the number of student
responses in each category by the total number of responses (i.e., 99).

Note: 1. In 22 cases students indicated that there was no chat -t4.1ing
question or task in an observed lesson.

2. TWelve students were not taking the same social studies course
(i.e., the one included in the HOT sample) on the third visit and hence
were questioned on only two observed lessons.

3. Three students were absent from the observed lessons on one
visit and hence were questioned on only two lessons.

4. More than one type of challenge applied to one response.

Consistent with the findings already discussed on the reasons
students find social studies classes to be challenging, a number of
responses referred to questions or tasks which required making a
valuejudgement. Examples cite: by students included deciding whether
civil disobedience is justified, whether Jefferson acted properly in
establishing an embargo, and whethe- nullification could ever be
justified.

When identifying challenges in specific lessons, students
described problems of abstraction (in raking sense of a concept or
theory) more frequently (one in five) than when discussin; challenges
of the social studies course (one in ten) or of school subjects
generally (no mention of fmnceptual or abstraction problems).
Distinguishing between communism and socialism, understatling the
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checks and balances of presidential and congressional power, and
defining "ethnic pluralism" are some of the challenges in abstraction
reported by students in these lessons. A. possible explanation of why no
students mentioned abstract concepts as a reason for finding social
studies a challenging subject is that these challenges maybe irregular
and short-term, rather than a continuing cognitive challenge as might
be the case for developing and defending explanations or opinions.

Only a few students spoke of having to think hard to gain an
empathLtic feel for experiences occurring in a different time and/or
place. Specific examples offered were: trying to understand why
security guards in a prison have certain attitudes toward inmates,
"understanding the concept of an historian's views being influenced by
the time in which they wrote", and trying to see "the way the elite see
and the way the farmer sees things" (at the Constitutional Convention).
The low number of eApathy challenges could be attributable to teachers
not presenting tasks aimed at this objective in a challenging form, but
instead using films, stories or lectures for this purpose which may not
require students to actively develop answers to challenging questions.

In addition to the above higher order thinking challenges, only a
few responses indicated that lower order cognitive tasks were
challenging. The majority of these involved the recall of previously
encountered information, with the remainder being concerned with
comprehending the literal meaning of new information.

Only two students found nothing challenging in any of the three
observed lessons on which they were questioned, three students reported
nothing challenging in two of the three lessons, and another 10 said
there was no question or task that made them think hard in one of the
observed lessons. And interestingly, no student described the same type
of challenge in all three lessons.

Reactions to Challenging Questions or Tasks in Observed Lessons

As in the case of challenging course activities, students who
indicated that a question or task from a lesson observed by a
rear Pr DIA& therm think hard, were asked to describe anY
frustrations and satisfactions they encountered in responding to that
particular question or task. It is interesting to compare the responses
to this question with those to the equivalent question on reactions to
challenging course activities. Such a comparison provides a check on
the consistency of student responses and an indication of the validity.

The percentage of responses in each of the major categories of
frustrations fram dealing with challenging questions or tasks (see
Table 5M) was very similar to those for challenging course activities.
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no.* %*

comprehen- 3 6.4
sion 2 4.3

17.0% 2 4.3

1 2.1

work & 2 4.3
memory
load 1 2.1

6.4%

cognitive 8 17.0
processing
demands 5 10.6
48.9%

3 6.4

3 6.4
2 4.3
2 4.3

teacher 1 2.1
behaviors

6.4% 1 2.1
1 2.1

1 2.1

peer 3 6.4
behaviors 1 2.1

10.6% 1 2.1

uncodeable 5 10.6

frustration from

lack of sufficient information
diffictuty of reading material
student's lack of background in or
knowledge of subject

comprehending literal meaning of concept

demand for accessing previous course
material

demand for memorizing present material

deciding awn position on question or
issue with problematic answers
having to make abstractions (to make sense

of information)

developing explanations, reasons and
justifications for answers or opinions

making inferences
finding correct/relevant information
taking the perspective of another person

lack of clear guidance in understanding
material

uncertainty about teacher's response
lack of opportunity to create own
solutions

insufficient time for discussion

trying to convince peers of your argument
peers quicker at answering questions
disagreements in peer group

* Numbers add to more than 47 and percentages to more than 100 as more
than one category of reactions could apply to any response. Percentages
were computed by dividing the number of student responses in eadi
category by the total number of responses (i.e., 47).
of the interview schedules.
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Ten percent fewer students reported frustrations related to higher
order cognitive processing demands in observed lessons, although this
category still represented approximately 50 percent of the students.
Within this category, more students indicated frustrations in observed
lessons (than in the whole course) with deciding their position on a
problematic issue. This nay be the result of dealing with new and
conflicting information in a lesson, whereas assignments to a large
extent involve writing about an issue that has already been discussed
and that students have had some time to think about. As one student
explained in discussing a class argument on the issue of civil
disobedience, "it was a little frustrating - cause there's no real
answer. Part of it may be because since it's the first time we've
discussed it, it's a little confusing."

On the other hand, fewer students encountered frustrations with
finding correct or relevant information in the observed lessons. This
is not surprising as students' examples of having to think hard to
complete work successfully in the social studies course generally
involved writing papers, which, of course, require searching for
appropriate information.

The number of students who described satisfactions derived LLuit
their intrinsic performance was noticeably less - approximately one-
third instead of half - on questions or tasks in the observed lessons
than on examples of assignments done throughout the course (see Table
5N). But we would expect more satisfaction when the students can choose
an example of the most challenging activity or assignment encountered
over the span of the entire course. Their performance on such a major
and demanding activity is more likely to create intrinsic satisfaction
than on just a question or task from a lesson selected at random.
Nevertheless, the two most =mon descriptions of satisfaction were the
same in both cases, namely: successfully accomplishing the task, and
performing well or doing a good job.

This last description, however, did drop from being mentioned by
27 percent of the students in relation to course activities to ,Ally
eight percent in relation to observed lessons. A student who felt he
did a good job on a question in an observed lesson explained that

"it was satisfying to know what I finally believe. When I decide
based on considering evidence and different points of view, you
know you've made a good decision because you've seen both views
.... The reward is when, after you reach a conclusion, you can
articulate your position, knowing you've examined all sides of the
issue."
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Fable 5N
Reectins to Challenging Ouestions or Tasks

intImEnnmd Social Studies Lessons: Satisfactions
(11F63)

no* %*

instrumental 7 11.1
performance 6 9.5
on task 2 3.2

27.0% 1 1.6
1 1.6

instrumental 1 1.6
value of task

1.6%

intrinsic 13 20.6
performance 5 7.9
on task 3 4.8

31.8%

2 3.2

intrinsic 15 23.8
value of task

34.9% 4 6.3
2 3.2
2 3.2
1 1.6

uncodeable 7 11.1

satisfaction from

good grade or comment from teacher
performing better than others
receiving recognition from peers
teacher failing to prove me wrong
seeing that peers think the same as
me

acquiring knowledge or skills that
will be useful in the future

successfully accomplishing task
performing well or doing a good job
learning or thinking successfully
on my own

being able to convince others of my
argument or defend my opinion

developing new insights or better
understandings

having to think hard
sharing understandings with others
hearing appealing iciPas
being able to build further ideas

V-23

* Numbers add to more than 63 and percentages to more than 100 as more
than one category could apply to any response. Percentages were
computed by dividing the number of student responses in each category
by the total number of responses (i.e., 63).
Note: 1. Fourty two student responses (66.7%) mentioned intrinsic
(i.e., performance or value) satisfactions, and 18 student responses
(28.6%) mentioned instrumental (i.e., performance or value)
satisfactions.

2. Only four students gave reactions of satisfaction that were
applicable to more:than one broad category (i.e., intrinsic performance
and instrumental performance).
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Such an examination, however, is generally more likely to occur
through the process of completing a major assignment than dealing witha
question or task in one relatively brief lesson. Thus, the predcninance
of assignnents as the examples of challenging course activities is
sufficient to explain the greater occurrence of satisfaction from
performing well in this context compared to that derived from
challenging questions or tasks in a lesson.

On the other band, developing new insights or better
understandings, such as "it gave me more knowledge of the different
categories in which the psychologists' approaches could be placed",
remained a source of satisfaction for almost one quarter of the student
repcnses. Even if students only "understand it (how early man survived)
a little better" after an in-class task, they at least feel they "can
say you learned something today." And while most students' insights
related to a new or increased understanding of content, some
experienced more far reaching insights about people and their views:

"It showed me that people have different views and that people
think differently... So now I try to have a more open view because
different people interpret in different ways. So maybe it will make
me a more open person to what people think."

In addition to intrinsic value cf the :ask, there was also a
noticeable similarity in the percentages of students on the other two
major categories of satisfaction (i.e., instrumental performance and
instrunental value) between the reactions to challenging course
activities and the reactions to challenging lesson tasks. This
consistency confirms that approximately one third to one half of the
students in this study derive satisfaction from their intrinsic
performance, more than one third from the intrinsic value of the task,
and only approximately a quarter from their instrumental performance on
a challenging task.

Types of lesson Formats that anrierge si-v1-1,ants to nank Hard

Students were requested to indicate the general types of lesson
formats (in all subjects) that challenged them to think hard (see Table
50), Toro teacher directed activities, teacher-led class discussion and
glostioning class on understanding of subject matter, had the highest
frequency of checks. In both cases, students explained the need to
concentrate on understanding the discourse so that they would be
prepared to answer any questions if called upon. As one student
explained, "you have to be thinking all the time when you have a
teacher who doesn't just call on volunteers." Furtherracce, two other
students emphasized that "teachers who make you think the most keep
picking on you if you don't give a reasonable answer."



Table 50: Types of lessons Students Report as
Think Hard

(r -43)

Rank Lesson Format Frequency

1 class discussion led by teacher 21
1 teacher questioning class on

understanding of subject matter 21
3 working on a task by myself 19
4 class discussion led by students 12
4 depends on the class or teacher 12
6 lecture 9
7 working on a task in a small group 8
8 working on a task with a friend 6
9 film 3
10 other 2
11 nor 1
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Challenging 'Mom to

Percentage

48.8

48.8
44.2
27.9
27.9
20.9
18.6
14.0
7.0
4.7
2.3

Apparently, teacher questioning creates pressure by putting
students "on the spot", "whereas in class discussions led by students
you don't have to say anything" or "you can just say what you think."
Consequently, although ranked fourth, only just over one quarter of
respondents find class discussions led by students challenging in
contrast to the two-thirds Tobo indicated that they are interesting and
worthwhile. The challenge for these students is usually in role plays
or debates where they have to develop arguments "for something you
don't really believe in" or "to convince others about your opinion."

Closely behind teacher-led questioning and discussion was working
on a task by yourself when, according to a number of students, all the
thinking had to be done on your awn. Not only do you have to get along
"without the benefit of others' ideas and views," but also "there's no
feedback when you work alone." On the other hand, working on a task in
a small group or with a friend is far more engaging (rated so by more
than half) than challenging (as indicated by less than one in five).
Several students admitted that groupwork was fun, but often involved
discussing non-task matters. But the major reason advanced for group
tasks being less challenging was the opportunity they provided to rely
on other people to do the thinking. Yet some students found it
challenging in a small group task to connect up different people's
ideas, while others suggested that overcoming the inevitable
disagreements and arguments (over procedures as well as substance) was
always a challenge.
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Lectures were rated engaging and challenging '71, roughly equal
pecentages, but onlythrte students thought a film made you think ham
compared to 18 students who rated it interesting and worthwhile.
Lecbares ars hard for some students because "same things gobyyou, but
the teacher can't stop each time something is covered that you don't
understand." Said another way by another student, there is not the
opportunity for things to be repeated.

Many students indicated that the type of
think hard depends on the subject or teacher.
distinction was between subjects where there
those involving opinions or value judgements:

"If one thing is right - as in
think harder. That is, trying
than figuring out my opinion on

ir-iofi-isksFoundchall

As well as the different types of lessen or imMmxtional farmats,
students' reactions also were sought to the challenge of different
types and different objectives of writing tasks. Almost 80 percent
indicated that writing a paper challenged them tothinkhard (see Table
510). Percentages then declined as the type of writing decreased in
length or substance. Thus, writing paragraphs or a short essay was
challenging for about halt the students, making an outline the same for

think hard.
one in five, and writing one or two sentences made less than one in 10

TWole 5P: Types of Writing Students Report as Challenging Them to
Mink Hard

(nF43)

lesson which makes ynu
Again, one intereting
are right answers and

math and science - you have to
to rationalize F-"--.MA is harder
the progressives."

Rank

1 writing a paper
2

3
writing paragraphs or a short essay
depends on the topic or subject

4 making an outline
5
6

taking notes (from a lecture or book)

7 other
writing one or two sentence answers

8
none

34
22
14
9

7
4
3

2

79.1
51.2
32.6
20.9
16.3
9.3
7.0
4.7

Generally students report that the major challenge of writing
papers is finding enough information, especially on topics that they
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feel they know little about. And not only is sufficient information
required, but "you have to think of different ideas that will hand
together ... and that will support your thesir." Another difficulty
mentioned by several students is organizing the paper, for example
"into a topic sentence, logical order of paraccaphs, introductory and
concluding sections."

Even a couple of paragraphs is tough for some students, one of
wham candidly stated: "You get tired of writing so you just put down
anything. A paragraph isn't too hard, but anything longer is hard to
find enough things to write down." Yet for other students shorter
writing tasks are harder, because of the need to be succint and to "fit
all your ideas into a short space." One student, who has "lots to say",
finds it hard to use only specific facts, to emit unimportant details,
and to not be too general.

Making an outline provides the challenge apparently of deciding
what to include and the order in which to include it, while taking
notes from a lecture (but not a book) demands thinking "because the
teacher won't stop and you have to pick out important points quickly."
And, of course, you have to be "able to read your own writing
afterwards."

Many students indicated that any of the listed writing tasks can
be challenging depending on the subject or particular assignment. For
one student, "the organization of other people's ideas that you learn
is easier than expressing your awn thoughts." Somewhat in contrast was
the student who found papers in social studies hard because the topic
is always one that is just being learned, whereas in English often the
information is already known (e.g., your experiences).

In response to the question concerning the nature or objective of
writing assignments that challenge you to think hard, five of the six
listed were checked by a third or more of the students (see Table 5Q).
Writing which involved taking a position on an issue and defending it,
explaining a concept/principle/ theory/problem or issue, and reporting
on independent research were each rated as hard by approximately half
the students. The first was generally said to be challenging because
you have to think of reasons and "you may like something but not know
hag to defend it." Or even if you do have reasons, "you have to be sure
of what you are defending or opposing and that causes you to prepare
the utmost to cover all the bases so you will not be caught off guard."
Explanations of concepts, principles, etc. were reported to require
thinking in order to put them in your own words, especially when the
"sources are in complex terms you have to simplify." The most
descriptive explanation of the cognitive demands of report writing
involved the need to include both sides, or the pros and cons, of th3
positions on the issue being researched: this meant "you have to
continually think whether you have covered everything."
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Table 5Q: Subject of Writing Assigments Students Report as
Challenging Them to Think Hard

(z*-43)

Rank Type of Writing Assignment Freguencv Percentage

1 taking a position on an issue and
defending it

2 explaining a concept, principle,
theory, problem or issue

3 reporting on independent research
4 creative writing (making up stories

or poems)
5 describing my experiences or feelings
6 depends on the topic or subject
7 summarizing material covered in class

or readings
8 other
9 none

23 53.5

21 48.9
20 46.5

18 41.9
14 32.6
10 23.3

8 18.6
2 4.7
1 2.3
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Creative writing is hard for many students owing to either the
demand to be original or the lack of concrete material with which to
work: "you start fram scratch and make it up by using your
imagination," whereas in other forms of writing "you have something to
start with." Experiential (i.e., describing experiences or feelings)
writing, as described by one student, demands getting "dawn to your
feelings, looking at hag you really feel, it's not that easy." But the
concern of another student was revealing too much of his feelings
"because it gets into the wrong hands." Unfortunately, for this student
making decisions about "what to tell" is the.hard part.

By contrast, one student never found creative writing hard "as it
comes fran within you. You're also not concerned about whether you have
got things right or wrong as you know you're not going to be graded on
facts or what you have learned." The emphasis on giving (right) reasons
in students' explanations of the challenge of expository writing
suggests that others may not find creative writing challenging for this
same latter reason.

Trying to identify the most important facts seemed to be the main
challenge for the few students who indicated that summarizing material
made' hem think hard. Typifying many of the reasons offered for why the
challenge of writing assignments depends on the topic or subject was
the particularly optimistic reponse that:

"Anything that's worthwhile challenges you to think. Creative
writing allows you to choose from unlimited options. Writing a
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story involves thinking of an original plot, and that's hard.
Taking a position challenges you to articulate your thoughts
that are often fuzzy to begin with. You have to understand to
explain a concept, and this forces you to think."

SCIMARY:

Over a third of the students interviewed in this study nominated
social studies as the most intellectually challenging subject they had
taken in high school, while a few more said that science or mathematics
was the most challenging, and one in six nominated English. More than
half the'students who selected social studies gave the reason as either
having to address ill-defined problems or questions with problematic
answers, or being required to make inferences. The other half were
equally divided in their reasons between 'having to overcome
cosprehension difficulties and coping with the work or memory load,
especially the quantity of work demanded. By contrast, half the
students challenged the most by science/math attributed the reason to
solving well-defined problems with single, correct answers. Most of the
others found the concepts in science or math difficult to understand.
The quantity of work was the contributing reason provided by half the
students reporting English to be the most challenging subject.

Theo findings strongly suggest that many students find higher order
thinking challengi, . First, a large number of students indicated that
the course included in our study of social studies departments
emphasizing higher order thinking was their most challenging class.
Second, there was a reasonably high correlation between school rankings
on the number of such courses nominated as the most challenging and the
rankings on the extent of higher order thinking observed in classrooms.

Three in four students indicated that they had to think hard to do
their work successfully in social studies. The majority mentioned
individual writing tasks completed outside class as examples of a
challenging activity. The type of content challenge selected for social
studies courses in general tended to involve inference, evaluation cr
literal comprehension. Inferential and evaluation challenges also were
the most common types described by students in relation to questions
and tasks that made them think hard in a lesson observed by a
researcher, and problems of abstraction were also quite often noted in
particular lessons.

Students were divided in their rat3,,, of the degree of difficulty
encountered when their social studies teacher posed a problem or
question where there was no single correct answer. Approximately half
rated such problems quite difficult, while the other half rated them
not difficult. This is consistent with the findings on reasons for
different subjects being challenging where sane students selected
social studies because of its ill- defined problems with problematic
answers, while others selected another subject (usually science or
mathematics) because of its well- defined problems which they found more
challenging.
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Both teacher-led class discussions and teachers questioning
members of the class on their understanding of the material reportedly
made almost half the students think hard because of the need to be
prepared to answer a question when called upon. Almost as many students
indicated that working in class on a task by oneself was challenging:
for same because of the lack of input or feedback from other.6.

The vast majority of students reported that writing a paper was
challenging, usually because of the amount of information that had to
be found. In general, the shorter the type of writing assignment the
fewer the number of students who found it made them think hard. As for
different types of writing assignments, taxing a position on an issue
and defending it, explaining a conceptual-theoretical material, and
reporting on independent research, were each checked as making them
think hard by approximately one in two students.

The Conclusion to Chapter VI will relate findings on student
perceptions of cognitively challenging work to their perceptions of
engaging academic work.
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VI

SIUDEtir PERSPECIIVES CH E.9zm:nc. CURRICULUM

Robert B. Stevenson

INTRODUCITICN:

A common theme in much of the contemporary literature on secondary
schools is that students generally are indifferent to schoolwork and
exert a minimal amount of effort (Boyer, 1983; Cusick, 1983, 1973;
Everhart, 1983; Goodlad, 1984; Powell, Farrar, & Cohen, 1985; Sedlak et
al, 1986; Sizer, 1984). Teachers strongly agree, rating student
passitivity and lack of interest as their worst problem (Hampel, 1986;
Tye, 1985). This academic apathy or low-level participation in
schoolwork, however, is a symptom of a deeper condition of student
disengagement (Natriello, 1984).

As described in the recent literature, the problem of
disengagement in rigorous academic work afflicts students of all levels
of academic ability and from all socioeconomic and racial classes
( Goodlad, 1984; Sizer, 1984; Ctsick, 1983; McNeil, 1983). Although the
higher drop-out rates for Hispanics, blacks, and youth from households
of lower socioeconomic status (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1986)
suggest that students from such backgrounds are more likely to have
strong negative attitudes towards school and to be alienated from the
institution, lack of academic engagement is certainly not confined to
alienated students in general or these students in particular. In fact,
according to a recent report there is a long tradition of the vast
majority of high school students being indifferent academic
learning, with the problem claimed to have became exacerbated in the
last twenty years (Sedlak et al, 1986). The lack of engagement among
most students is manifested in a more neutral attitude where schoolwork
arouses neither negative nor positive feelings and a passable but not
utmost effort.

Although disengagement has been described extensively in the
literature on secondary schools, where the problem seems to be most
serious, the authors of a recent review concluded that there appears to
be no study that has examined the other end of the continuum: student
engagement in academic work (Mosher & MacGowan, 1985). Yet, in order to
tackle the problem of disengagement, it is critical to understand what
engages high school students in academic work. More precisely, we need
to identify the conditions that will facilitate a positive attitude and
the exertion of a committed or maximum, rather than apathetic or
minimal, effort.
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Given the lack of research on this subject an appropriate starting
point would seem to be the perceptions of students regarding what kind
distinguishing characteristics of some high school classrooms (as the
settings for academic work) which students associate with engagement?

A number of studies have suggested that schools (i.e. classrooms)
vary considerably in the extent of student engagement (Putter et al,
1979; Wehlage et al, 1980; Wynne, 1980). Therefore, this study sought
to identify the characteristics (e.g. curriculum content, format,
instructional organization), as perceived by students, of lessons and
academic tasks which generally evoke engagement in thinking and
learning. For this purpose student engagement in academic learning is
defined as a learning situation (i.e. a class lesson or academic task)
in which: a) the student makes a serious or committed effort forester
the knowledge and/or skills intended to be developed, and b) the
student values the work itself or the actual process and/or substantive
outcomes of learning (rather than the institutional rewards which might
accrue) as meaningful and worthwhile, or finds the topic intrinsically
interesting.

This chapter presents the findings in relation to the two research
questions:

(a) What kinds of academic work do high school students report as
being engaging? and

(b) What reasons do they give for finding such work engaging?

Students were questioned about "engaging" academic work in several
different learning contexts. These contexts consisted of any subject or
course the student nominated as particularly engaging, the social
studies course that was observed by a HOT project researcher (both in
general and within specific observed lessons), and any class where the
student had experienced in-depth work. Specifically, students were
asked to describe: (a) the most engaging course or subject they had
taken in the current school year, (b) examples of the most engaging
activities or tasks from a particularly engaging class (in any
subject), (c) examples of engaging lessons or assignments in their
present social studies course, (d) specific qu'stions or tasks from
three social studies lessons observed by a researcher which they found
engaging, (e) anything, if at all, they found engaging about any in-
depth work they had experiences in school, (f) teacher behaviors
associated with engaging clas5(es), and (g) types of lesson formats
they generally found engaging.

In all cases reasons were sought from students as to why the
examples they provided were engaging. It was from these reasons that we
hoped to learn the most about students' perspectives on the
characteristics of engaging academic work.
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Most Interestirg and Worthwhile Course

When asked what was the most interesting and worthwhile class they
had taken during the present school year, almost half of the students
indicated a social studies course (see Tlble 6A). The social studies
courses described as the most engagiNg comprised 10 history; three
general social studies, two economics, two psychology, and one law.
English, including two speech classes and a writing class was the only
other subject area nominatalby more then ten percent.

The students interviewed, however, came fro., five schools that
were selected for the attention their social studies departments gave
to fostering higher order thinking (HOT). Furthermore, in four of these
schools the principal considered that department to have the hest
teachers. So, while these schools are not representative of high
schools in general and therefore the social studies experiences of
their students is not representative, these findings do indicate that
many students find social studies particularly engaging. This finding
is particularly encouraging given that other studies have found that
social studies is rated low in interest level by secondary students:
for example, in one study only 13 percent indicated that so ial stue'-hE
was their favorite subject (Shaughnessy & Haladyna, 1985).

Students were asked to explain the reasons why they round the
cairse they nominated engaging. Although engagement has beer, defined in
this study in intrinsic terms (i.e., the subject matter, or' the process
or outcomes of learning are valued for their own sake or regarded as
intrinsically interesting), students were asked to indicate a course
that was interesting and worthwhile. In other words, as students

Table 6A: Subject of Most aging (-lags Taken in Present
School Year

Rank

(n=43)

Students
Subject n..:%:.4.-tricy Percentage

1 Social Studies 18 41.9
2 English (incl. Speech) 8 18.6
3 Science 4 9.3
4 Mathematics 3 7.0
4 Foreign Language 3 7.0
6 Industrial Arts 2 4.7
6 High Technilogy Lab 2 4.7
8 Art 1 2.3
8 Health 1 2.3
8 Photography 1 2.3

43 100.1
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explained the reasons for their engagement they could characterize
classes as "interesting" for either extrinsic or intrinsic reasons, or
as "worthwhile" for instrumntal or non-instrumntal reasons.

As Table 6B illustrates, over three-quarters of the students gave
at least one reason that referred to the intrinsic value of the class
(i.e., they were engaged by either the content, processes or outcomes
of learning in that class). The most ccemon single reason in this
category (mentioned by nearly half the students) was that the subject
matter was intrinsically interesting, often owing to its perceived
relevance to the real world or, more soecifically in the case of social
studies, to current issues and events. Chemistry, for example, was
described as engaging because "it answers questions you come across in
day to day life: for example, why is frozen ice less dense than water?"
One student found U.S. History engaging because "the material relates
to our current political and economic system." Yet for another
student, history was intrinsically interesting, not for its
contemporary relevance, but because "we deal with very informative
topics and real characters whom ycu can relate to - you can relate to
what happened, how people felt and what they went through, for example,
in colonial times." The particular topics that were mentioned as
intrinsically interesting in any subject tended to be idiosyncratic
with no topic engaging several students

The other common reasons in this category of intrinsic value
involved the opportunity, to actively participate in the class, by
discussing one's own opinions or ideas, by creating an original
product, by manipulating Information or materials (e.g., technical
drawing and scientific insinaments), or by working on a challenging
task. These four categories combined represented a reason given by more
than two out of every five students questioned. The engagement power of
being able to express opinions or ideas in class is conveyed by the
following three quotations fbam students:

"Every week we had maybe two speeches to write and
everything....they were topics that everybody could relate
to....like favorite teachers and it gave us the opportunity to say
what we have to say about teachers, about what we didn't like about
school ...things you normally don't have the opportunity to say.''



Table 6B
Reasons Subject or Course was the Host Engaging

(n=43)

instrumental
performance in
class 2.3%
instrumental
value of class

14.0%
intrinsic
performance
class 7.0%
intrinsic
value of class

79.1%

teacher
behaviors

41.9%

no.* %*
1 2.3 subject was easy to learn

6 14.0 relevant to future goals

3 7.0 performed well

19 44.2 intrinsically interestingsddect
matter

10 23.3 opportunity for discussion or
contribution of own ideas/opinions

5 11.6 learned new things or gained new
insights

4 9.3 opportunity to manipulate
information or materials

4 9.3 opportunity to create unique
product

2 4.7 cognitively challenging task
2 4.7 opportunity to hear ideas/opinions

of others
1 2.3 opportunity to share understandings

with others
1 2.3 logical subject matter, ma':es sense
9 20.9 instructional practices (made

subject interesting, ciallenging)
5 11.6 attitude towards students (caring,

gave responsibility)
5 11.6 personal characteristics (likeable,

sense of humor, enthusiastic)
2 4.7 demanding academic expectations
1 2.3 knowledgeable about subject
1 2.3 provided variety (of activities)
5 11.6 specific teacher behavior unclear

VI - 5

peer 1 2.3 serious attitude to learning
behaviors 2.3%

* Numbers add to more than 43 and percentages add to more than 100
as more than one reason could apply to any response. Percentages
computed by dividing number of students responding in each category by
total number of students (i.e., 43).
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"The teacher lets us do more, he gives us more freedom so that it
feels more like high school should be, whereas other classes seem
more like junior high. He starts us off and then the class teaches
the class, but he corrects us when we are wrong or need help so
that we are not left alone."

"Everyone can say what they want to say. In large groups you can
say what's on your mind. You can say at the end of the class that
you contributed to the answer."

Similar adolescent needs seem to be met when students are able to
create a unique or original product, such as showing "mood in a. plaster
mask" or usIng "orange coral and sea plants with orange fish" in a
printing in an art class. Another form of participation that apparently
is engaging is mental or physical manipulation, such as solving
problems or applying concepts (e.g., in mathematics "there's lots of
figuring, concepts to understand and apply"), or experimenting with
equipment (e.g., "it was fun to work with the voltmeters and experiment
with different voltages and light bulbs and stuff like that.").

Besides intrinsic interest and oppol.cunity to participate, five
students reported that developing a better understanding of the
material or gaining new insights wa..- their reason for being so engaged
by a course. An example of the former case is: "the class clarifies
Ittat you have already read at hope. It clears up a lot of confusion
about it [our political and economic system]." And two students valued
questions that "expose you to new ideas :hat you'd never come across"
and "writing exercises [which] expanded my view of writing quite a

One of the reasons for the course being sc engaging was attributed
by approximately two in five students to the teacher. A diverse range
of reasons were given of which the most common concerned the teacher's
instructional behavior. One student relayed how her English teacher
will "take a boring poem and point out things you'd never see and make
it interesting." Other students described the way their teacher
explained or structured the material, provided corrective feedback, and
involved tae students by inviting them to discuss their experiences in
relation to the topic being studied. In the former case, for example,
one student was impressed by the way his teacher "will start with like
a piece of the question and work each piece together, and then come cat
with a broad answer, so that all of a sudden we will know it." Other
teachers made a course interesting by telling jokes or having a sense
of humor, relating interesting stories as examples, kidding around, and
genere0Mmaking class fun.

In addition to the relevance to daily life that made courses
intrinsically interesting and worthwhile for many students, same
students found a class engaging because of its relevance to their
future goals. Statements such as "I'll use this knowledge after
school," "in the future that's where the jobs are going to be," and "1
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have to know it and I'll be doing more of it later" are indicative of
this instrumental form of relevance. It is interesting to note that no
students mentioned institutional rewards, such as good grades, as an
explanation for the most engaging course, and only one described a
reason related to instrumental performance (e.g., the material was easy
to learn).

Table 6C below lists in rank order the most common categories of
reasons for which (a) humanities (social studies and English), and (b)
all other subjects, were described as the most interesting and
worthwhile school subjects that students had taken in the year of this
study.

Table 6C: Most Comm Student P.o.....,sons for Nominating Humanities
aryl Other Subjects as the Host Engaging Class

Rank Humanities Rank All Other Subjects
1 intrinsic interest in 1 intrinsic interest in

subject matter subject matter
2 class discussions of 2 manipulating information

opinions/ideas or things
3 interesting/fun teacher 2 interesting /fun teacher

There is one notable difference between the reasons provided, on
the one hand, for social studies and English classes being engaging,
and on the other hand, for those mentioned in relation to other
subjects (i.e., science, mathematics, foreign language, high technology
lab, art, health, and phobognaphv). Although intrinsic interest in the
subject natter was the most common reason in both casts, the second
most frequent student explanation of engagement in humanities classes
was the opportunity to discuss one's own idPas or opinions or (in two
cases) to hear those of others. In contrast, this reason was never
mentioned in the case of other subjects. Instead, one of the three most
common reasons that non humanities subjects _are engaging is the
opportunity to manipulate information or materials.

For most students the appeal of discussions appears to be either
the chance to merely get involved in the lesson (and obtain same relief
from "the teacher only talking which gets boring"), or being able to
compare (or check out the status of) their own views with those of
their peers. However, other reasons emkrged, such as a genuine interest
or curiosity in hearing different opinions, and the stimulation of the
competition involved in trying to "win" an argument against one's
peers. And a couple of students feltthat discussions were more
relaxing and easier because they demanded less effort than other types
of lessons. The first explanation is analagous to actively
participating in other subjects through problem-solving and "hands-on'
activities.

Given previous findings that social studies is not perceived by
students to be relevant to life (Shaughnessy & Haladyna, 1985), the
high ranking of intrinsic interest - which half the students attributed
to relevancy - is interesting. Again, it suggests that the social

1Ro
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studies teachers included in the HOT project sample do differ fram
typical teachers of this subject, at least in being able to make the
subject matter intrinsically interesting.

Maniples and Attributes of an Engaging Class

Each student was asked: Have you ever had a class or course where
you ft:writhe subject so interesting that time passed much more quickly
than usual and where you pit forth your best effort? EVery student
arswered in the affirmative. Then they were asked what was the subject
of this class. The frequency with which each subject was mentioned is
listed below in Table 6D.

Table 6D:

Rank

Subject of Real ly Engaging Class
(rp45)

Students
Subject Frequency Per_mn'caqe

1 Social Studies 14 31.1
2 Science 11 24.4
3 Mathematics 7 15.6
4 English 6 13.3
5 Foreign Language 3 6.7
6 Computer Science 2 4.4
6 Art 2 4.4
8 Technical Drawing 1 2.2

46* 102.1*

* One student rated two subjects equally engaging.

In comparison with the most engaging courses taken during the year
in which students were interviewed, social studies remained the most
popular choice for a really engaging class ever taken in high school.
It= closely followed by science which was nominated by approximately
a quarter of the students. In fact, the number of students nominating
science or mathematics (40%) was approximately the same as the number
mentioning humanities subjects (i.e., social studies and English)
(44.4%).

lien asked .o explain what made the class or course so interesting
and why tin passed so quickly, more than four out of five students
gave a reason related to the intrinsic value of the subject matter or
activities in the class (see Table 6E). The most frequent specific
reason was again (as in the ease of most engaging subject) that the
subject matter was intrinsically interesting. More than half of the
students who selected a social studies class mentioned this reason,
such as one who found that "learning about the holocaust, the legal
system, and the 1787 Constitution was really interesting, and SDI,
Nicaragua and the contras - I really liked that." This student then
revealed why she found these topics intrinsically interesting: "I
wasn't sure about these things, like my mother and father talked about
it [Nicaragua] a lot. [Now] I wovld talk to them about it and it was
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really great [because] they'd bring up all these points." Other subject
matter (in social studies in four cases and one each in biology,
chemistry and computer science) was apparently intrinsically
interesting because of its relevance to real world e.ants or to a
student's interests and concerns beyond school. EXamples from social
studies included: "some of the material was related to my father's law
practice," world cultures is very interesting because "my mother is
with the airlines and we travel a lot," and "she got us into it
(genetics] because it was about us ... like the reasons why I have
black hair or brown eyes."

Science was another subject that a number of students reported as
intrinsically interesting: frsr example, "there's so many unbelievable
things that just rattle my mind, like haw little tiny organisms are
found anihowthings are created."

Some Students indicated that a class was particularly engaging
because of the opportunity to manipulate information or materials.
Nearly half these cases were mentioned in relation to mathematics, but
this reason also was given for social studies, and "hands-on"
activities in science and art. Two descriptions given for mathematics
were "graphing a polynomial function is interesting because you can do
so much with it," and "I like to figure out things where you have to
work out or fix a problem." Another student described how in art class
it "excited" her as the shape and form of a ceramic piece changed when
she placed it in a kiln.

Over a third attributed the reason for a glass being particularly
interesting and worthwhile to the teacher. 'resenting a variety of
activities or topics and providing effective instruction (e.g.,
challenging and clearly structured tasks) were the most popular teacher
behaviors, although nine different types were described. Other teacher
behaviors mentioned by several students included giving us "fun
activities" (examples of which are described in the next section),
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Table 6E
Reasons a Particular Coarse or Class was Engaging

(r45)

instru.antal
performance in
class d.4=i-

instrumental
value of class

intrinsic
performance in
class 2.2%

intrinsic
value of class

82.2%

%*
2.2
2.2

material was easy to learn
performed better than others

0

1 2.2 performed well

18 40.0 intrinsically interesting subject
matter

9 20.0 opportunity to manipulate
information or materials

6 13.3 cognitively challenging tasks
6 13.3 opportunity for discussion or

contribution of own ideas/opinions
13.3 opportunity to create a unique or

original product
13.3 learned new things or gained new

insights
6.7 opportunity to hear ideas/opinions

of others
2.2 opportunity to revise previous

material

0

6

3

1

teacher
behaviors

37.8%

8

4

4

3

3

Peer 2
behaviors 1

6.7% 1
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17.8 instructional practices: made
subject interesting (fun
activities, stories), challenging

8.9 personal characteristics (likeable,
enthusiastic, sense of humor)
8.9 provided variety (of activities or

topics)
6.7 knowledgeable about subject
6.7 attitude towards students (caring,

gave responsibility)

4.4 students in class were all friends
2.2 serious attitude to learning
2.2 academically corripetitive

* Nuffibers add to more: than 45 and percentages add to more than 100 ,1
more than one reason could apply to any response.
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being knowledgeable about the subject, and having a personable or
likeable disposition.

An instrumental reason was given by only two students, and a
reason associated with the behavior of their peers was mentioned by
only four students.

Following the discussion of the particular class or course that
each student selected as really engaging, a five-point scale was
provided on utrIch the student indicated how often he or she had been
involved in s.:ch an engaging class throughout high school. Students
were evenly split between the those who said fairly or very often, and
those who reported only experiencing such engagement sometimes (the
majority), once in awhile or (for one student) practically never.

Most aging Activities or Tasks

Students were asked to describe some of the most interesting
activities they did in the course where the subject was so interesting
that time passed much more quickly than usual and where they put forth
their best effort. Six students either could not recall a specific
atiatrcridabetAtteemeralatallyegdgactivities. When the descriptions of
the remaining 39 students were categorized according to the four
dimensional coding scheme (see Table 6F), there was only one dimension
on which a majority described the same characteristic and that was on
interaction where approximately sixty percent indicated an activity
done alone. One-third of the students mentioned a writing task, but the
remainder described seven of the eight other activities or tasks with
only one, an experiment, being reported by more than ten percent.

Unfortunately, there was a high frequency (one in four) of
uncodeable responses on the content dimension because many descriptions
of engaging activities did not include details of the specific content
and interviewers were not directed to proba for these details. Almost
half of the codeable responses (or just over one third of all student
responses) involved an activity or task in which the content was
concerned with the principal ideas or central meaning of the material
being studied. Some examples of such activities were:

-learning about symbolism and applying it to our own reading,

-doing research in the library for an essay on "The Federalist era:
Did domestic and foreign policy endanger or secure the nation?" and
then "seeing how historians view the same time period differently",
and

-"The teacher demonstrated an experiment with a cartesian diver
which sank when it was squeezed. We had to figure out why this
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Table 6F
Frequencies and Percentages* of

Students' Descriptions of Activities in an aging Mass

type
writing task
nxpariment
reading (only) task
discussion
debate, role-play
field trip
film
oral presentation
uncodeable

interaction
self
peers
teacher
uncodeable

content
ideas
experiences
values
specific topic
facts
uncodeable

function
manipulation
intake
creation
demonstration
uncodeable

no. percent
15 34.1
6 13.6
4 9.1
4 C.1
4 9.1
3 6.8
3 6.8
2 4.5
3 6.8

44** 99.9

no. percent
26 59.1
10 22.7
5 11.4
3 6.8

44** 100.0

no. percent
17 35.4
8 16.7
4 8.3
4 8.3
2 4.2
13 27.0
48*** 99.9

no. percent
21 41.2
13 25.5
7 13.7
3 5.9
7 13.7

51*** 100.0

* Of total number of responses on each dimension from 39 students who
described an engaging lesson or assignment.
** Five students described two activities.
*** More than one category on this dimension could apply to any one
response.
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happened. I spent hours and hours trying to figure it out,
although it was only worth a couple of extra credit points for
which you normally wouldn't spend too much time."

Same students described an activity concerned with understanding
the experiences, feelings or emotions of oneself or others. Often this
involved trying to understand the perspective of people who lived in a
different time or culture, such as "movies which make a culture live by
showing you the way of life and giving you a feel for the culture." And
sonetines it involved journal writing "to eupress your views" on a
painting, event or some other personal experience.

Given that almost one quarter of the students nominated their most
engaging course (in the current school year) because of the anportunity
it provided to contribute their opinions or ideas, it was somewhat
surorising that less than 10 percent discussed an activity where value
judgements had to be made or examined. Instead the activities described
by these students ranged across all types of content.

Only two students mentioned an activity emphasizing the learning
of discrete facts, but in both cases a higher level cognitive activity
also was involved. For example, one student discussed doing a map of
the eastern hemisphere on which "we had to name the countries", but
added that they also were required to explain "why they had alliances
with their different countries." This finding suggests that students do
not find activities engaging when the content involves only isolated
facts or fragmented bit: of information.

In terms of the purpose of the interesting activities described by
students, many of the codeable examples were intended apparently to
have students manipulate information in order to make sense of it. Such
activities included solving word problems and equations, organizing and
synthesizing arguments for a debate on Indian land rights, analyzing
information ta cross-examine a witness in a simulated court trial,
conducting a survey on an environmental problem, and formulating
questions on an oceanography experiment for another group to answer.
Activities concerned only with acquiring information represented one in
four responses. EXamples of these intake activities were: viewing
slides on Spanish speaking countries, reading different books like All
Quiet on the Western Front, listening to the teacher explain symbolism
and to other students give their opinions on evolutinn, and going to an
"art show for critical appreciation." A number of students mentioned
activities that encouraged them to use newly acquired knowledge or
skills to create an original product, such as developing a computer
program, raking a poster with a metaphorical representation of a
concept, and writing original essays or reports.

Across the four dimensions, an individual writing task requiring
the manipulation of ideas was the single most often described task,
representing 20 percent of the responses. This finding contrasts with
reports of teachers' complaints about student resistance to substantive
academic tasks (Hampel, 1986; McNeil, 1986; Tye, 1985).

1.'7



Engaging Social Studies lessons and Assignments

Students were asked if they had experienced a lesson or an
assignment in the social studies comse observed by a researcher which
they found so interesting that time passed much more quickly than
usual, and where they made more effort than they normally do in school
and really tried to do their best. All but eight students indicated
that they had. 'These students then were asked to describe what the
lesson or assignment involved.

The categorization of the responses on the four dimensional coding
scheme (see Table 6G) resulted in a somewhat similar frequency
configuration to that for the descriptions of activities in a
particularly engaging class. A writing task again was the most often
mentioned type of task (by almost a third), but in this instance was
closely followed by discussion, with debate/role-play also reasonably
popular. These last two activities tmerally occur more frequently in
social studies (and English) than in other subjects and hence their
higher frequencies in a social studies context are not surprising.
Consistent with the popularity of writing assignments, individual tasks
were more commonly described than activities or tasks involving
interactions with peers or the teacher,

It is interesting to note that the vast, majority of these
individual tasks (or approximately one third of the engaging examples
students than class activities, especially those enabling interactions
with peers.

Ideas and values dominated the content of students' examples of
engaging lessons or assignments in the HOT social studies course. Ideas
were involved in such subject matter as the law of supply and demand,
hypotheses about human behavior, symbols and images associated with
Andrew Jackson's personification of American traits, the motives of the
founding fathers (mentioned by three students), and interpretations of
the Federalist era and the presidencies of George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson. Value issues included such examples as deciding: whether the
whiskey rebellion was justified, whether immigration was good for the

1 7 to
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Table 6G
Frequenries and Percentages* far

StnientsiDascriptials of lessons and Tasks in
Social Studies Course that are Engaging

type no.

(n=37)

percent

writing task 13 31.7
discussion 10 24.4
debate, role-play 7 17.1
reading (only) task 2 4.9
questioning 2 4.9
oral presentation 2 4.9
film 2 4.9
uncodeable 3 7.3

41** 100.1

interaction no. percent

self 17 41.5
peers 10 24.4
teacher 10 24.4
uncodeable 4 9.8

41** 100.1

content no. percent

ideas 17 41.5
values 12 29.3
specific topic 5 12.2
experiences 2 4.9
facts 2 4.9
uncodeable 3 7.3

41** 100.1

function no. percent

manipulation 22 53.7
intake 8 19.5
creation 8 19.5
demonstration 0 0
uncodeable 3 7.3

41** 100.0

* Of total nuMber of responses on each dimension fram 37 students who
described an engaging lesson or assignment.
** Four students described two activities from lesson/ assignment.
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country, what were the characteristics of a good congressman or
senator, whether a nuclear freeze should be advocated (the example
provided by all three students fram one class), and whether there
should be stricter gun control laws.

The function of the majority of lessons and tasks described by
students was to manipulate or make sense of information, usually by
analyzing ideas or evaluating issues such as those listed above.
Writing a book critique, deciding one's position and developing
supporting arguments for a class debate or essay, and constructing a
visual and descriptive metaphor were examples of the kind of reported
tasks whose primary purpose matched this categc:y. In only one case was
an example given of a task whose function essentially seemed to be
enabling students to demonstrate the knowledge (or skills) they had
acquired - and even here the student criticized that aspect of the
task:

"We did a written report on Jackson's personification of American
traits. It was sort of stupid because all we did was put ideas in
the book into our own words. We had to descries two or three
specific images of America that Jackson was a symbol of. It was a
200 page book, but it didn't take that long to read because I found
it really interesting. It was more interesting because you're
dealing with symbols and images. One image was that Jackson thought
that God was on his side. ....I did have to put the book in my own
words, but the subject was more interesting."

The-a findings suggest that generally these students seem to be
engaged by social studies tagics which all them to actively explore
various ideas and values. But to understand this preference more fully,
we need to examine their reasons for finding these lessons or tasks
engaging.

As Table 6H indicates, the vast majority of students reported that
the lesson or assignment they had described was so interesting because

1 7 1;*
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Table .5H
Reascew Studies lesson or Task was Efrfrxe-rE

(n=35)

instrurrenta.1

value of task

intrinsic 2 5.7
performance
on task

5.7%

intrinsic 14 40.0
value of task

82.9% 10 28.6

9 25.7

5 14.3
5 14.3

3 8.6

2 5.7

2 5.7

teacher 3 8.6
behaviors 2 5.7

14.3% 1 2.9

peer 1 2.9
behaviors

2.9%

unccdeable 1 2.9

performed well or did a good job

intrinsically interesting subject
matter

opportunity for discussion or
contribution of own ideas/opinions

learned new things or gained new
insights

cognitively challenging task
opportunity to hear ideas/opinions

of others
opportunity to manipulate

information or things
made historical event or figure

real
opportunity to play unique role

knowledgeable about subject
instructional practices
personal Characteristics (likeable)

cooperative approach to work

* Numbers add to more than 35 and percentages add to more than 100 as
more than one reason could apply to any response.
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of the intrinsic value of the task. Three specific reasons within this
general category were frequently mentioned. The first, and most common,
was that the subject matter was intrinsically interesting, which
included such topics as the theory of natural selection, ancient Greek
civilization, criminal trials, women's rights, and the Constitution.
For same students it was a particular fact on one of these topics that
was engaging: "I found it fascinating .. how we have been on earth for
such a small fraction of the life of earth," and "you wanted to know
the answer as to why this might be a fact because fact itself [i.e.,
people who drive white cars have a much higher rate of skin cancer] was
so interesting." Other students, houever, had a more complex
explanation of why they found a topic intrinsically interesting, for
example:

"I liked writing about it (whether the founding fathers were
trying to perpetuate their own class interests]. It's
interesting because it goes back to Marx and class analysis.
Taking economics got me interested in Marx and my father has
been talking about Marx for years. This gave me a chance to
apply critical views that are otherwise put down by students
who have a Rambo -like mentality."

The above quotation also illustrates the second reported reason in
the category of intrinsic task value, the opportunity to contribute
one's own ideas. A role play of a debate at the Constitutional
Convention provided such an opportunity for another student by enabling
him, in his words, "to speak your mind and get across your ideas"
through a particular character.

Learning something new or gaining a better insight represented the
third common reason. Typical statements were: "I never realized before
what actually happens" (in the process of arraignment), "I hadn't
encountered it [the revisionist view] before, whereas everything else
in American history I have had before," and:

"In the first few days of this class the teacher put up the
quotation: 'Where you stand depends on where you sit.' I found that
interesting because it presents you v1th a different Ind more
realistic side of American history. It was something ne- ,1 I had
never looked at it that way before."

Again these last two quotations indicate an interest in ideas or
world views, rather than factual information (as in the first
statement). Interestingly, no instrumental reasons were stated and only
a few students directly attributed their engagement in a lesson or task
to their teacher.

17,
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Engegin1Speations or Tasks in CimemedSocial Studies Lessons

As well as the questions about school subjects in general and the
social studies course in particular, students also were questioned on
each of the three visits about a social studies lesson observed by a
researcher. They were asked what, if anything, did they find
inter asting about that lesson and what made it interesting for them?

The responses were categorized an two dimensions: one involving
the cognitive type of question or task, and the other the intended
function or cognitive purpose (see Table 61). In the latter casee half
the responses could be categorized within the function of intake, that
is they involved situations where the student was acquiring
information, usually by listening to the teacher or to other students'
answers to a question or task. The other half of the responses
described questions or tasks where the student had to engage in active
mental effort to make sense of information, or in a few instances
create a unique product, in order to respond to a question or task.
Some examples of manipulative function questions were: determining "why
--"n leaders are better than others," arguing whether civil

zedience is justified, "trying to find out whether technology was
the gavernmnt spend more or leas - we really had to think about

it," and "trying to list the similarities of the three industrial
tycoons." An example of creation was a small group task requiring the
creation of a court case involving First Amembent rights.

The most common cognitive type cf quection or task (described by
almost half the students) oondernee the relations between facts, such
as comparisons and contrasts among different facts, and exnlanations
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Table
Desorcipan of Et-gaging

61
Questions or Tasks

Studies lessonsin Observed. Social

(n =105)

coanitive type no. percent*

relations between facts 48 45.7
- required comprehension only - 22 - 21.0
- required inference - 15 - 14.3
- required abstraction - 8 - 7.6
- required empathy - S - 2.9

evaluation 24 22.8
- justifications of opinions - 14 - 13.3
- opinions - 10 - 9.5

specific facts or generalizations 22 21.0
definitions 1 1.0

unoodeable 10 9.5
105 100.0

fumtion
intake 54 51.4
manipulation 46 43.8
creation 4 3.8

uncodeable 1 1.0
105 100.0

* Percentages were imputed by dividing the number of student responses
in each category by the total number of responses (i.e., 105).

Note: 1. In 14 cases students indicated there were no engaging
questions or tasks in an observed lesson.

2. In six cases students reported that the lesson in general was
engaging, but could not think of a specific question or task.

3. We've students were not taking the same social studies course
(i.e., the one included in the HOT sample) on the third visit and hence
were questioned on only two observed lessons.

4. Three students were absent from the observed lessons on one
visit and hence were questioned on only two lessons.

5. Five students described two engaging questions LYcm an
observed lesson.
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(o events or states) giving causes, consequences or predictions
(Hyman, 1979). If these coxparisons and explanations were made for the
student who merely acquired the information (that is, the function was
intake), then the response was categorized as compreheL..on. Fourty
percent of intake responses were comprehension of relations between
facts. On the ot.:7,ar hand, if the student actively participated in
constructing an answer by interpreting, analyzing or manipulating
information, then the description was categorized as demanding
inference, abstraction, or empathy, using Newnann's (in press)
delineations of content challenges in social studies. For example, the
question (posed by a student) of 'Sow did America avoid a revolution at
the tinPv given the extremely working conditions me. the pronounced
separation between the classes in terms of wealth?" represented an
inferential type. An example of abstraction was interpreting economic
data and explaining how increasing the number of workers can eventually
decrease revenue. And one of only three examples of empathy involved a
role play of the Constitutional Convention in which a student had to
try to understand and argue the position of her character in supporting
both slavery and a Constitution intended to protect people's rights.

Evaluation questions or tasks (cited almost one in four)
involved either the justification of an opinion or value judgement, or
merely the expression of an opinion or making of a value judgement.
Explaining one's opinion on "what would you look for in a democratic
leader ? ", and "defending the rights of the American Indians, that they
had a moral argument to keep the land" wen~a two responses in the first
category. While most of the responses in the second category described
making personal vaille judgements, a few responses emphasized hearing
the opinions of peers and comparing them to the student's own views on
a particular question. For example, one student stated her interest in
seeing how the class classified different countries on various
adjectives and in wondering "what other people are thinking of when
they choose something different to you." Another student liked finding
out people's views on, for example, South Africa so that he could
"learn who I can talk with" and has "I can tailor my responses to get
then to respond."

With only one exception, questions soJ tasks involving specific
facts or generalizations involved an intake, or acquisition of
information, function. a typical example was "finding out how we got
our states of California and Texas - because America went to war for
those states."

Questions intended to elicit an empirica) response (that is,
demanded facts, explanations or conclusions based on facts, or
inferences drawn from facts) were cited in over 70 percent the
codeable responses. This result, however, may not necessarily represent
the kinds of questions students find tha most engaging, but reflect the
dominant mode of questions that students face. Although we have no data
on the respective percentages of question types posed during these
observed lessons, a study of the teaching of a social studies topic

lbw
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reported that over GO percent of the questions were of the facts or
relatiorsbetween facts type (Bellack et al, 1966).

Eneamment in In-delothEbrk

Concerns have been expressed about the predominant emphasis on
coverage of content in high school classrooms and the negative efffect
of this emphasis on student engagement (Newmann, 1988). Therefore, it
seed useful to find out whether or not students found the alternative
to a coverage approach, that is in-depth work, engaging. Students were
asked if they had ever had a class or course in 'which they .pent a
considerable amount of time (say, two or more weeks) digging deeply
into a specific topic, question or problem, Almost two-thirds (64.4%)
replied that they bad. When asked in what class this experience
oommaxi, nearly all responses vere either social studies (14) or
Fnglith (13), with science (4) being the only other subject mentioned
by more than one student.

Those students who had experienced in-depth work were asked if
there was anything they found interesting or worthwhile about this
work. Only one student said there was nothing interesting or
worthwhile, and three indicated that it depended on the topic or tl'r
amount of time (e.g., "beyond five days it either becomes boring
frustrating as you want to change your whole essay because you becai
confused and change your opinion on the essay question.").

Students generally stated that in-depth work was interesting
because they liked the par-icular subject or topic, or because it
provided the opportunity for active participation that enabled them to
be creative or to work autonomously, such as doing their own research
for a paper. For scare students interest in or liking for the topic
evolved from the process of in-depth study:

"If you take one subject that you don't understand at all, or don't
think would ire..Lcest you, and teen over the course of two weeks,
whatever, forme I just fall in love with tot topic. ... It got to the
point that this book [on the Red Baron fighter pilot] was part of my
life...I wasn't nervous [in giving an oral report to the class] about
anything, I didn' need notes, it was like all scarred in my head."

Similarly, other students indicated that their engagement resulted
tram active participation in the work. For example, one student
reported "I had a lot of research to do. Doing things on my own ...
going to the library and looking things up made it interesting for me ",

and another said "as I did the research I got more interested in it."
Yet another student described a creative writing assignment in which
her engagement stemmed from "coning up with an idea and a plot that I
thought was great.''

It was the worthwhileness of in-depth work that was emphasized by
many student:. As the following two examples illustrate, the result of
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examining a topic in detail can be painless learning and enhanced
understaaling.

"You learnela lot. We did a project on the praying mantis. We took
pictuzes, went to the library, took lots of notes, made a
billboard, and presented it to the class. ... You didn't 'realize
that you were really learning. That's worthwhile!"

"We spent three weeks devoted entirely to the constitutional
convention. It was an incredible experierce because you could
really get the feelings of the events and share with the people
what happened and why."

Probably the most comprlling testimony for in-depth work, rather
than an emphasis on coverage, was provided by a grade 11 student:

"I got totally immersed in a project when the teacher forced us to
do a parer on same guy. We couldn't pick him, but we had to read at
least four books and write at least 100 note cards (big cards), and
develop at least a 10 page paper. I got Montaigne. It ended up real
interesting. As Mr. Dulley pointed out, it was kind of cool that I
got to be a real expert and to know more about this 9ay than
probably five million people in America. I'm not sure what made it
so interesting - whether it was Montaigne's own works and life or
just the fact that I got to know so much about him. Most of the
time/ you don't get this in school. A lot of times it's a total
skim; it's very bad. A classic example is this course in European
history. We covered 2000 years. EVery week we had a 30 page
chapter due. It's one of the hardest courses in the school. Areal
lot of work. He's a stickler for dates, all dates and the facts. We
had 50 dates a week to memorize. The pity of it all is that now I
don't remember anything. I worked so bard, and now basically all I
remember is Montaigne. There's like maybe five dates I remeMber,
when I probably learned three or four hundred dates all year. I
can't even remeMber even a lot of the major guys we studied."

Despite 4 number of such powerful explanations of the value of in-
depth work, the students were almost evenly divided between those who
would like to have' more of this type of work in school (15) and those
who would not (12). Among those who did not want more in-depth work,
several felt that it involved too much work even though it was
worthwhile (e.g., "I'm lazy", "Because it was so hard "), while some
preferred either to obtain a broad larwledge of a subject ("If you did
that all year you wouldn't get to cover other topics.") or to have more
variety ("I like variety with new stuff each day."). The stadent cited
above who did the project on Montaigne wanted more in-depth study, but
recognized the dilemma of concentrating on broad coverage or depth of
knowledge:

"Yes, I'd like to have more work where you dig in depth, but it's a
double-edged sword, 'cause if you're constantly going in depth
about each thing you come across, then you're not going to get very
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far. It's quantity versus quality. The only reasonable thing is
you've got to find a balance. I guess there's more of the
superficial quantity in school now - teachers trying to cover as
much as they can. They're not going really into depth."

Teacher Characteristics associated with Engagement

Having explained why a particular class was so interesting that
time passed much more quickly than usual (and described some of the
most engaging activities in that class), students also were asked what
stands out in their mind about the teacher Four students indicated
nothing, but as Table 6J reveals, the rest described a diverse range of
characteristics. Various instructional practices, particular attitudes
towards students, and a numbs_ of personal characteristics were most
often mentioned.

Making the subject interesting by providing fun or engaging
activities, relating interesting stories or anecdotes, or in same other
unspecified way was the most commonly described teacher behavior. One
student said her Spanish teacher "teaches in a normal way but adds
things that are fun: for example: playing games to learn or review for
a test, singing songs, teaching the different meanings of certain
words." Othc teachers made the class interesting because they "made
like, the most boring stories exciting", such as one who "would really
get into it ..he was like kind of a kid ...he would tell us all these
interesting stories" and another who "remembers what he disliked aLcut
chemistry and tries to wke that interesting ny: for example, telling
these bewildering facts: for example, about how one mole of rice would
cover the entire world 60 meters deep, and then he explained how he got
this figure."

A number of other general instructional practices made the teacher
stand out for a few students in each case. These were: encouraging
student participation in the class (e.g., "he gives students a lot of
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Table 6J-
Descm-ipticels of Teachers in Engagirrl Clam

(m-41)
no. %

knowledge 5 12.2
17.1% 2 4.9

2 4.9

1 2.4

instructional 13 31.7
practices
61.0% 4 9.8

4 9.8
3 7.3
2 4.9
2 4.9

1 2.4'

attitude 8 19.5
towards
students 7 17.1
46.3% 4 9.P

3 7.3
1 2.4

1 2.4

personal 8 19.5
character- 7 17.1
istics 4 9.8
43.9% 3 7.3

1 2.4

academic 2 4.9
expectations 1 2.4

knowledgeable abort stbject
experientially knowledgeable about
subject

knowledgeable about adolescent learning
needs and interests

knowledgeable about a variety of topics
or issues

makes subject interesting (e.g. fun
activities, stories, anecdotes)

encourages student participation
challenges students' thinking
gives lots of examples

explains material at appropriate level
gives well-organized lessons, clear
tasks

gives helpful feedback

concerned about helping students
understand the material

gives students freedom,/responsibility

respects students' opinions, ideas
fair, treats all students equally
encourages and praises students'
efforts

shows genuine interest in adolescents

sense of humor, tells jokes, etc.
friendly, likeable person
enthusiastic about teaching subject
open-minded, accepts new ideas or
presents all sides of an argument

confident, articulate, warm speaking
style

strict demands for campleting work
expects quality work, demands student's

7.3% best effort

* Numbers add to more than 41 and percentages add to more than 100 as
more than one category of teacher characteristics could apply to any
response. Percentages were computed by di: 'ling the number of students
responding in each category by the total number of students (i.e., 41).
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chanoe to talk, discuss and debate things"), challenging students'
thinking (e.g., "he asks a lot of questions that you have to think
about"), providing lots of examples ("to make it understandable "),
explaining the material at the students' level (e.g., "she breaks down
tough words into your language instead of stating them in scientific
terms"), and giving well-organized lessons or providing clearly defined
tasks (e.g., "she makes class flow easily - thing ties into
another, connections between units").

A group of attitudes towards students that could be characterized
as reflecting a combination of a caring con: Nal and an adult-like
respect was mentioned by almost one in tworespondents. The most
frequently discussed was a demonstrated concern for helping students to
learn and understand the material being studied in class. Comments such
as "she didn't get frustrated when I was getting the wrong answers and
stuff and she helped me out a lot," and "she spends time on important
things: asking about what you didn't understand" were typical of this
category. Almost as many students identified their teacher's
willingness to give them a certain amount of freedom and responsibility
as a significant attribute. Examples students gave of this attitude
were: "he trusts kids, for example with bunsen burners, and thinks we
are responsible," "she allows a lot of freedom (for example, you can
sit with your friends, you can bring radios into class)," and "she
gives them a chance to do what they want." Showing respect for
students' opinions and ideas (e.g., "she incorporated kids' idPas into
the class," "he is polite and he accepts what you have to say even if
sometimes you are wrong about something, he still respects your
opinion") and treating all students fairly and equally (e.g., "he
didn't favor any individual and gave everybody his time") were each
reported by several students to be characteristics of their teacher
that stood out.

Such personal characteristics as a sense of humor, a likeable or
friendly personality, enthusiasm for teaching, and open-mindedness also
were described by nearly one in two students. A teacher's willingness
to occasionally be funny, tell jokes, or just generally exhibit a sense
of humor was important to a number of students it making a class
engaging, while being friendly or nice was engaging to others (e.g.,
"he keeps a friendly relationship with the students, all the class
basically likes him"). A few students felt that being enthusiastic
about and energetic in teaching (e.g., "she's into it, loves teaching")
was an outstanding characteristic of their teacher, while some others
designated having an open mind (manifested, for example, by a readiness
to "accept new theories").

Only a relatively small number of students indicated that the
teacher stood out because he or she was knowledgeable. Besides the
predictable attribute of being knowledgeable about one's subject, which
was mentioned surprisingly by only a handful, being knowledgeable about
adolescents ("he knows what kids like and dislike") and about a variety
of other subjects or issues ("you can bring out anything and she talk
knowledgeably about it") were other categories described by a couple of
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students. And only three students mentioned academic expectations as a
feature of the teacher in their particularly engaging class that stood
out in their mind. This last finding is particularly important given
the emphasis in the effective schools literature on teachers' high
expectations of all students (Purkey & Smith, 1983).

In addition to discussing the teacher of a particularly engaging
class, students were questioned more generally about any teachers who
stand out because they push them to put forth their best effort. Two
questions were posed to the students (all but two) who indicated there
were such teachers: Haw do they get the best fraa you? How do these
teachers differ from others? Responses to these two questions were
treated as one response and analyzed together since the second question
essentially was asking students to elaborate on their first response by
comparing the teacher(s) to others. Again instructional practices and
attitudes towards students were the most frequently designated
chazacteristics, but this time as many students mentioned academic
expectations as personal ;haracteristics (see Table 6K).

A concern for helping students understand the material was easily
the most common response. Typical statements included "they'll give you
help if you need it" and "they show they care if you learn," while
"other teachers don't try to help you along with a problem, they just
give it to you." A more unusual but perceptive comment was "they don't
give you busy work, but just enoush for you to understand the
material." Same students also emphasized the teacher's patience and
individual attention, as the following examples illustrate:

"Well, he explains work to you and if you don't know and you try
and do it and you still can't, he still helps you and doesn't get
frustrated."

"These teachers take time with you, they go over it agaia and
again. They have patience."

Encouraging and praising students' efforts and showing a genuine
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Table 6K
Descriptions of Teachers who Push Students to Best Effort

(n=43)

knowledge
7.0%

no.* %*

3

1

7.0
2.3

instructional 8 18.6
practices 8 18.6
58.1%

6 14.0
4 9.3
3 7.0
2 4.7

attitude 18 41.9
towards
students 7 16.3
60.5%

5 11.6

4 9.3
3 7.0
3 7.0

personal 10 23.3
character- 5 11.6
istics 4 9.3
37.2% 1 2.3

academic 6 14.0
expectations 5 11.6
39.5% 4 9.3

1 2.3

1 2.3

knowledgeable about subject content
knowledgeable about adolescent n'ads
and capacity for learning

encourages student participation
makes subject interesting (e.g. fun
activities, stories, anecdotes)

challenges students' thinking
explains material at appropriatq level
gives helpful feedback
gives well-organized lessons, clear
tasks

concerned about helping students
underkand the material

encourages and praises students'
efforts

shows genuine interest in and
caring concern for adolescents

gives students freedom/responsibility
fair, treats all students equally
respects students' opinions, ideas

friendly, likeable person
enthusiastic about teaching subject
sense of humor, tells jokes, etc.
confident, articulate, warm speaking
style

strict demands for completing work
assigns and requires a lot of work
want you-to-work and- do Well
without making strict demands
expects quality work, demands student's
best effort

uses embarrassment or threats of
punishment
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* Numbers add to more than 43 and percentages add to more than 100 as
more than one category of teacher dharactsristics could apply to any
response. Percentages were computed by dividing the number of students
responding in each category by the total number of students (i.e., 43).
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interest in students' lives were two other ways in which identified
teachers demonstrated a caring concern, according to a number of
students. Examples of the former category included "ale tells me that I
can do it if I just keep trying" and "he keeps telling me how great the
defense mechanisms assigimment was, [and] makes you feel good about the
way you think about sonkhing." Representative of the latter category
were the comments: "she became a friend wham you can talk to about
anything," "he knows you as an individual: if you come up to him after
class he remembers about your personal life and past stories," but
"other teachers don't seem to like kids or what they're doing: it's sad
that schools don't look enough at whether teachers really like
students." A willingness to give students a certain amount of freedom
and responsibility, showing respect for students' opinions and ideas,
and treating all students fairly and equally were other features of
teachers' attitudes towards students that were important for three or
four students in each case.

Instructional practices that commonly distinguished teachers who
pushed students to their best effort were making the subject
interesting, encouraging student participation, and challenging student
thinking. While in the case of a particularly engaging class the first
of these three was described by more than three times as many students
as the other two, in this context Awes mentioned less frequently with
all three being about equally calmon. Examples of the first two
practices already have been proviaed, while examples of challenging
students to think were Socratic quest4-ling (e.g., "they keep on asking
you until you get the question - tray really make you think"), and
"creative" assignments that "really make you think about what you are
doing."

Teachers' academic expectations featured more prominently in
students' discussions here than in their descriptions of the engaging
class. In addition to teachers who made students do a lot of work, 10
students in total characterized teachers who push them as eitlr
insisting that wor;t be done (and usually on tine) or conveying a
similar expectation or desire without imposing strict demands through
th±eatS of punishment or other external means. Strict teachers, for
example, "check the [nome]work everyday", "get on your backs to meet
deadlines", and are "pushing, pushing, pushing, ensuring you're working
the whole time, watching over you in class." Other teachers, however,
were reported to be more effective in eliciting other students' best
effort by "sort of pressuring you ...[by] telling the consequences of
what will happen, but not so much that you're stressed"; by "pushing
you, but in a way that makes you want to do it"; or merely by
indicating in same way that "they want you to work, but don't do
anything specific to get you to wco:k." This distinction in the
responses of different students sugaasts that some students need
external pressure to do their best, while others are motivated by more
subtle means, suc as the student who said of her teacher "if you don't
do the work it feels like you're letting down a friend."
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The three personal characteristics of a nice or likeable
personality, a sense of humor, and enthusiasm for teaching again were
the most common responses in this category. Almost one quarter of the
students mentioned likeability which represented the second highest
frequency of any category. In contrast, teachers' knowledge about their
subject rated a mention by only three.

The low frequency of responses describirgteaohers' knowledge base
as an outstanding characteristic (in classes which are engaging or
those where students put forth their best effort) contrasts with the
emphasis placed on this characteristic by the teaching effectiveness
literature. It is possible, however, that the students in this study
regard most of their teachers as knowledgeable about their subject and
therefore do not find it a distinguishing characteristic.

Types of Lassen Formats that Students Find wing
Besides the open-ended questions on particular classes, students

also were asked to indicate what types of lesson formats (in all
*subjects) they, in general, found interesting and worthwhile. Two out
of three students agreed that student-centered class discussions (such
as debates and role plays) are engaging (see Table 6L). And another
three of t',e eight listed types were checked by a majority: working on
a task in a small group, class discussion led by teacher, and working
on a task with, a friend. These four share a common instructional form,
namely one in which students are active participants engaged in
interacting with their peers (as well as in one case their teacher).

Class discussions in general (either teacher or student led) were
explained to be engaging for a number of different reasons. Some
students simply emphasized that they are "a good way to get everyone
involved." But besides enabling active participation in class, others
stated you are "exposed to different points of view." While this
exposure for some may satisfy just an interest or curiosity in hearing
different opinions, other students seemed to value the opportunity
discussions provided for social comparison, that is to see how their
(=views compare with those of their peers:

"You learn what the majority thinks. You hear other people's
reactions to your points: whether or riot they agree. ... I feel
better when people have the same point of view as I uo."



fable 6L: Types of Lessons Students Report as Engaging
(n=43)

Rank Lesson Format Frequency Percentage

1 class discussion led by students
2 working on a task in a small group
3 class discussion led by teacher
4 working on a task with a friend
5 film
6 depends on the class or teacher
7 teacher questioning class on

understanding of subject matter
8 working on a task by myself
9 lecture

10 other

29
24
23
22
18
16

15
11
10
1

67.4
55.8
53.5
51.2
41.9
37.2

34.9
25.6
23.3
2.3
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When disagreements arose, a few students, in contrast, enjoyed the
competitive challenge of trying to win an argument with their peers:
for example, "if you really 'zing' someone it bu .ls up your self-
esteem." The challenge for same, however, was to ma...4 "yra think about
your own" [view] and "understand [it) - which you must do to explain it
to others."

Students who preferred student-led discussions tended to stress
that everyone was more willing "to say what's on their minds" because,
according to one student, "you don't feel inferior as you do with a
teacher," or because, according to another, "sometimes you are more
willing to listento your classmates" (than the teacher). As a result
student-centered discussions were felt to produce more lively
arguments. Two students also mentioned the benefits of debates where
you may have "to be on a side you don't agree with and then you're
well-informed about both sidez of the topic."

The advantages of teacher-led discussions, on the other hand, were
described as having the teacher add "correct information" or "facts and
ideas students might not think of." Furthermore, the teacher "can lead
it in interesting directions" and keep the discussion "orderly",
focused and relevant which "avoids going off into things that don't
matter to the lesson."

Working on tasks in a small group or with a friend was perceived
as engaging for similar reasons. They provided "more relaxed" and
"personal" environments in which it was "easier to express yourself"
and "hear everyone's ideas" and "different opinions." Various students
also claim 'that in small groups you get "more ideas" and you "come up
with the best answer by working together," and "if you don't understand
you're more willing to admit you don't understand and can learn Low
the others." Some students seemed to find such conditions only came
frog working with a friend, while others only specifically described
snail groups in this way. Although many students said that it was easy
to work with a friend because, for example, "you know now a friend
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thinks," same admitted that "you can easily get distracted because you
want to talk about other things."

One student made an interesting distinction between different
subject areas in regard to the respective advantages of working with a
friend and working alone. He reported coming up with the best answers
in math and science by working alone because "youlamwhat you did" in
analyzing and trying to solve a problem, whereas in social studies and
English he finds he does better by "talking back and forth" with a
friend. But another student stated that working on a social studies or
English task alone enables you to "do what you want to do."

Films typically were portrayed as "more relaxing and easier to
understand" because they "usually explain what's going on more
clearly," as well as just providing a change of pace. Teacher
questioning vies emphasized (by approximately one third) as helping "you
understand swathing" (which "makes it more interesting") by getting
"feedback from the teacher and the class," and making "you more
comfortable about giving your own opinion" (after hearing the teacher's
opinion or questions). Less than a quarter of the students reported
lectures to be engaging, but those who did said they were worthwhile
because, for example, "you have to pay attention" and "you can get a
better understanding of what the teacher is talking about if they sit
up and explain it to you step by step." Often, however, interest in
lectures depended on the particular teachers, some of whom "are
boring." And apparently "same teachers can even make discussions
boring," but "mostly the topics are boring." Engagement in class
discussions also for one student depended "a lot on the teacher because
same teachers go too fast or expect you to know too much, while others
ignore half the class."

2NINgLfALNAtilErUasks Found irg

Students also were requested to designate the types of writing and
the subjects of writing assignments that they generally found
interesting and worthwhile. In the former case, writing paragraphs or a
short essay, taking notes, and writing a paper were each checked by
approximately half the students (see Table 6M). Almost as many,
however, indicated that it dependea on their interest in the topic or
subject whether or not any type of writing was interesting.
Interestingly, the less substantial writing tasks of making an outline
and writing one or two sentences were checked as engaging by the fewest
numbers of students.

Writing paragraphs or a short essay was reported to be interesting
because "it gives you a chance to be creative and come up with your awn
point of view," as well as worthwhile because "you have to select the
most ipportant points and write clearly and concisely." Many students
seemed to feel that short essays are a good length because they don't
require an excessive amount of information, but allow sufficient scope
for "spreading facts around and giving different opinions" in a concise
and specific form. Other students, however, found that short essays
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enable you to "only get out one or two ideas, [which] you can't really
expand," whereas in a paper "I can get all my thoughts out." One
student emphasimii 'writing a paper "puts you in charge of what you
want to do and leal, adding that it is "a very personalized kind of
task that you are responsible for."

Table al: Types of Writing Students Report as Engaging
(n=43)

Rank Type of Writing Frequency Percentage

1 writing paragraphs or a short essay 22 51.2
2 taking notes (fran a lecture or bock) 20 46.5
3 writing a paper 19 44.2
4 depends on the topic or subject 18 41.9
5 making an outline 13 30.2
6 writing one or two sentence answers 4 9.3
7 other 3 7.0
8 none 1 2.3

Taking notes was stressed generally as being worthwhile rather
than interesting. The reasons cited were the necessity for
"concentrating" or having "to read the material carefully and
understand it before you can re-word it," or the advantage afterwards
of having the notes to refer back to (especially helpful in preparing
for tests, or to enable you "to see the progression of ideas in a
class"). One student tried to explain how both the process of taking
notes and the end product helped you learn:

"There is something about taking notes that helps you learn, I
can't explain it. It helps you because you're taking it in and
learning something new. Having background notes on topics you don't
know anything about makes learning so much easier."

Making an outline was regarded as worthwhile for somewhat similar
reasons as those given for taking notes. In oda?r words, these students
reported that actually making an outline helped them understand and
organize the main points or ideas, while the completed outline "helps
when taking a test and writing an essay." Typical also of the comments
of several students was the claim that it is "easier than writing the
paper itself, you deal with major ideas only and not specifics which
take more effort."

In response to the list, of general subjects of writing
assignments, taking a position on an issue and defending it was the
most popular, being checked by approximately two out of three students
(see Table 6N). Describing personal experiences or feelings and
explaining a concept, principle, theory or problem were each indicated
as engaging by about half the respondents', with creative writing
popular with just less than half.

/94
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Table 6N: Subject of Writing Assignments Students Report as Engaging
(n=43)

Rank Tyne of Writing Assignment Frequency Percentage

1 taking a position on an issue and
defending it 28 65.1

2 describing my experiences or feelings 22 51.2
3 explaining a concept, principle,

theory, problem or issue 21 48.9
4 creative writing (making up stories

or poems) 19 44.2
5 reporting on independent research 13 30.2
6 summarizing material covered in class

or readings 11 25.6
7 depends on the topic or subject 9 20.9
8 other 2 4.7
9 none 1 2.3

The challenge involved in arguing for and defending a position on
an issue seemedlx)underlie most students' explanation of why this type
of writing assignment was engaging. For example, students commented
that "you have to take into account arguments of the opposition and
counter them with your arguments," "it's your own point of view and you
try to persuade the reader to came to your point," and "it's
challenging and you have to stay on one side of the argument the whole
time." And "if you can't give reasons why you feel strongly about your
position, then you realize you don't think as strongly as you believed
you did." The challenge was not limited for same to defending their own
position, because "even if you don't believe in it [the position], you
can put forth the effort and discover you can argue for something you
don't believe in."

Both journal and creative writing were appealing to many students
because of the freedom they provided. Students said they didn't hwe to
worry about: "spelling and grammar," "using notes or an outline,"
"following an assigned topic," "sticking to facts", and "definite
answers that the teacher is looking for." Instead, they could "just
make things up," "write how you talk," and write "whatever comes into
your head." Describing personal experiences or feelings enabled
several students to express and reveal part of themselves, and one
student to "get a load off your back and think about and deal with
my personal problems." Another student provided a compelling account of
how journal writing enhanced the teacher-student relationships in a
class because of the teacher's interest in "our thoughts and feelings."
Furthermore, she added that discussions were better because "people in
the class opened up more," for example, "if talking about a novel,
they'd be more likely to share their true feelings."

Explaining a concept, principle, theory, etc. in writing was
reported to be worthwhile because it helped you understand the
material. The one quarter of respondents who checked summarizing
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material generally indicated that it was worthwhile for the sane
reason: for example, it "helps you understand what someone is saying if
you have to summarize it." Those who found reporting on independent
researdh interesting enjoyed the opportunity to choose their own topic
which often occurred with this type of assignment. The research for
this writing was regarded by some students as worthwhile because "you
learn a lot about the subject" and "you're sharpening your research
skills which are important irrespective of which field you enter."

SUI.P.421/2Fet:

Social studies was the most frequently mentioned subject when the
students interviewed in this study were asked about the most engaging
course they had taken in the current school year and about a
particularly engaging class they had experienced in high school.
Science, English and mathematics were the only other subjects mentioned
by more than a couple of students.

In probing students' reasons for being engaged by these classes,
and by lessons or tasks in a social studies course observed by a
researcher, the subject matter and/or the activities were mentioned by
the vast majority in each case. Half of them described the subject
matter as intrinsically interesting (especially in the case of social
studies and often because of its perceived relevance to the real
world), and half reported that the opportunity to actively participate
in class (mainly through discussions in social studies and English, and
through manipulating information or things in science, mathematics and
other subjects) made the course or lesson engaging. In the case of the
social studies course, many cited as engaging lessons where they were
learning something new. Many students also attributed their engagement
specifically to the teacher, particularly his or her ability to make
the class interesting or challenging.

When asked to describe some of the most interesting activities in
a particularly engaging course and the nature of a particularly
engaging lesson or assignment in their social studies course, a writing
task was the most popular type in both contexts (closely followed by
discussions in social studies). The content involved in most students'
examples concerned main ideas and either values (in the social studies
course) or people's experiences (in the case of an engaging course),
rather than discrete facts. Somewhat surpesingly many of the engaging
examples were homework assignments. In both cases, but especially in
the social studies course, most students outlined activities requiring
them to manipulate or make sense of information, while a number
described activities concerned with acquiring information. However,
when questioned about specific social studies lessons observed by a
researcher half the students mentioned as engaging questions or tasks
involving the acquisition of information, with just under a half
describing questions or tasks requiring cognitive manipulation (mainly
making inferences or value judgements).

19;
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All but one of the students who had experienced in-depth work
(i.e., studying a specific topic, question or problem for two or more
weeks) found it interesting. Generally they felt it was interesting
because they liked either the particular topic or the opportunity to be
creative or to work on their own. Many also emphasized how much they
learned from doing in-depth work. However, they were almost evenly
divided on the question of whether they would like to have more in-
depth war.. 2n sdhool.

When asked about any outstanding characteristics of the teacher in
a course they found particularly engaging, about a third of the
students described the teacher's ability to make the subject
interesting (for example, by relating interesting stories or anecdotes,
or assigning fun activities) and a third mentioned various other
instructional practices. Attitudes towards students (such as being
concerned about helping students learn and giving them a certain degree
of freedom and responsibility) and personal characteristics (such as a
sense of humor and a likeable disposition) were each listed by nearly
half the students. Instructional practices (including encouraging
student participation) were again mentioned by most in relation to
teachers who push students to their best effort, with the same number
discussing attitudes towards students, especially a teacher's concern
for helping them learn. While academic expectations were rarely
mentioned in the case of an engaging course, this time many students
made same reference to teachers' academic demands.

In terms of general types of lesson format that are interesting
and worthwhile, class discussions led by students were the most
popular, followed by small group work, class discussions led by the
teacher and working with a friend. Class discussions seemed to be
emaging for a number of different reasons, ranging from creating
student participation to enabling social comparison with peers. Working
in a small group or with a friend was regarded as personal and
relaxing.

As far as writing tasks are concerned, writing a short essay,
taking notes and writing a paper were each indicated as interesting and
worthwhile by approximately half the students. The length of short
essays was popular with some students, while others preferred the
greater scope available in a paper for expanding on their ideas. Taking
notes was strictly seen as worthwhile for utilitarian reasons, namely
facilitating concentration on the material and serving as a reference
when studying for tests. Two out of three students indicated that
taking a position on an issue and defending it was an engaging kind of
writing assignmant because of the challenge involved. About fifty
percent in each case thought journal, creative and expository writing
(about a concept, principle or theory) was engaging. Journal and
creative writing were appreciated for the freedom they provided frown
worrying about having the right information and answers, while
expository writing was desribed as valuable for helping you to
understand the material.

igri
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OVERALL CCICLUSICKS Cli COGNITIVE amuENGE 2s.ND EMAGEMENT:

Many previous studies have indicated that high school students
generally find classes boring and put minimal effort into their
academic activities (Ceikszentmihalti & Larson, 1984; Cusick, 1973;
Goodlad, 1984; Sedlak et al, 1986). One of these studies
(Csikszertmihalti & Larson, 1984), however, had found that students, on
average, had at least one class which was engaging. Similarly, in this
study the students were able to discuss at least one class and one
academic task where time had passed quickly and they had made their
best effort. R.:rt.:ex:tore, their engaging academic experiences had
similar attributes; that is, most students tended to be engaged by
similar kinds of academic work and teacher behaviors. Students
indicated that activities such as discussions and writing tasks that
reauire active mental effort and teachers who make the subject
interesting and convey a caring concern for their learning are likely
to engage them. In particular, instructional formats which involve
students in interacting with their peers (e.g., debates, role plays and
small group work) or the teacher (e.g., class discussions), and writing
tasks which require students to take and defend a position on an issue
are appealing to the majority of students.

Beyond the descriptive characteristics of engaging academic work,
the more fundamental question is: What are the underlying causes of
student engagement? Despite popular conceptions, extrinsic rewards
(such as high grades, college admission or future job prospects) were
reported by only a few students as a factor in creating engagement.
Instead, the intrinsic value of learning was cited consistently across
different academic contexts by a substantial majority. Students valued
academic learning because the content was interesting, the process was
actively involving, or the outcomes were worthwhile. The content was
usually interesting because it was relevant to concrete human events or
to a student's idiosyncratic interests and concerns outside school.
Outcomes were worthwhile if the student learned something new or
developed a better understanding of the material being studied.

Different students were intellectually challenged by different
kinds of school work. Essentially the students in this study were
equally divided between those who found humanities subjects (i.e,
social studies and English) challenging and those who were more
challenged by science and mathematics. In many cases it was the
different types of problem associated with each of these subject areas
that distinguished students' perception of challenge. The former group
tended to report that ill-defined problems with problematic solutions
made them think hard, while the latter group often found well-defined
problems with single, correct answers more mentally demanding. Another
distinction was between the demands for inductive inferencing in
humanities subjects cited by some students and the demands for
understanding abstract concepts in science and mathematics mentioned by
others. In short, students perceive the major challenges in English and
especially social studies to involve the making of value judgements and
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(usually inductive) inferences; and the major challenges in science and
math to be making deductions and abstractions.

As far as specific activities and assignments are concerned,
teacher-directed activites that required student responses (e.g.,
teacher-led class discussions and teacher questioning students on
understanding of subject matter) and substantive writing tasks that
were completed individually outside class were most commonly described
as mentally demanding, especially when they dealt with ideas and/or
values. In the latter case, the noteable example was papers or essays,
which for some students were challenging when they involved expository
writing and for others when expressive writing was required.

Again the important question to consider is: What makes these
kinds of academic work cognitively challenging? Demands for higher
order cognitive processiri featured most prominently when students were
asked if they experienced any frustrations. But these frustrations were
apparently overcome since the most common satisfactions were from
successfully accomplishing the task and from developing new insights or
better weeretandings. This suggests that a challenge must be of
sufficient difficulty to create an initial frustration, but not so
difficult that it cannot be met - presumably with reasonable effort.

Although teachers have claimed that secondary students passively
resist intellectually challenging tasks (Rampel, 1986; McNeil, 1986;
Tye, 1985), little evidence was found to support this contention. On
the contrary, the kinds of academic work most students reported as
mentally challenging were also generally the kinds they found engaging.
Essay writing tasks and teacher-led discussions dealing with ideas and
values were frequently cited as both engaging and challenging (although
student-led discussions and working with peers were engaging but not
challenging). Additionally, many students are both engaged and
challenged by classes that emphasize higher order thinking.
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DEPAREMENrAL AND PRMCIPAL IEADERSIEEP IN PROMOTING
HIGHER ORDER mum

CameroillfcCarthy
Francis Schrag

Many factors beyond the classroom may affect the quality of
thinking in social studies classrooms. Do the principal and department
head have a pronounced influence on what happens at the classroom
level? Extensive questionnaires and interviews with administrators (as
well as teachers and students) in the schools we studied, give us an
opportunity to address this question.1 Here we report some of the
results of our investigation into the role of the department heads and
principals in the five schools. We are still in the midst of
completing our analysis of the impact of these actors on teacher's
perceptions of support for higher order thinking and on what actually
occurs in the classroom. At this point, however, we shall concentrate
on profiles of the leaders at the department and school levels and
identification of some similarities and differences between them.
Since we are able to give a rough indication of the relative success of
the five schools in promoting higher order thinking in social studies
classes, we conclude with some speculations regarding the impact of the
principal and department head on the classrooms.

I.

Department Chairs

A convenient place to start is with the department head who, in
most high schools, plays an important role in hiring teachers, in
assignment and development of courses, in selection of texts and
examinations, and in setting the tone for the social studies program
and department. We shall try to identify the nature and extent of
support that each of cur five department heads gave to their teachers
in promoting thoughtfulness.

The five schools are very different in a number of important
respects -- geographical location, size of departments, number of periods
in the day, average class size, and so on--but perhaps the most
striking thing about the five social studies department chairs is the
extent to which they agree on the principal satisfactions and
limitations of their role. Almost all find their greatest satisfaction
in watching successful teachers who have profited from their advice and
support. On the other hand, almost all find dealing with recalcitrant

1 Respondents may strive to put themselves and their
institutions in a favorable light. But our assurances that the
names of people and institutions would be disguised in the final
report gave those we interviewed the opportunity to speak with
considerable candor.
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teachers who are not doing a satisfactory job to be their major source
of frustration. The administrative side of the job--responsibility for
meetings, paperwork, budgets, etc. is viewed by most as a necessary
evil; only one mentions it as a source of gratification.

Department heads are also veteran teachers, and see themselves as
peers. Although adiainistratively superior, they have little actual
per over their colleagues. Hence, their primary source of influence
lies in their ability to win colleagues over to their side, to persuade
and cajole rather than command them to go along with a particular
program or point of view. It is no wonder that all five mention skill
in interpersonal relations as the principal requisite for a successful
department head. Neither is it surprising that they :co themselves as
most effective in informal, dyadic or small-group interactions rather
than in staff meetings.

Despite commonalities which result primarily from the nature of the
department chair's role and working environment, differences among the
five department chairs we interviewed can be readily discerned. We
shall briefly describe each of them.

Bob Mikkelson's title is "district coordinator" for social studies
in Grandville, a wealthy, suburban school district in the Northeast
region of the country. He has been in this position for 10 years and
has been teaching social studies for 18 years. Under his leadership,
the district's high school with 2000 students, (indeed the entire K-12
system) has been involved for the last 3-4 years in the development of
a program to promote higher order thinking in the social studies area.
This is by far the most systematic and continuous effort among the five
schools in this area. Nikkelson is the only department head that one
could really call the architect of a program.

Progran development included the following activities:

1. Soliciting the assistance of a number of consultants,
of when the most influential has been Barry Beyer, whose
explicit "skills" rodel of thinking has been adopted by
the department.
2. Visiting other schools in the district and conducting
a needs assessment within the school.
3. Designing an overall curriculum content and skills
sequence for K-12, and revising a mandatory U.S. History
course to incorporate the "thinking skills" approach.
Formulating lesson plans and teaching demonstration
lessons to staff.
4. Organizing systematic peer observation throughout the
department.
5. Ordering materials and designing criterion-
referenced tests to reflect the new focus.

Though much of this work was done by =mat:tees under Nakkelson's
leadership during the regular school year, it is important to note that
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the work continued during the sumo. months. Teachers were paid V5.00
a day for participating in developing the program; Mikkelson calls this
the "most:valuable" money.

Like all department heads, Mikkelson is responsible for observing
teachers. He is required to make at least three visits to each of 40
district social madies teachers in a given year. To be able to carry
on a vast program of curriculum development, while performing his other
supervisory duties and teaching a class of his own, clearly requires
unusual energy and dedication. Mikkelson believes that all his staff
share his vision of excellence, though a few are not sure they have the
tools to implement it. Mikkelson notes that he has helped shape and
lead to fruition a major program change, and that he can go into
classrooms and "see it being done." This he feels is the most
rewarding part of his job.

Sam Holmberg is a veteran of 34 years teaching social studies. For
the last 17 of these, he has been department chair at Carlsberg High
School, a school of almost 3000 students in a major city in the
Northeast. While Sam Holmberg is also enormously skilled and
energetic, his approach differs from Bob Mikkelson in two significant
respects. (1) Although he and his teachers have been involved in the
revision of particular courses within the program, there is no explicit
emphasis on thinking, per kg. Carlsberg doesn't distinguish between
instruction in thinking and good social studies instruction which
"calls for thought-provoking questions and how and why questions." (2)

hit a Mikkelson's emphasis is on the broad outlines and articulation of
the elements of the entire social-studies curriculum, Holmberg's focus
is on the individual lesson. If Bob Mikkelson is an architect, Sam
Holmberg is a mentor.

The improvement of lessons is worked at firm several directions.
Holmberg does a great deal of observation, visiting each teacher at
least twice a year, and non-tenured teachers at least. six times a year.
He writes detailed reports and conducts follow-up conferences with
teachers concerning observed strengths and weaknesses. He, other
teachers, even the principal on occasion, teach "demonstration lessons"
to regular classes with colleagues in attendance. After the lesson,
there is a critique session in which strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. But the designing of the lesson plan receives greatest
attention. Each lesson p1(.*1 is a product of group effort, and every
lesson plan taught is available to teachers in a resource file.
Ctureses are perceived as sets of self-contained "lessons", so a major
route to course improvement is via improved lesson plans.

Sam Holmberg, like Bob Mikkelson but in a less formal way, creates
a climate in which sharing and collaboration are the norm. Holmberg
sees his role as disseminator of critical ideas and teaching
techniques. Asked about the most rewarding part of his job, he says,
"Watching teachers perfect their teaching techniques is by far most
important. It has been a tremendous pleasure to see Matt O'Brien
become the great teacher he is. The specific pleasure comes from the
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exchange of ideas and the planning that is an important part of
teaching."

Herb Dexter, another veteran teacher of unusual energy, is
department chair at Arnold High, a 1100 student high school in a
middle -class suburb A a major West Coast city. While teaching a full
load of courses (five per semester in a six period day), Dexter has
pioneered the development of an eclectic approach to teaching thinking
which he calls the "Integrative Mind Instructional Model." A striking
feature of the model, developed collaboratively with one of his
teachers, is the emphasis on metaphors and analogies which students
create and represent visually in different colors. Like Nakkelson at
Grandville, Dexter has read the conceptual literature on thinking, and
has himself given workshops at other schools on his own approach to
promoting thinking. He's also been involved at the state level in the
creation of a new American History exam. Because the exam will
emphasize thinking through issues, Dexter does not perceive it as a
threat to his own emphasis in social studies.

Dexter sees himself and tries to act as a catalyst for others, to
prod, stimulate, and support their efforts to excel as teachers.
Because he teaches a full load (He was teaching 174 students each day
in five classes when we interviewed him) he has neither the time nor
the mandate to formally observe other teachers. Considering the
limited free periods a day (each teacher has one), the enormous student
load each teacher carries, the lack of formal supervision or peer
observation, and the paucity of supplies, Dexter's ability to
dissmainate his vision and his ideas is remarkable. He claims that 85-
90% of the teachers now share his general orientation.

Herb Dexter tries to share ideas with teachers in informal
interactions, in curriculum planning groups which he organizes, and at
formal depagamaA: meetings which typically focus on pedagogical issues.
He encourages others to take risks in their own teaching by revealing
his own attempts to innovate, even when they're not successful. He
treats everyone, even student teachers, as peers from whom he can learn
something. The most important quality a department chair needs is "the
intangible of inspiring people to keep shooting for the moontrying to
improve." Speaking of himself, Dexter says, "I am a supporter of
others' rise to excellencethe role I cherish and sometimes abhor when
my own intellectual commitment to a professioral identity as a
historian or political scientist emerges."

Louise Ellsworth, an especially thoughtful teacher, is the only
woman in this group. Bradley High School, where she is a chair of
social studies, is a 2100 student school in an older suburb of a large
city on the Eastern seaboard. Its students display a diversity of
background and ability not found in most suburbs. Ellsworth has been
chair only three years. Prior to that, there has been a history of
turnover in the role, due, she believes, to a tradition of individual
faculty autonomy at the school which undermines the chair's ability to
set and carry out policy at a departmental level. Ellsworth has a
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general vision of what an ideal program to develop thoughtfulness would
look like, but she is not naive enough to believe that most of the
other teachers are looking for someone to lead them. One of
Ellsworth's highest priorities is simply to develop a more
collaborative culture in the departrant. A new required
course for sophomores will provide an opportunity for teachers to work
together.

The school system does not encourage systematic program development
or in-service activities to improve pedagogy. In 1984, the department
had same workshops with leaders of the "thinking skills" movement, but
Ellsworth says only a few teachers really showed an interest. To the
extent that the teachers do emphasize thinking in their classes, this
results frcan their own personal orientation rather than .Crum any
department-wide efforts to change curriculum or pedagogy.

Ellsworth is required to confer with both non-tenured and tenured
teachers several times a year, and these sessions provide the main
official vehicle for working with teachers. Ellsworth believes that
discussions about curriculum, approaches with students, or evaluation
can be even more valuable than observing classes. 'Sad much can you
really tell a teacher about now to improve little moves in the
classroom? Since most of the teacher's work is done before or after
class, this is what demands more attention."

Unlike most of the other department chairs, Ellsworth has had the
opportunity to hire a significant number of new teachers recently--
eight. With young teachers, she feels her main task is to be
supportive, to convince them that "every lesson doesn't have to be
perfect." With older teachers who are comfortable with one style of
pedagogy, her main challenge is to help them remain open to alternative
approaches. "I encouraged a fairly rigid teacher who loves the
Socratic method to use journals for kids to reflect on their own
thinking."

We choose the label therapist to characterize Louise Ellsworth
since much of her success with her staff as well as her orientation to
teaching derives from her intuitive understanding of sound therapeutic
principles: the need to build trust so that others can open up and
share their shortcomings, the need to overcome resistances to new
approaches and perspectives, the realization that change results from
people being able to take a fresh look at themselves, not from
supervisors pointing out their mistakes to them. Not surprisingly, she
feels the least rewarding part of her job is "Working with teachers who
are afraid to look at themselves."

Mike Preminger, the final member of our group, is social studies
chair at Scarborough High, an 1000 student inner-city high school
located in a major Eastern metropolis, a magnet school which plays a
key role in a system-vide reform effort. A general focus on developing
critical thinking for all students has been introduced at the district
level, but it is institutionalized primarily through a set of writing
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exercises and short discussions that are not systematically integrated
into the curriculum of any department. Preminger was one of ten
teachers from the district who served on a planning committee in
development of a US History course.

In the social studies department, all three mandatory year-long
accuses are required to follow unit packets designed by a team of two
university professors and twenty teachers. This can substantially
undercut the autonomy of the individual teachers.

Almost all the social studies teachers, are veterans and were
specially selected for this flagship school. Despite the attempt to
develop a district-wide, "syllabus-driven" curriculum, the teachers
value their autonomy and, like those at Bradley, do not appear to be
looking for guidance or leadership. "The lone-ranger syndrome can hurt
us," Preminger says. Although required to observe and confer with his
teachers, Preminger feels this activity may not have much impact.
Although he relished the chance to observe and give useful, positive
feedback to a friend and colleague, Preminger feels he can best assist
his staff by scheduling classes according to the strengths and
interests of the teachers, by securing materials for use in their
classrooms and by clearing other bureaucratic hurdles.

Unlike Bradley and Arnold, where there is little pressure from
above, here at Scarborough there are constant demands and expectations
/uM the principal and district. In the interviews, Preminger

constantly referred to what "they" want. His main frustration is that
although he was picked, in part, to develop a new interdisciplinazy
curriculum in international studies, the effort has never received the
leadership from the school administration needed to bring it to
fruition. Yet, of the five department heads, Preminger is the only one
who claims that administrative activity is satisfying. The materials
and budgeting are very important. It gives me a better sense of
controlespecially the chance to find interesting materials that I can
pass on to colleagues." His role appears to be primarily that of
intermediary, relaying mandates from above, and requests from below.
His leadership in curriculum development or promoting new approaches to
teaching appears very limited, but it is hard to determine whether this
is due primarily to his non-directive approach or to demands from above
which seem to afford little opportunity for autonomous action at the
departmntal level.

Having briefly described each of the chairs and departments, we may
observe that several have common features which not all share. In
Grandville, Arnold, an Carlsberg there is a real sense of
collegiality, of individuals not only working towards common goals, but
also sharing ideas and helping each other perform better. The focus is
on instruction, and the department heads in each of these schools are
clearly perceived by the teachers as master teachers from wham they can
learn. In Bradley and Scarborough, on the other hand, there is less
sense of a common enterprise. Most of the veteran teachers are not
looking for guidance from peers or superiors.

2
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Another pattern is revealing. At three of the schools, Arnold,
Carlsberg, and Grandville, their social studies department had a
systematic2 program aimed at promoting higher order thinking. In only
one case, Grandville, had they adopted the "thinking skills"
orientation. Scarborough, though it had school and district-wide
programs focused on thinking, had no program that originated in the
social studies department. Neither Scarborough nor Bradley manifested
an explicit concern with higher order thinking at the department level.

Finally, it is worth noting, that only. at Grandville, was there a
major commitment of resources, both time aid material, to both develop
and implement a wholesale curriculum reform. Inadequate time for
planning, too heavy a teaching load, lack of supplies of resources,
failing equipment, seem to be common in the other schools.

U.

Principals

As we found in the case of the department heads, there are
commonalities in the principals' conceptualizations and efforts in
support of higher order thinking in the five schools we studied. But
as we shall see, there are important differences as wellparticularly
with respect to administrative style and type of support provided for
thinking. These differences in styles and approaches also influence
the quality of collaboration and cooperation between the principals and
the department heads. There is, for instance, a_high degree of
continuity and collaboration on agendas for instructional improvement
and methods of evaluation between the principal and department head at
Carlsberg. On the other hand, there is significant discontinuity
between the perspectives and agendas of the principal and department
head at Scarborough.

But first, let us discuss some of the cannnonalities among the
principals. Even though there is little significant exposure to recent
research literature, there is a remarkably shared vision among the
principals of what a higher order thinking classroam should look like.

2Aocording to our definition, a systematic departmental-bass:I
program aimed toward higher order thinking should reflect three
criteria: members of the department should share a common
conception and vision of higher order thinking; lesson plans,
syllabi and other materials should relate the conception or vision
to the lessons taught; and there should be interaction among
department members on a regular basis that is focused on haw well
they are progressing toward the vision. Departmental programs can
conceivably be grounded in district level or school-wide programs,
but unless we found indicators such as these at the department
level, we did not recognize the existence of a systematic,
departmental-based effort.
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This vision involves: less teacher dominated classrooms; teachers
posing challenging questions or tasks; teachers allowing students to
tackle questions from diverse perspectives. Four of the five
principals report that their respective social studies departments are
ahead of other subject departments in terms of classroom instruction in

thinking. Two principals felt that a number of social studies teachers
at their schools were not good "thinkers" and consequently ware not
good models of thoughtfulness for the students to emulate. But in
neither of these cases, did the principals mentioned report direct
involvement or intervention on their part to help improve the classroom
instruction of the teachers identified as inadequate. Day-to-day
instructional improvement in these two schools is seen by the
principals as the responsibility of the department chairs.

All five principals attach an enormous significance to school
"tone" and the fostering of an academically disciplined environment as
preconditions for thinking ("we need an orderly and safe school
concomitant with academic achievement," Lester Brawn, Carlsberg). It
is, however, significant that when asked about their goals, none of
the principals lists thinking as his first priority. The three most
consistently mentioned goals are: (1) improving school climate; (2)

improving/maintaining academic achievement as reflected in test scores;
and (3) teacher training.

Barriers to thinking -- The principals also agree about what are
the main barriers and constraints on their efforts to promote thinking.
Like the department heads, the principals report that administrative
demands ("paper u=rk") have been increasing over the years. These
demands limit the amount of time they have to address curriculum and
instructional issues in their schools. Three of the five principals
(Arnold, Carlsberg, & Bradley) complain of scarce resources and lack of
funds for instructional improvement and staff development programs in
higher order thinking. At all five schools, curricular materials for
higher order thinking, particularly teacher produced materials are
considered scarce or inadequate. The principals also reported pockets
of apathy and resistance to initiatives to higher order thinking among
members of their staff. Though the principals readily express
frustrations with scarcity of resources and funds, and constraints on
their time to address instructional improvement, principals rarely
mentioned organizational and structural features of their schools as
significant constraints on higher order thinking. For the most part,
the principals seem to accept as given the routine features of school
organization, viz., class size/ scheduling, and structure of the
subject disciplines. They do not emphasize organizational or
structural reform as a strategy for achieving higher order thinking in
their schools.

Administration versus instructional leadership -- EVen more so
than the department heads, the principals experience a critical role
dilemma -- a dilemma that is inscribed in the designation of school
principal. This dilemma is expressed in terms of a tension between the
demands placed on them as administrators versus demands placed on them

2 (13
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to be assertive curriculum and instructional leaders. Paul Benton at
Arnold puts the matter rather forthrightly: "Administrative
reorganization in the district has shifted my time away from curriculum
issues to administrative work." Paul Benton's social studies
department head, Herb Dexter, also mentions excessive administrative
demands as a barrier to promoting higher order thinking instruction.

But it would be wrong to conclude from the above observations that
the principals are not involved in instructional improvement. All five
principals express a particularly strong interest in instructional
issues and indicate that they make efforts to reconcile the dual
obligations of administration and instruction. The principals all
report that they use administrative controls over budgets, resources,
personnel selection, agenda setting, and evaluation to influence
instructional objectives in social studies and other subject
departments at their schools. Three principals, Quentin Donato at
Grandville, Ken Olds at Scarborough, and Martin Broderick at Bradley
indicate that they use primarily administrative leverage, particularly,
over personnel selection, to secure curriculum and instructional
objectives. The other two principals, Lester Brown at Carlsberg and
Paul Benton at Arnold, in addition to carrying out administrative
duties, are directly involved in the fostering of instructional
improvement and staff development programs at their schools. Unlike
their counterparts at Bradley, Scarborough and Grandville, the
principals of Carlsberg and Arnold see themselves, first and foremost,
as instructional leaders.

Differences in Styles and Approaches to the Fbstering of Thinking

leadership styles and approaches to promoting thinking vary
significantly among the five principals. These styles and approaches
to thinking are influenced by such factors as school history/tradition,
district policies, department head and principal relations, and the
general climate within the school. We illustrate this variability by
briefly describing the context within which each of the five principals
operates and the salient aspects of each principal's leadership style
and method of supporting thinking in school.

Lester Brown at Carlsberg works in a school environment that can be
described as remarkably stable--this despite the fact that the school
population is highly diverse--50% white, 22% black, 21% Asian and 7%
hispanic. As was alluded to earlier, there is a very low rate of
turnover among the faculty at Carlsberg. This is especially so in tie
social studies department where the average number of years teaching at
Carlsberg, among our sample, is over 15 years. On the other hand,
Carlsberg does not have the level of monetary and technical support for
instructional improvement from its school district as we will see in
the case of Scarborough and Grandville. Indeed, Carlsberg's social
studies department head, Sam Holmberg, complains about the inadequacy
of funds and resources for the promotion of higher order thinking
instruction in his department.

2 1 0
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What stands out about Carlsberg, however, is its strong sense of
commitment to student achievement and academic excellence. The sense
of commitment is shared by both the staff and students. Ninety percent
of the students at Carlsberg go on to college. Students excel in
district and statewide exams and competitions for scholarships and
awards. This emphasis on academics is the Carlsberg "tradition," the
principal suggests over and over again. He notes with pride, "we are
an academic high school. If you came to Carlsberg, you'll achieve and
go to college. All students will get an academic core curriculum."
Brown takes direct responsibility for instructional leadership at
Carlsberg.

Like his four counterparts, the principal at Carlsberg employs
general administrative strategies such as personnel selection and
budget control to secure his curriculum and instructional agenda.
However, Lester Brown's main strategy for promoting higher order
thinking is to be distinguished in one particular respect: Carlsberg's
principal places enormous emphasis on thorough and meticulous
evaluation and instructional supervision of his staff. In this
respect, his collaboration and close working relationship with his
department heads, particularly, his social studies department head,
Holmberg, is crucial. Lester Brown holds workshops with his department
headq "to help improve and refine their methods of observation and
assessment." He does over 100 observations (including elaborately
written summaries/critiques) of his teaching staff every yearmore
than any other principal in our sample. In addition, he reads and
comments upon the lesson observation written up by his department
heads. Lester Brown collaborates with Sam Holmberg in setting
instructional goals for the social studies department and insists that
these goals are net. He also pays meticulous attention to the details
of pedagogical practices, exam results, and achievement levels.

Besides this emphasis on evaluation and his regular collaboration
with the social studies department head, Lester Brown's image as an
instructional leader is reinforced by his direct participation in and
sometimes initiation of instructional improvement programs at
Carlsberg. Lester Brown occasionally teaches in the classroom, gives
demonstration lessons and leads workshops on instruction and pedagogy.

If Lester Brown at Carlsberg pays careful attention to the details
of instructional supervision and evaluation, Scarborough's Ken Olds
focuses more on administrative matters and coordination of district
initiatives on thinking at Scarborough and elsewhere in the Scarborough
school system. Furthermore, while his counterparts at Arnold,
Carlsberg, Bradley, and Grandville are assigned to their respective
buildings fuiltime, Ken Olds is 50% time at Scarborough. He spends the
other 50% of his time on his responsibilities to the district-wide
training program on management skills for principals ana assistant
principals in the school district. Ken Olds actively works at two
jobsone in which he carries district initiatives to several schools
and the other as the building principal at Scarborough. Olds' role is
further complicated by the fact that Scarborough is a predominantly
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black school which is currently under court order to integrate. The
school has attempted to fulfill this requirement without using the
expedient of enforced busing. It has therefore created magnet
programs, such as International Studies and High Tech, to attract high
achieving students who are mostly white. In the last four years or so,
the percentage of white students in the school increased from 10% to
32% (the percentage of black students is now 66%). Ken Olds role as
principal and the type of support he is able to provide for thinking at
Scarborough must therefore be seen in the context of the school's
desegregation efforts.

Unlike Carlsberg, where district monetary and technical support for
thinking is regarded as inadequate, Scarborough is the beneficiary of
relatively substantial district support for higher order thinking. The
district has in this sense, sought to promote this inner-city school
(only 38% of Scarborough's students go on to college) as a model
institution. Ken Olds describes the relationship between the district
and school in the following terms: "the central office (the district)
has a major impact on the school's curriculum and instructional
practices." This "major impact" is reflected in the fact that
Scarborough has the largest number of higher order thinking related
programs and the highest institutional profile for higher order
thinking of the five schools studied.

Central to the instructional innovations being piloted at the
school is the Scarborough Districtwide Critical Thinking Program
(SDCTP). The program is funded jointly by the district and a large
corporate benefactor to the tune of $300,000 over a two year period.
The program involves 44% of Scarborough faculty. Teacher training and
staff development in this program focus on curriculum and instructional
strategies for promoting students "higher level thought processes."
Etphasis is placed on divergent thinking and open-ended classroom
discussion. To this end, a special interdisciplinary reader series,
Response, has been developed for use in the classroom. The reader
consists of short, often provocative passages on a variety of topics in
philosophy, aesthetics, history, etc., which are intended to move
teachers away from the traditional role of content dissemination and to
stimulate student centered discussions. Another vital component of the
SDCTP is the Syllabus Driven Exam an innovative approach to evaluation
in social studies and other disciplines that aligns district tests with
district curriculum syllabi. The Syllabus Driven Exam places emphasis
on extended essay writing and is an attempt to provide an alternative
to standardized or multiple choice tests.

Programs such as SDCTP, magnet programs in arts and sciences, and a
teacher center (established for district-wide teacher training) help to
underscore Scarborough's status as a model public school in the
district. But this status is a mixed blessing for the school and the
principal. The complicated internal demands of running a multiplicity
of innovative programs along with his responsibilities to the distilct
has meant that Ken Olds has had to delegate much of his responsibility
for day-to-day running of the school to his assistant principals and
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other members of staff. These substantial external and administrative
demands significantly reduce the amount of time the principal can
devote to curriculum and instruction matters at Scarborough. Ken Olds
indicates that his involvement in instructional supervision has
declined. "I have the additional responsibility this year of working
as a resource to principals in other schools. Fifty percent of my time
is spent away from the school. As a result, my classroom observations
have dropped considerably."

While Ken Olds' involvement in the day-to-day instructional matters
at Scarborough is limited, he reports that he uses his administrative
leverage in the school to influence desired instructional goals. This
is done primarily by means of manipulation of resources

inducements II,) In addition, Olds "encourages" his teaching staff to
be self reliant. He espouses a philosophy of "empamanmere and
believes that decision making over curriculum and instructional issues
Should happen at the department level. But Scarborough's social
studies department head, Mike Preminger, does not regard himself as an
instructional leader. He defines his role within the department as
that of an intermediary who gets his colleagues the curriculum
materials and other resources they need for classroom instruction. In
sane respects then, the philosophies of Scarborough's principal and
social studies department head contradict rather than complement each
other. While Olds claims to rely upon department-based instructional
initiative, Preminger suggests that instructional leadership should
came from the top. These different perSpectives seem to have led to
the fact that initiative and control over the higher order thinking
instructional program have been assumed by the district. Rather than
generating its own instructional agenda, the social studies department
at Scarborough follows the district's approach to higher order
thinking.

District leadership for Scarborough has gone further than any of
the other schools in our sample to institutionalize instructional
programs for the promotion of higher order thinking. But the
externally motivated institutional innovations seem initially to have
diminished teacher control over the form and pacing of the
instructional program. However, Preminger expressed some hope that
following the pilot phase for the syllalbus driven courses, the nature
of exam questions would be sufficiently specified and limited by the
district so that teachers would have more time and autonamy to teach
non-examined topics.

For Martin Broderick, issues of higher order thinking, indeed
issues of instructional improvement in general, have been secondary to
an overwhelming concern with bringing "order" and "civility" to
Bradley. Unlike, Scarborough there are no district motivated or school
directed programs to promote higher order thinking instruction. The
general approach with respect to instructional issues is to rely upon
department chairs to fine-tune the curriculum, but according to both
the principal and the social studies department head, teachers at
Bradley have a lot of autonomy. Although Broderick has same ideas and
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vague plans for higher order thinkina, he had not developed them into
programs. According to the principal, it is the department heads, like
Louise Ellsworth in social studies, who should define the curriculum
and instructional agenda. Martin Broderick provides the administrative
supports and inducements:

The primary instructional leadership responsibilities
rest at department head level, department heads define
the agenda for the departments...the principal supports
these efforts by recommending fiscal support through
workshop monies and "days away" from school, etc.
[Martin Broderick.]

Broderick's emphasis on administration and order has to do, he
says, with the "near chaos" he inherited when he arrived at Bradley
about seven years ago:

When I first came to Bradley, the school had a
number of serious problems: overt and covert racism,
violence, vandalism, graffiti, law achievement of
blacks, low teacher morale--much tension, kids
leaving to attend private schools. The main challenge
was to bring order and stability. (M.B.)

The next important issue for Broderick was the curriculum. At the
time of his arrival, liberal education at Bradley was a "completely
elective curriculum". Although he believes in faculty responsibility
for the curriculum, he has been concerned with the fragmentation and
chaos spawned by too many electives. Therefore, Martin Broderick has
insisted on same core course requirements for graduation and he sees
his contribution to the curriculum as primarily one of imposing
"structure" and "focus." Although he urged a tightening of the
graduation requirements, he did not immerse himself in specific issues
of content within courses.

Martin Broderick believes that the issues of school climate and the
laissez-faire curriculum must both be addressed before the school can
embark fully on a substantial program in instructional innovation. For
Broderick, Bradley is at a transitional stage with respect to higher
order thinking, but he sees major opportunities for this beyond the
classroom in the new system of school governance he initiated. In the
"tom meeting," the students and faculty participate in decision making
on a variety of issues such as class attendance, graduation
requirements, and student behavior (eating, use of tape players, etc).
For Broderick, the town meeting is an extracurricular experience in
higher order thinking that allows students to participate in the
governance of the school. The town meeting is considered by the
principal to be a forum in which the students can challenge each other
and also their teachers over important ideas. However, Broderick is
less involved in pressing for higher order thinking in the classroom
portion of the instructional program at Bradley. Like the principal at
Scarborough, Martin Broderick adopts an indirect approach to
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instructional improvement in his school. He is far less involved in
supervision and evaluation of his teaching staff than principals in the
other schools, each of whom report visiting twice _J many social
studies teachers per semester.

Despite his relatively limited contact with Bradley's teachers,
Broderick supports Ellsworth's efforts in social studies, and he ranks
the social studies department among the top departments at the school.
Ellsworth, in turn, sees the principal as providing primarily moral
support, rather than specific intellectual leadership, for higher order
thinking initiatives at Bradley. Broderick views his contribution as
providing the prerequisites for higher order thinking, namely, in
bringing a much needed coherence and sense of focus to the curriculum
and the liberal education program at Bradley; and in setting a school
tone ("an orderly, disciplined academic atmosphere") for thinking.

Like Broderick, the principal at Grandville, Quentin Donato, also
leaves the task of close instructional supervision to his department
heads ("I do few observations"). However, he makes an impression as a
systematic and methodical thinker --with a firm and clear position on
the kind of thinking that he believes must be promoted in the school.
Grandville's principal offers a more sophisticated conception of higher
order thinking than any of the other principals -- a conception which
involves a critique of Bloom's taxonomy ("Bloom's taxonomy is, I think,
useful but only as a descriptive not prescriptive model."). Quentin
Donato reports that he systematically supports thinking in the school
and the social studies department through the following methods: (a)

promoting peer supervision; (b) personnel selection and recruitment;
(c) monies and resources for staff development; and (d) encouraging an
interdisciplinary focus.

Two factors at Grandville reinforce Donato's initiatives. Firste
the school climate is stable, and enriched by a highly committed
faculty and a tradition of academic achievement. Over 70% of
Grandville's students go to collegealmost twice the percentage of
students at Scarborough. Secondly, the school has a unique
relationship with the district office in that the district's social
studies coordinator is based at the school and leads the crusade for
higher order thinking.

Grandville's sense of institutional stability results in part from
the relatively low rate of turnover of faculty and academic personnel.
They have had only three principals in the last 50 years. Donato notes
that there is a "common college-oriented set of values among the
students, staff, and parents." The principal has made a concerted
effort to promote peer sups vision and a sense of collegiality and
community among faculty and 4tudents. For example, members of faculty
are strongly encouraged to work with student organizations, and there
is a student-faculty council at Grandville somewhat similar in spirit
to the town meeting idea at Bradley. Donato believes that
extracurricular activities such as the student-faculty council help to
promote a climate of receptivity to thinking among students.
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The principal gets solid support from the district office. Indeed,
the district office has established a definition of critical thinking
and has initiated efforts through its subject coordinators to implement
its agenda for curriculum and instruction in the schools. Grandville
benefits from having such a subject coordinator, Bob Mikkelson, on
staff in its social studies department. As we noted earlier,
Grandville has developed a systematic approach to thinking that is
teacher produced and central to its instructional program. Donato and
Mikkelson collaborate in promoting the critical thinking program at
Grandville. The principal, for instance, indicates that the
realization of the critical thinking program in social studies at
Grandville would have been "inconceivable" without Mikkelson. He has
operated as both the architect as well as the chief practitioner of
higher order thinking instruction in the social studies department.
The district has provided significant improvement monies ($17,000) per
year that provide support for outside consultants, staff development
programs, peer observation, summer curriculum writing, and workshops
related to higher order thinking. Grandville's teachers have also been
able to visit and learn from colleagues in other schools.

It would seem that more than any school in our sample, Grandville
benefits from a fortuitous relationship with the district which is both
supportive but allows for a degree of autonomy. This type of district
support and the collaborative efforts of the principal, and department
head have helped to sell the Grandville critical thinking program to
the teachers.

Arnold does not enjoy the kind of direct district support that is
found at Grandville and Scarborough. Both the principal, Paul Benton,
and the department head, Herb Dexter, at Arnold criticize the district
for failing to establish an initiative with respect to critical
thinking. Paul Benton feels that the district has its priorities
somewhat misplaced:

There is no significant contribution or promotion
[of higher orb thinking] from the district.
District concerns are more mundane, more focused
on test scoresand developing a consistent and
district-wide curriculumat this point. Aside from
funding one or twomentorships...There has been no
direct district interest or awareness [P.B.1.

Paul Benton also complains that "administrative reorganization" in the
district has significantly reduced the amount of time that he has to
spend on curriculum and instructional improvement ("Tbo much paper
workP).

Instructional momentum on thinking at Arnold is directly due to the
support of the principal, and the unflagging efforts of his social
studies department head, Dexter, and individual mentor teachers such as
Bill Strayhorn. The relationship between Arnold's principal and the
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social studies department head is one of trust and mutual respect.
Paul Benton feels comfortable in allowing Dexter and the social studies
department to have considerable autonomy. He does not feel that it is
necessary for him to be directly involved in the social studies
department "because the department is by far the best department in the
school." Dexter, in turn, regards Benton's moral support and guidance
as crucial to instructional initiatives in higher order thinking at
Arnold.

Arnold's principal sees himself as a curriculum and instructional
leader..."scmething of a task master." He takes pride in this image of
himself. "I work very hard and I expect my staff to work hard...1
expect performance and results." Paul Benton, like Lester Brown at
Carlsberg, is an instructional leader as well as an active
administrator who is keenly in touch with the daily operations of his
school. He spends a lot of time talking and working with teachers to
get a better understanding of their needs. He pays special attention
to new staff members who "need help in the classroom." Paul Benton
shares responsibility for promoting effective teaching with his
department heads and eight seniorimentorixediers at the school. 'Mese
mentor teachers are funded by the district. At Arnold, they work
closely with other members of the staff to help improve the overall
quality of instruction. With the principal's urging, mentor teachers
also hold workshops and implement innovative curriculum projects.
Arnold's writing project, led by Bill Strayhorn which _Alcludes a strong
thinking component and involves an interdisciplinary collaboration
between the English and Social Studies departments is a prime example
of the mentor initiative.

In addition to his active promotion of instructional improvement,
Paul Benton deliberately uses personnel selection, recruitment, and
cultivation of leadership to achieve his goals. According to Benton,
when he arrived at Arnold about six years ago, "the average staff
member was fifty-four, tired and scaling down." Benton set about
revitalizing the staff, and within the last three years, there has been
a 30% turnover. Benton set about revitalizing the staff. He used
"every opportunity to hire quality teachers interested in instructional
improvement and taking on challenges in the classroom."

Closely related to his emphasis on personnel selection, the
principal has worked actively to "cultivate instructional leaders"
among Arnold's teachers and youth leaders among the student body.
Benton regards this "quality circle" of teachers and students as
"partners" in his efforts to develop a momentum for thinking at Arnold.

ZEE.

Conclusions

What, if anything, can we say about the impact of the department
head's and the principal's leadership on the level of thinking actually
found in the classroom?
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Let us begin with a necessarily cursory overview of our findings at
the classroom level. A total of 165 social studies classes were
observed by one or two observers. Each class was rated along 14
different 5-point scales, of which six were picked as constitutive of
Higher Order Thinking. The nu&ers below in parentheses represent an
average of these six different scales. Five is the highest possible
score and one, the lowest.

The highest scoring school was Carlsberg (4.13). Next came
Grandville (3.99), then Arnold (3.91), Bradley (3.50) and finally
Scarborough (3.15). These ratings are not simply reflections of the
individual teachers in the five schools. Differences between schloas
account for 28% of the total variance. The highest school differs from
the lowest by 1.70 standard deviations, and from the fourth-place
school by .93 standard deviations. Thus; institutional effects are
important. Furthermore, the scores are not just reflections of the
socioeconomic or racial composition of the five student bodies. For
example, only half the student body at Carlsberg is white compared to
75% at Bradley. Let us now consider a number of plausible propositions
about institutional effects and see how our data speak to them.

1. A systematic, department -based program, focused on higher-order
thinking is necessary for obtaining classrooms which score high in this
area.

The evidence from our study supports this. The three nigher-
scoring schools stand out in this respect although there are
differences in the way in which they concentrate on higher-order
thinking. Both Arnold and Grandville try to transmit a particular
conception of HOT, whereas Carlberg considers the stimulation of
student thinking as just one facet of pedagogical excellence.
Scarborough, although it has a school-wide program, has no systematic
effort at the departmental level. Finally, Bradley has no systematic
program in the area.

2. Success in this enterprise requires substantial resources,
including personnel, set aside for this purpvie.

This is not supported. Grandville has, for example, allocated
substantial resources into its higher order thinking program while
Arnold has virtually none, yet their scores are about the same. Of
course, the fact that Arnold can succeed with limited resources
provides no guarantee that other schools can.

3. Success in this area depends on strong leadership at the department
level.

This notion receives strong support. The department heads at
Carlsberg, . Grandville, and Arnold are dynamic leaders who inspire
commitment. They work energetically to improve the quality of thinking
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in their department's classes. The department heads at Bradley and
Scarborough differ in many ways, but both take a relatively non-
directive stance when it comes to shaping their colleagues' teaching
styles in particular directions.

4. The principal must play an active role in supporting the department
head's efforts.

This notion receives strong support. In all three of the top
schools, principals were very active in working closely with department
heads, but in neither of the bottom two did this occur.

5. District-wide efforts will be in vain if the teachers and their
immediate supervisors, the department chairs, do not feel "ownership"
of the program.

This notion, derived from so much recent literature on the subject
(e.g., Stevenson, 1987), is clearly supported in the two schools that
have district-wide programs. Grandville and Scarborough present the
clearest contrast. In one case (Grandville), the initiative has came
from the person who was also the department head in a single high
school district; in the other case, the department head of a multi-
school district appears to be left out of any of the school-wide
efforts.

6. Success depends upon an institutional culture of collegiality which
involves consistent, focused discussion of teaching and curriculum
within the department.

This is confirmed: the top three but not the bottom two schools
maybe accurately characterized in this way.

Our study reinforces what many others have found, that the
institutional context does make a difference. Collegial school culture
and pedagogical leadership from department heads and principals help
teachers promote higher order thinking in their classrooms. There do
not appear to be simple, administrativ :. actions which can be counted on
to produce the culture that raises the level of thinking in classrooms.
'Whatever actions may be needed, our study indicates that energetic
instructional leadership at the building level plays a significant
role.
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In spite of numerous proposals that thinking ought to be
emphasized more in schools, studies heretofore have paid little
attention to such basic questions as

To what extent can higher order thinking actually find a prominent
place in high schools that are conventionally organized?

Why is it so difficult to promote?

Why have sane schools made successful movement toward this goal,
and what have they done to overcome some of the barriers'?

Answering these questions involves a number of steps, some of which
have been completed in this study, but others await future research.
Rather than summarizing each of the papers separately, I will attempt
to synthesize the findings as they pertain to these issues.

We have made progress on the first question by developing a
conception of higher order thinking applicable to teaching & variety of
content and by operationalizing this conception into a reliable scheme
for classroom observation. By studying a group of five departments
selected for their special efforts to promote higher order thinking, we
may have also obtained estimates of the "upper limits" of
thoughtfulness in conventionally organized social studies departments.
Whether the le" is of discourse we found are truly exemplary will not
be determined until we study a more representative set of departments
in the next phase of the research, but at this point we have evidence
that same departments demonstrate in their lessons high levels on the
following dimensions:

sustained examination of a few topics;
substantive coherence and continuity;
sufficient time for students to respond;
the posing of challenging, non-routine intellectual tasks;
teacher modeling of thoughtful problem solving behavior;
students offering explanations for their conclusions.

In contrast, over all lessons we found less evidence of several
dimensions of thoughtfulness: teachers, careful consideration of
explanations and reasons, Socratic questioning, integrating students'
personal experience into the lesson, encouraging students to come up
with original ideas, questioning authoritative sources. Although such
dimensions were relatively rare across all lessons, the highest scoring
lessons, when compared with the lowest, did manifest more teacher
careful consideration of reasons and Socratic questioning, and their
students more often generated original ideas and articulate, relevant
comments. These classes also relied more on class discussion, rather
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than lecture, and the use of sources other than textbooks. While there
was considerable variation in thoughtfulness both within and between
schools, we found same impressive examples of students being challenged
to use their minds.

In asidition to researchers' observations of cognitive challenge in
classes, the vast majority of students told us about being challenged
and engaged in certain classes. Students nominated social studies more
frequently than any other subject as the most challenging class taken
in the present school year and also throughout high school. And most
students indicated that the class that was most challenging also was
their most engaging class. When asked to describe the kind of social
studies work they considered most challenging, students identified such
tasks as forming one's opinion, making inferences, and other tasks
consistent with our definition of higher order challenge.

Teachers offered information on barriers to pramoting higher order
thinking. Acmes all schools, teachers believe that large class size,
large numbers of classes per day, and large student load restrict their
opportunity to promote thinking. There is also wide agreement that the
pressure to cover content, whether externally- or self-imposed, often
inhibits thinking. Teachers occasionally complained about lack of
appropriate instructional materials and mandated tests, but these were
not prominent barriers. Teachers in all the schools generally found
adequate collegial and administrative support for an emphasis on
thinking.

Student ability or background did not appear as a barrier to
classroom thoughtfulness in these schools. In the interviews teachers
rarely attributed problems in promoting thinking to student
characteristics. Quantitative analysis of lesson scores showed only
minor effects of student background, and the teachers who scored the
highest taught more law achieving students than did their lower scoring
colleagues.

Camparisons between the high and lower scoring teachers suggested
that important barriers may reside in teachers' goals and conceptions
of their work. Perhaps not surprisingly, teachers with the most
thoughtful classes placed higher priority on thinking as an educational
goal, articulated more elaborate conceptions of thinking, and placed
more value on depth than breadth of coverage. This raises, but cannot
answer, the question of the extent to which teacher beliefs must be
considered the central target for reform in this area, in contrast, for
example, to materials and organizational conditions.

Haw might we explain differences in classroom thoughtfulness
between schools? While most variation in thoughtfulness is due to
differences between teachers, more than 25 percent of the variation can
be attributed to schools. The five schools differ in important ways,
and the small sample will not allow powerful generalization, but we
found support for some propositions that distinguish the top three from
the bottom two schools.
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Each of the top three schools, but neither of the bottom two, had
same systematic, departmentally -based program that supported higher
order thinking. The content of the "programs" differed substantially:
one followed a nationally promoted scheme of convergent thinking
skills; another emphasized a standard lesson format that began with a
lesson aim stated as a problem or question and moved front informational
to evaluative levels of analysis; the third placed major emphasis on
divergent thinking and visual representation of thinking through
metaphors and diagrams. The lowest scoring school was part of an
extensive district-wide program, but here there was little sense of
departmental ownership. The top three schools also manifested a
departmental culture of collegial planning absent in the bottom two,
and they similarly distinguished themselves through vigorous
instructional leadership aimed at higher order thinking by both the
department chair and the principal.

Together these findings indicate that classroan thoughtfulness in
social studies can be assessed and that it can occur at high levels
among a critical mass of teachers in conventionally organized high
schools and with classes composed of students of all grade and
achievement levels. We have also found that students consider
thoughtful classes to be the most challenging and engaging, and we have
identified the particular attributes that students mention in making
such judgments.

In spite of this good news, we find what appear to be important
differences in thinking between teachers who promote higher order
thinking most and least consistently. Although we cannot point to
particular administrative actions which guarantee the promotion of
thinking in social studies departments, it seems that departmentally -
based programs, collegial faculty culture and strong leadership by the
chair and principal may be critical.

Still, there is much to learn. We have not investigated the
relationship between classroom thoughtfulness and individual student
achievement. Neither have we tested the extent to which these five
select departments actually promote higher levels of thoughtfulness
than a more representative set. Finally, although we may find high
levels of thoughtfulness in some conventionally organized high schools,
concerns about organizational barriers expressed by teachers and
reformers invites inquiry into a third set of departments - those with
structures modified more deliberately to promote thoughtfulness.
During the next two years, each of these problems will be studied.


